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SANTA'S HELPERS—Students of the carpentry class at The
Murray Vocational School helped erect Santa's house on the court
square here. Santa will be in his house to visit with area
youngsters every afternoon downtown
(Staff Photo by David Hill
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Testimony continued Tuesday
in U.S. District Court before
Judge James Gordon in the case
of Robert H. Kemp on a 12-count
indictment of falsely identifying
dark fired tobacco at the time of
sale.
The 12 counts against Kemp,
a Lynn Grove resident, involved
dates occurring in January and
February of 1970. Poundage and
quota cards of eight separate
individuals were named in the
indictments.
They are Herbert Underwood,
Henry County, Tenn.; Fred B.
Keel and Donald Smith, both of
Graves County; Lancie Morris,
Crawford Armstrong, Daniel
Billington, Otto Chester and
R.B. Windsor, all of Calloway)
County.
Jones,
Virginia
Ms.
bookkeeper for the Graves
Agricultural
County
Stabilization and Conservation
Administration office, testified
that according to ASCS records
the farm of Kemp was surveyed
and the initial measurement
was 3.04 acres. The allotment of
tobacco on the farm was 2.76
acres or an excess of .28 acres.
Kemp was sent a notice that
his acreage had been exteeded
and that the excess was
destroyed, according to Ms.
Janes. •
A marketing card from the
farm indicated three separate
sales were made from the
Kemp farm—Jan. 26, Feb. 11

and 16 in 1970. Ms. Jones said
the average yield for a Graves
County tobacco crop per farm
was 1,814. Records by the ASCS
showed Kemp's farm yielded
2,697 pounds per acre.
William Scent, attorney for
Kemp,established that the high
yield on Kemp's farm was not
unusual as in establishing an
average yield for the county,
there will be farms both above
and below the county average.
Ms. Jones testified that some
Graves County farms had yields
as low as about 1,300 pouts& per
acre.
011ie Barnett, Murray, and
bookkeeper for Doran Loose
Leaf Floor, testified that all
records of the warehouse

'pertaining to the case were
destroyed when the warehouse
burned last January.
Barnett, however, identified a
marketing card and floor sheet
of tobacco on the Doran floor on
a Jan. 26 sale of 2,272 pounds
bearing the names of Fred Keel
and M.C. Dick. Kemp's name
was not mentioned in testimony
regarding the sale on the Doran
floor.
Two other sales by Keel and
Dick were reported by Joseph
Tripp Jr., secretary-treasurer
and bookkeeper of the Mayfield
Loose Leaf Floor. Dates of the
sales were given as Feb. 11 and
16.
(See Tobacco,Page 14)

Wilson of Riviera Courts, was
MOBILE HOME DESTROYED—This mobile home,owned by Larry
Rescue Unit responded to the
destroyed in a fire late yesterday afternoon. The Calloway Co.-Fire
ca II

Trailer Home
Destroyed By
Fire Tuesday

Threatened Truckers
Stoppage Picks Up
Limited Supporters

The trailer home_ of Larry
Wilson, Riviera ('ourts, was
late
fire
by
destroyed
yesterday afternoon Calloway
Co. Fire-Rescue answered the
alarm at 5:30 pro., but the unit
was in engulfed by flames when
they arrived.
No one was at home and
neighbors reported loud noises
like a muffled explosion from
the trailer before flames were
seen spouting from the windows.
City of Murray reserve
pumper stood by in case the fire
could not be contained.
Responding to the alarm
were: Jim Johnson, Charles
Tubbs, Bill Marcum, Mason
Milby, Robert Trenholrn, Phil
Owens, Jessee Redden, Bud
Miller, Jerry Edwards, Jim
Green, Ran Stout, Bobby Cox,
Loyd Key, Mike Farley, Ron
Stout, Hal Winchester, Randy
Linn, Jim Adkins, Ronnie
Barnett, and Ed Jennings.
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they should be settling through
the winter. Although the shock
of moving may delay the fruit
for another year, the trees shold
be ready to put out new growth
and be all the better for their
move.
By Mrs. w. P. WILLIAMS

Autumn to winter, winter
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HARDLN HIGH School Class of 1948 held its 5th year reunion at Lake Baridey
Lodge. Attending were, left to right, Paul Jebastaa, Betty Ruth Jones Mathhi, Joe
Franklin Warren, Ruth Harrison Bowermaa, Heim Janet Scoggins Harrison,
Betty Jean Skaggs Haley, Betty Jean Thomases Bases, Erwin Arent, Former

Principal A.N. Duke, Jr., Teachers Motet/eau McGowan and Helen Gardner,
Martha Jane Conger Hobby, L.O. Miller, Jr., Betty Lou Jones Housden, Jean Jones
Rocs,Joe Hart Wilson, Betty Jean Black Smith,and Roy Lyndel Myers.

The days and months fly by so
swiftly that if we don't move
along with them, we feel we will
be left behind. The shadows
begin to deepen every evening
long before they should, it seems
and the days become shorter as
they pass. But at least the
shortest day of the year will
soon be with us and then the
pendulum will swing back the
other way.
I think that is one thing about
summer that I miss—the long
afternoons. But each season
brings its own joys and the
delightful days of last week
were really wonderful. Some of
the "just planted" bulbs are
sprouting but I don't think they
will be hurt. The foliage that has
sprouted will of course be killed
but I believe the buds are still
securley locked down deep in
the bulb and will be safe.
Bulbs always thrill me. Just
the thought of putting a little
dry, brown thing in the ground
and in the spring finding a lovely

Spring into summer, summer
into fall,
As hook around me 1 find that
So rolls the changing year and
the world is still a beautiful
so we change.
place, even through frost and
Motion so swift, we know not
freeze have taken their toll.
what we move."
Some of the vines and small
Mulock Cralk.
plants in the woods are still
green. Several shrubs are Growing It
Faster
holding their leaves, waiting for
One
reason
producers have
a really heavy freeze and here
been able to keep up with inand there we see a few brave creasing consumer demand
for
blossoms thrusting themselves beef is the phenomen
al inout to the chilly air, trying to crease in the growth
rate of
find some warmth in the autumn animals due
to genetic imshunshine. The berries on provemen
ts and increased
Nandinas and Dogwoods and feeding
efficiencies. This
Ligustrums are still with us.
means a sharp reduction in
the time required from range
At least the birds will find
ranch) to range (kitchen).
plenty to eat for a while. But it is
tune to lay in a supply of bird It now takes less than 15
feed for the next few weeks will months from the time a calf
take away whatever wild food is born until it grows into an
there may be and they will need 1,100 pound market-weight
steer. Forty years ago the
our help.
process took about three years.
Be sure to get some sunflower
seed for the larger birds, the
ATt 111 11 ir41"4
Red birds, the Mocking birds
and even the pesky Jaybirds. It
is a joy to watch these larger
birds take a sunflower seed and
crack it open to get the goodie
inside. The bird feeder is
littered with the husks of the
seeds. But oh how they do enjoy
it and I get as much pleasure as
they, just watching.
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blossom from it, is amazing.

has a new shipment of

The 1948 class of Hardin High
School held the 25th year
reunion, Saturday, November
24, at Barkley Lodge, at Lake
Barkley State Part.

Woman's Club Hears Program By Musicians

A capacity crowd of members
and guests of the Murray
This reunion was attended by Woman's Club was presented
15 class members, wives and an afternoon of Christmas
husbands of the class members, music on Sunday, December 9.
and three teachers. Twenty-two The concert was performed by
Music
graduated from this class. One members of the
member, Joe Berton Hiett was Department of the Murray
killed in a car accident on April Woman's Club.
6, 1954.
The class dined at the Barkley
Lodge dining room overlooking
the Barkley Lake_
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The Music Department Mrs. Jane Prince, performed
Chorus, under the direction of "Little Gray Donkey,"
and
Mrs. Inez Rayburn, sang "Twelve Days After Christ"Christmas Is," "Gesu Bam- mas." Members of an ensemble
bino," "Shout for Joy," "Jesus, directed by .Mrs.
Shirley
Jesus, Rest Your Head," "Take Johnson presented `Ili Scendi
Me for a Sleighride," and Dalle Stelle" and "A Fire
Is
"Hallelujah Amen."
Started in Bethlehem."
An ensemble, directed by
Dr. Elizabeth Newnam,
memo-soprano, sang "0 Holy
Night' and Mrs. Marie Taylor,
pianist, performed a medley of
Christmas carols. Mrs. Helen
Kline was narrator for the
A program was planned for
Program.
the group in the meeting room
Following
the
concert
of the Lodge. The memberi of
refreshments were served. Miss
the class socialized and
Ann Carr, Alpha Department,
"rehashed old memories ," as
was chairman of the hostess
well as current events taking
committee and the Sigma and
place in their lives. Many of the
Zeta Departments were in
class had not seen each other
charge of decorating the club
since graduation night. Several
'louse in the "red gingham"
of the group spent the weekend
theme.
at the Lodge.
Board Meeting
Teachers attending were:
The December Executive
Former Principal A.N. Duke,
Board meeting of the Murray
Jr., and his wife, Hattie; Miss
Woman's Club was held at the
Melodean McGowen; and Mrs.
clubhouse with Mrs. J. Matt
By
Abigail
Van Buren
Helen Gardner. One other
Sparkman presiding.
C Ian Iv Ca4aga Tribune-N. Y. Min Ssg. 1•4
teacher, Karl Johnston, was
Mrs. Haron West announced
DEAR ABBY: I am planning my wedding, and a probunable to attend.
that the club cookbooks are on
lem has arisen. My fiance's best man is a native Scotsman,
sale at the banks through
Those attending from the who
proudly wears his kilt on all formal occasions
December 14. After that date
graduating class were: Mrs.
Ours will be a formal wedding in a church, and
the cookbooks may be obtained
we
Betty Lou Jones Housden, Mrs.
have been told that it would be an insult to the best
from departmental finance
man
Betty Ruth Jones Mathis, Mrs.
were we to ask him not to wear his kilt, but to dress
chairmen.
like
Helen Janet Scoggins Harrison, the
other men in the wedding party.
Plans were revealed for the
Mrs. Betty Jean Black Smith,
Some of your inquiries are so outlandish one sometime
Red Ball Sticker Campaign.
s
Mrs. Martha Jane Conger
wonders if they are sincere, but be assured mine
is a
Hobby, Mrs. Betty Jean
serious inquiry. Thank you
BRIDE TO BE
Thompson Brien, Mrs. Ruth
Harrison Bowerman, Mrs.
DEAR BRIDE: DI Scotland the wearing of a kilt
is a
Betty Skaggs Haley, Ervin
matter of pride, but Robert Burns. one of Scotland's
greatArent, Paul Johnston, Joe Hart
est sons (who probably rarely if ever wore a kilt!,
wrote is
Wilson, L.O."Bird Dog" Miller, his poem about this very topic:
Jr., Roy Lyndel Myers, and Joe
"A wad some Power the gift* gie os
Warren.
To see coursers as ithers see us.
It wad frae monk a blunder free us.
Members of the class that
As' foolish notion;
were not able to attend were:
What airs in dress an' gait wad leg' us
Mrs. Virginia Clark Cobb, Mrs.
An' ev'n devotion."
Kate Brewer Richardson, Mrs.
So, if you feel that a kilt would be out of kilter
wit:.
Delores Tucker Pritchard, John
your wedding, ask the best man to wear a suit. And if
he's
Canup, Eugene Barnett, and
a well-bred Scotsman, it will suit him.
Carl "Tank" Cope.
The class will meet again in
DEAR ABBY: I am the mother of three children,
6, 9
July of 1978.
and 10 I am divorced from their father, and the
children
live with me I am now married to a man who
loves my
children, and they love him.
This is the first Christmas that I will be married to
this
husband. I want to know if you think I ought to buy
Sat.-Sun. 1-6 p.m.
Christmas presents for my "ex" from the children—and put
their
names on the cards?
So far none of the children have mentioned buyii4.,
Grecian Steak House
anything for him If I go ahead and do it on my
own, he
Hwy.641 N. 753-441
might think I care for him, which I do not. Also,
when we
(North 12th St. Ext.)
were married, he hardly looked at them. And even now,
he
doesn't see them as much as the law allows.
Lubie and Reba's
So what should I do?
EX WIFE
Superburger
DEAR EX: Children can be thoughtless, so ask them if
they want to remember their father at Christmas.
-848
If they
want to. cooperate. Otherwise, don't go thru the phony
bit
Marimak Supply
of doing it for them.
No. Arcadia

Will a suit suit
a proud Scotsman?

Red Uniform Tops
for the Christmas
Season

CENTRAL:

* STARTS *

ONEMAS

THURSDAY
CINEMA 2
"GODSPELL"

Various departmental reports
were given.
Board members attending
were Mrs. Bethel Richardson,
Mrs. Charles Moffett, Mrs. J.
Matt Sparkman, Mrs. John
Belt, Mrs. Harold Douglas, Mrs.
Dan
Miller, Mrs
A.C.
LaFollette, Mrs. Tess Hopson,
Mrs. James Frank, Mrs. M.D.
Hassell, Mrs. NH= Outland,
Mrs. James Martin, Mrs. Arvin
Crafton, Mrs. Torn Brown, Mrs.
Jack Bailey, Mrs. Walter
Baker, Mrs. Harold Beaman,
and Mrs. Joe Prince
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Lemon juice in handy
squees containers. A few
drops on boiling rice keeps it
white and fluffy! A tablespoon
added to boiling cabbage or
over frying fish reduces
cooking odors, on fresh fruit it
prevents from turning brown'
However, lemon juice should
be used sparingly as more
than moderate amounts is
said to destroy certain
nutritive properties
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They make $215.39 a week -as Cops
and ten million dollars in one day-as Robbers
HOW
DID THEY
GET AWAY
WITH
IT?*

FREE SHOW!!

Black Beatify

CORRECTION
The G.E. Can Opener
with Ice Crusher
shown in Begley's
circular in today's
paper is incorrect.
It should be as
shown

Mrs. M.D. Hassell explained
that the red emblems, which
will be available in January,
should be placed in the bedroom
of children and elderly persons,
so that in case of fire the
stickers could be easily
detected
by firemen.

This lovely weather is the
perfect time for moving shrubs.
I know of one person who is
getting ready to move some
three year old dwarf fruit
trees. With the right size holes
and soil and other preparation,

Wednesday, Dece
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Jackson
Purchas
Breeders Club will be
S-205 MSU Applied
Building at seven p.
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DEAR ABBY: We have a heated double garage.
We
use one space and our married son who lives near us
keeps
his second car in the other one. He also uses it
when he has
sonsething to fix. He pays us nothing.
We are in our middle seventies. My husband has
had a
stroke and has trouble getting around. Also, he has
arthritis
in his hands and can't do any of the repairs
around the
house
Our son has never lifted a finger to help us I
couldn't
even ask him to fix a leaky faucet I would like
for him to
get his car out of our garage so we can rent it
out and use
the money to get things done around here
My husband says I shouldn't mention it as it would
only
make trouble. Ain I right or wrong?
OLD FOLKS
DEAlkritiMil: You' are right. You owe your see Ma
explanation'. Jest tell him you want to rent out your garage because you need the extra income, so he shouldn't
count on using it anymore. Period.
Hate te write letters? Seed V to Abigail Vern
Beres.
132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Bills, Cal. 111112 for Abby's
booklet.
"Hew le Write Letters let Ai Oeeashees."
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"RED GINGHAM- is the theme used in the decorations
throughout the Murray Woman's Club House for the Christmas
season. The decorations by the Sigma and Zeta Departments of
the Woman's Club were viewed at the general meeting of the club
on Sunday. Many clubs,churches,organizations, and families use
the club house during the holiday season for their Christmas
meetings and parties. This is the tree hi the main ballroom of the
club house. Dolls are also used by the fireplace along with other
decorations.
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Take it from one of Santa's helpers.
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Mother Goose Fashions
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Bel Air Shopping Center-Murray
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Miss Ann Can Is
Guest Speaker At
Newcomers Meet
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Wednesday, December 12
Organizational meeting of
Purchase Rabbit
Jackson
Breeders Club will be in Room
S-205 MSU Applied Science
Building at seven p.m.

Thursday, December 11
The Murray High School PTA
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
School
Middle
Murray
auditorium. Note change in
time and place.

The Service Circle WearHelm Sunday &hoed Class of
First Christian Church will
have a potluck dinner at the
Ellis Community Center.

The
Cumberland
Presbyterian Womea of the
North Pleasant Grove Church
will have a dinner meeting at
the Holiday Inn at 6:30 p.m.

The Ruth Wilson and
Wesleyan Circles of the First
United Methodist Church
Women will have a joint
meeting at the home of Mrs.
Otis Erwin, 807 Doran Road, at
7:30 p.m.

The Town and Country
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Charles
Moffett at 6:30 p.m.

The Hannah Circle of First
United Methodist Church
Women will have Christmas
party at the social hall of the
church at 6:30 p.m
A concert by the Murray State
University Symphonic Band
and the Wind Sinfonietta will be
held at 8:15 p.m. at Lovett
auditorium, MSU. There is no
charge and the public is invited.
The Blankenship Circle of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will meet at
the home of Sharilyn Erwin at
six p.m.
Cordelia Erwin Circle of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
have a potluck supper at 6:30
p.m at the church.
Thursday, Deceniber 13
The Dexter Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Allene Pritchett at 9:30
a.m. for a potluck luncheon and
gift exchange.

Muehleman,
Mrs. Tom
president, presided at the
November meeting of the
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Club held at the First Christian
Church.
It was announced that Mrs.
Joe McCoart, current Welcome
Wagon representative, was
resigning, and is being succeeded by Mrs. Brent Outland,
who was introduced to the
group.
The Christmas dance on
December 8 was discussed by
Mrs. Scott Seiber, dance
chairman, who was presented a
rose by the president to honor
her selection as club member of
the month.
The program was a speechdemonstration by Miss Ann
Carr, director of the MSU Child
Development Center. Her talk
on "Harmful Toys" listed many
helping tips on which toys to
buy for children at this holiday
season.
After the program refreshments and a social period was
held.
New officers installed by Mrs.
Outland, and Mrs. McCoart
were: Mrs. Scott Seiber,
president; Mrs. Neal Tanner,
first vice-president; Mrs. Billie
Hall, second vice-president;
Humphreys,
Ken
Mrs.
treasurer; Mrs. Norman Hood,
recording secretary; Mrs. Billy
Dan Crouse, corresponding
Mrs. Charles
secretary;
Savelle, historian.

Opera workshop performance
will be held at 8:15 p.m. at the
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, MSU, with Prof. Henry
Bannon as director. There is no
charge and the public is invited.
Friday, December 14
The Magazine Club will have,
a Christmas meeting at tht
borne of Mrs C.C. Lowry, at twi
p.m. Each one is to bring a gift.
The Christmas buffet by the
MSU Women's Society will be
held at the Student Union
ballroom at 6:30 p.m.
Murray
North
The
Homemakers Club will have a
potluck luncheon and gift exchange at the home of Mrs.
Edgar Morris at 11:30 a.m.

/
We've
sized you up for
style and comfort.

Beta Club who attended the state
SHOWN HERE are members of the Calloway County High School
teachers, Mrs. Betty Riley
convention held at Louisville. In the bottom photo on the right are the two
group.
the
ied
accompan
who
Myers,
and Mrs. Geraldine

Tea Shower Given
At Flint Church

Winter Menu

For Ginger Colson

The fellowship hall of the
Flint Baptist Church was the
scene of the tea shower given in
The New Concord School PTC
honor of Miss Ginger Colson,
will have a Christmas program
bride-elect of David Norat
p.m.
seven
at
meeting
the
at
Saturday,
on
sworthy,
the school.
December 1, from two to 4:30
Contemporary p.m.
The
Mrs. Paul Hopkins, Mrs.
Club will have a
ers
Homemak
Dale Hopkins, Mrs.
James
House
luncheon at the Colonial
Starkie Colson, Jr., Mrs. Aaron
Smorgasbord at 12 noon.
Colson, and Mrs. Howard Bucy
were the hostesses for the
special prenuptial occasion.
The honoree chose to wear
from her trousseau a red velvet
dress. Her mother, Mrs. Odell
Colson, wore a navy blue and
her
white dress, while
mother-in-law to be, Mrs. Jack
Norsworthy, was attired in a
navy blue, red, and white dress.
A GIA In Good Tuts
Miss CoLson and the mothers
were presented corsages of red
For the School Teacher
and white carnations by the
She spends her days with
Karen & Rick teaching
hostesses.
MRS. BETTY RILEY, left, sponsor for the Calloway County
them new tangled arithRefreshments of cake, punch,
High School Beta Club, is shown with Mrs. Ruth Carr Williams,
metic' Want to make her
nuts, and mints were served at
Christmas merry,Give
teacher at North Hopkins High School near Madisonville, past
her a gift of
on
the beautifully appointed tea
state sponsor of the Beta Club, at the Kentucky Beta Conventi
m
food—fro
table decorated in the Christin Louis% ille
Jerry s'
mas motif.
The gifts were displayed on a
table centered with red candles
and holly.
Miss Lisha Bucy kept the
register at the table centered
The Murray Calloway County
with a bud vase of poinsettias.
held their regular
Jaycettes
Eighty persons were present
monthly meeting, Thursday,
or sent gifts during the afForty-five members of the
December 6 at 7:30 p.m. in the
ternoon hours.
County High School
Calloway
Diana
Mrs.
of
home
Club, attended the state
Beta
EmJan
Mrs.
man.
with
cake
Younger
food
angel
Frost an
convention held at Louisville on
slightly sweetened whipped mert, president, presided.
30, and
The minutes of the November Friday, November
cream; sprinkle the frosting
with crushed butter toffee. The meeting were read and the Saturday, December 1.
The group left by chartered
cake may be made from a mix treasurer's report was given.
ht. Easy dessert
store-boug
at six a.m. on Friday,
or
bus
Various current items of
So. 12th Street
and lovely for company.
accompanied by their sponsor,
business were discussed.
and another
Members will meet Thur- Mrs. Betty Riley,
Geraldine
Villz
Mrs.
ne,
chapero
sday, December 20, vrith Mrs.
Take it from one of Santa's helpers... Jan Emmert at 7:30 p.m. to Myers.
Enroute the group stopped at
make final plans for the
SANTA CLAUSE
at
birthplace
s
Lincoln'
December 22 bake and craft
will be at
Hodgenville before arriving in
sale.
Mother Goose Fashions
Present at the meeting were Louisville and registering at the
Hotel.
Sat, Dec. 15-1 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. Mrs. Linda Waugh, Mrs. June, Seelbach
Special sessions were held
Mrs. Judy Rickman
Yurcus,
with
Bel Au Shopping Center Murray
Mrs. Jan Emmert and Mrs. throughout the two days
George
being
speakers
keynote
Diana Youngerman.
Fields of Louisville, State Beta
president, Jim Newberry, and
state vice-president Joey Vicini.
Attending -from Calloway
High were Robert Allen, Sharon
Beach, Becky Bourland, Shirley
Brandon, Reesa Buchanan,
Patsy Burkeen, Janet Byerly,
Norita Cassity, Danny Chadwick, Anita Chaney, Kenneth
Cleaver, Beth Crabtree, Valerie
Crabtree, Karen Crick, Craig
Dowdy, Quentin Fannin, Pam
Foster, Cathy Futrell, Danny
Futrell, Debbie Garrett, Larry
Gelb, Margaret Greer, Alan
Haley, Sherry Haley, Bob
Hargrove, Lamar Harrell,
Warren Hopkins, Suzette
Hughes, Cheryl Jackson, Kathy
Jackson, Patsy Kirks, Dale
Mathis, Doug McCann, Brenda
Caftlai al,•.;ohitar
Riley, Pam Robertson, Sherrie
Starks, Bobby Scott, Richard
Scott, Melinda Taylor, Kathy
Janet
Todd, Janet Usrey,
Williams, and Kerry Wyatt

chairis
jaw.
wow,

Jaycettes Meet At
Youngerman Home

IrtztrinftrznivrtrairiP

My favorite song is "I Can't Give You Anything But
Love Baby". But the love and the appreciation I can't
forget is of the students, staff, maintenance, and
faculty of Murray State University and the citizens of
Murray that have supported us. We certainly appreciate
your business.
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.
God bless you. We love you.
Raphael "Little Rafe" Jones,_ owner,

University lifin

Calloway Beta
Members Attend
State Meeting

As winter days get shorter
and the temperature begins
to drop, it's bread-and-soup
time. A hearty soup, a thick
slice of crusty French bread,
a simple salad and a glass of
milk or a wedge of cheese
are good choices

Quick dish

Bask shoemanship from Roblee.
A sure-fitting slip-on suited to a
gentleman's pleasure. With up-front trim.
Soft, supple leather. And a size to fit you.

Colors:

Brown
Black

-

Even the best laid plans do
go astray. Keep a package of
skinless franks in the refrigerator as insurance that you'll
always have something quick
and easy on hand. Cut up a
pound of franks coin-style and
heat them in canned condensed mushroom soup that's diluted with a little milk. Serve
it on ace.

A DAM S
Shoe Store

Today,
million
ad t Americans
will drink
acup ofcoffee. But102 million
willread a newspaper.
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For most people. reading a newspaper
is an indispensable part of everyday lite
77% of us, 18 and over, read a newspaper
recent nationwide
on the average weekday, according to a
study by Audits & Surveys, Inc
And newspaper reading is such an ingrained habit that
r
over a five day period. 89% of us read at least one newspape
and the average reader sees 43 issues In other words, lust
every
about every one of us reads the newspaper iust about
day.

5

two
e
7
7
15°,

On the average we spend 30 to 40 minutes with each pa-

'
ee - lot

per we read, and we go through it so
thoroughly that we open and read something
on 84% of the pages
Weguote from
We get involved with the newspaper too
out of it. buy things by
ads
and
articles
clip
toil,
letters
write
it
we ve read in it. 93% of
mail on its say-so. and talk about what
one t,me or another.
at
things
these
done
have
all readers
everybody
Just about
problem is to find a
So it you're an advertiser and your
reach everybody every day, you ve got the answer

sure way to
in hand The daily newspaper.
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• Editorial ..

Desiderata
A century and a half ago the paragraphs appearing below were found in a Catholic convent or
monastery in Boston. The heading said only
E "Desiderata" and was apparently a directive to
''. churchmen or women who stayed in the building.
-1-. The message was found on the wall and the author
Zwas never revealed, nor is it certain that the words
were not written at a much earlier date than the
dawn of the 19th century when it was first copied and
I distributed to the public.
Its words have been in offices and have been filed
:i.
1. .
!, in many scrapbooks and family Bibles. Despite its
. age. "Desiderata," applies to conditions in the
United States today and during the hustle and bustle
of Christmas it might be well to read and reread the
following inspired prose:
"Go placidly amid the noise and haste, and
. remember that peace there may be in silence. As far
. as possible without surrender, be on good terms with
- all persons
„ "Speak your truth quietly and clearly, and listen
. to others, even the dull and the ignorant. They, too,
i. have their story. Avoid loud and aggressive persons.
' They are vixerations to the spirit.
If you compare yourself with others, you may
: become vain or bitter, for always there will be
: . greater and lesser persons than yourself. Enjoy your
• achievements as well as your plans.
"Keep interested in your own career. However
' humble,it is a real possession in the changing of life.
. Keep with your soul. With all its shams, drudgery,
and broken dreams,it is still a beautiful world.
Your labors and aspirations in this confusion are
,
- unfolding as they should. Therefore be at peace with
God, whatever you conceive Him to be and whatever
your fortunes of time.
"Exercise caution in your business affairs, for the
- world is full of trickery. But let us not be blind to
' what virtue there is. Many persons strive for high
ideals, and everywhere life is full of heroism.
"Be yourself. especially do not feign affection.
Neither be cynical about love, for in the face of all
aridity and disenchantment it is perennial as the
grass.
- "Take kindly the counsel of the years. gracefully
surrendering the things of youth. Nurture strength
of spirit to shield you in sudden misfortune, but do
not distress yourself with imaginings. Many fears
are born of fatigue and loneliness. Beyond a
wholesome discipline, be gentle with yourself.
"You are a child of the universe no less than
the trees and the stars. You have a right to be-here,
whether or not it is clear to you. No doubt the
universe is unfolding as it should. Therefore be at
peace with God.
: "And whatever, be careful and strive to be hap.
I PYY
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10 Years Ago,Today

Miss Ann Wrather, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M.O.
Wrather, was chosen as Miss Murray State for this
year.
Harry Allison was selected "Jaycee of the Month"
by the Murray Jaycees.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Dodd of Murray Route Five
will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary with
an open house. Their anniversary is on December
21.
Major Roy C. Starks, Air Force Reserve Officer,
has been appointed as a liason officer for the U.S.
Air Force Academy.
Slab bacon is advertised at 25 cents per pound in
the ad for Swarm's Grocery this week.

20 Years Ago Today
Arlie Scott has been granted a membership in the
Kentucky
Aberdeen—Angus Breeders Association.
;
Ernest Robinson, age 72, died yesterday at the
home of his son, Hershell Robinson, Almo Route
One.
In basketball games last night Murray High over
Brookport 43 to 40, Hazel over Farmington 93 to 75,
Alma cover Cayce 59 to 51, Brewers over New
Concord 74 to 58, and Sharpe over Murray Training
98 to 43.
Prof. James P. Dunn directed the Murray State
College A Capella Choir in a program of Christmas
music at the general meeting of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Births reported at the Murray Hospital from
December 7 to 11, include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Crouse and a girl to Mr.and Mrs.Harry Smith.

Bible Thought for Today
()woman, great is thy faith: be it unto thee even as
thou wilt. And her daughter was made whole from
that very hour.—Matthew 15:25.

Great faith brings answered prayer. Jesus hears
• our prayers for ourself or a loved one.
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Roll Call Report

Huddleston and Cook Split
Votes On Fillibuster Move
WASHINGTON — Here's how
area Members of Congress
were recorded on major roll call
votes Nov. 29 through Dec. 5.
HOUSE
MILITARY
RACE
RELATIONS -- Failed, 178 for
and 226 against, to restore $1.25
million cut from the Department of Defense appropriations
bill.
The money was earmarked
for paying the salaries of 700 of
the 3,255 persons employed as
race relations counselors for the
armed services. In rejecting the
amendment the House agreed
to the staff reduction.
The House later passed the
overall bill and sent it to the
Senate.
Supporters argued that the
counselors help the armed
services avert racial outbreaks,
sueh as occured on the aircarft
carriers Kitty Hawk and
Constellation. They said the
money saved is insignificant in
the overall defense department
appropriation. Rep. Floyd
Hicks (D-Wash.) said the cut
was a "slap in the face" for
those seeking to minimize
racial conflict.
Opponents defended the fund
cut as a necessary part of
reducing the military budget.
They said that despite this
"modest" cut, more than $40
million will be spent annually on
race relations. Some opponents
said that some race relations
programs—such as "rap
sessions" and "touch-feel
games" — undermine military
discipline.
Rept. Roman Mazzoll (134)
voted "yea."
Reps. Frank Stubblefield (131) and William Natcher (D-2I
voted "nay."
BLIND

AND

DICAPPED TRAINING —
Rejected, 160 for and 164
against, an attempt tevastore
$35 million in federal grants to
states
for
vocational
rehabilitation programs.
The bill appropriates $615
million in fiscal 1974 for training
blind and handicapped persons
for skilled jobs. The funds are
disbursed on an 80-20 federalstate matching formula.
After rejecting the fund
restoration, the House passed
the overall bW and sent it to the
Senate.
Those voting for argued that
the $615 million level will not
adequately fund the request
that states are expected to
make. They said the federal
government has an obligation to
prepare handicapped persons
for meaningful jobs.
Opponents argued that more
funds can be appropriated later
if needed. They said the $615
million level is $26.8 million
above last year's appropriation
and is all the federal treasury
can afford.
Mazzoli voted “yea."
Stubblefield and Nateher
voted -nay."
SENATE
FILIBUSTER — Failed, 49
for and 39 against, to halt the
filibuster aimed at stripping
campaign finance amendments
from the public debt ceiling bill.
The move to end debate fell ten
votes short of the two-thirds
majority needed under Senate
rules.
Faced with an endless debate
of the measure, the Senate later

agreed to remove the controversial amendments
providing for public financing of
federal campaigns. Thus the
HAN- way was cleared for passage of
the debt ceiling bill.

Those voting to end the
filibuster argued it was
"frustrating the majority will"
of the Senate. They argued that
opponents of campaign reform
were "hiding behind" the White
House-backed filibuster. Sen.
Ros-cell Long t D-La.) said that
public financing would make
-this a government of people
than....of
✓ ather
moneychangers."
Some of those voting against
favored waiting for the Senate
Watergate Committee's report
before passing campaign
reforms. Others opposed the
principle of public financing,
saying it would be a
"giveaway" of tax dollars. Sen.
Lowell Weicker R-Conn.), a
member of the Watergate
Committee, said the amendments were designed to capture
headlines more than clean up
campaign financing.
Sen. Walter Huddleston
voted "yea. Sen. Marlow Cook
at( voted "nay."

economic times. They argued
against raising taxes on the oil
industry during an energy
crisis, and said the Senate
should wait until next year
when a complete tax reform bill
will be considered.
Huddleston voted "yea" and
Cook voted "nay."
•

"Gee, Santa, there is so
much I don't know what to
say," Juniperperper replied.
"Let's start out at the Christmas Ball factory."
Santa anctlimiDerperper left
the warm kitchen and went
into the boot and coat room.
"You'd better bundle up,
Juniperperper," Santa said.
"We have to walk over to the
Christmas Ball factory and it's
mighty cold out."
"I know, Santa," Juniperperper said as he bundled himself in his little elf's coat. He
brought a big scarf out of his
pocket and wrapped it around
his neck.
"You're not taking any
chances,
Juniperperper,'
Santa said.
" "You bet I'm not, Santa," he
replied as he pulled out a hat
from his other pocket and
tugged it over his ears.
Santa put on a greatcoat and
his hat and said, "Okay, let's
go, and watch the wind doesn't
blow you over."
The two braced themselves
against the howling wind and
walked over to a big bright
green building.
"This is the Christmas Ball
Factory," Santa said.
Santa and Juniperperper
went into the Christmas Ball
Factory. Hundreds of elves
were busy working or running
back and forth and scurrying
about.
"How do you like this?"
Santa asked.
"I'll say they're busy,
Santa," Juniperperper said.
"But how do they make the
Christmas Balls?"
"Come on into the storeroom
and we'll start' there," Santa
replied.

SRO

Rejected, 31 for and 51 against,
an attempt to shorten the
proposal for two years of
nationwide daylight savings to
one year. After rejecting the
amendment, the Senate passed
the overall daylight savings bill
and sent it to conference with
the House.
It is expected that daylight
savings time will become effective on the first Sunday after
Jan. 1.
Supporters argued that one
year is enough to determine
whether year-round daylight
savings time saves enough
energy to make it worthwhile
They said the Senate should not
TAX REFORM — Rejected, lock the country into the longer
37 for and 46 against, an time period.
amendment to the Social
Opponents argued that a
Security bill that would have study of the impact of daylight
eliminated at tax loophole.
savings time on energy conThe loophole permits in- sumption will take at least a
dividuals and corporations to year to prepare.
deduct their regular federal
Huddleston and Cook voted
income tax from preferred -yea."
income (capital gains and oil
depletion allowances, for
example) before computing tax
on preferred income.
Supporters argued that the
loophole permits wealthy
taxpayers to pay unfairly low
taxes which inadvertently
penalizes lower income taxpayers. They called elimination
of the loophole a first step
toward genuine tax reform.
Opponents argued against
By James C Williams
tampering with preferred income taxes during uncertain
It is not the critic who counts,
not the man who points out how
the strong man stumbled, or
where the doer of deeds could
have done them better. The
credit belongs to the man who is
actually in the arena; whose
face is marred by dust and
sweat and blood; who knows the
great enthusiasms, the great
devotions, and spends himself
in worthy cause: who, at the
best, knows in the end the
triumph of high achievement;
and who, at the worst, if he fails
at least fails while daring,
greatly, so that his place shall
never be with those cold and
timid souls who know neither
victory nor defeat.". Theodore
Roosevelt.

Seen&
—Heard
Around
Murray

"For what avail the plough or
sail,
"Or land, or life, if freedom
fail."...Ralph Waldo Emerson.
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"This is the Christmas ball factory."

sight to behold. Row after row
of gleaming, glistening white
Christmas Balls, were before
him.
"My, they're beautiful,
Santa," he said. "And they're
so nice and white."
"They are nice, aren't
they?" Santa replied.
-But tell me, Santa, why are
they all white?" Juniperperper
asked.
"Well, they must be white
because that's how they're
made."Santa replied.
"Let me tell you how Christmas Tree Balls came to be," he
added. "Many years ago
Christmas trees were used
without balls. The green trees
sat in everyone's home, but
they didn't have any ornaments.
"But one day some of my
elves were having a snowball
fight near the green tree forest.
The snowballs that missed the
elves stuck to the green Christmas trees.
"I happened to be passing by
Christmas trees. So I asked
myself, why couldn't all
Christmas trees have white
snowballs on them?"
Juniperperper laughed,"I
know why, Santa. They would
melt."

As he walked toward the
storeroom, he said to the working elves, "Hello, there. How
are you today? My, that's a
nice job you're doing. Keep up
Santa laughed, too, and
the good work."
said, "You're right, Juniper.
When they got to the andI saw how pretty the white
storeroom, Juniperperper saw a snowballs looked on the green

Isn't It The Truth
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Life may be too often difficult on this planet of
turmoil, sorrow, pornography and corruption, but it
rib'tiegootc,e. Wt: eIrth
a wonderful plate to live, for the reason-that approximately hilt of ittinhabitanta are members of
the other sex
"What are men and women? Two of
Nature's agreeable blunders."
—Paraphrasing Hannah Crowley

•43.1",,

We remember last fall when
the Blue Jay struck the breakfast room window and lay in the
flower bed for thirty minutes
before he was able to fly off.
Well, a female Cardinal did
worse than that this week. She
struck the glass. door with a
sickening thud and lay on her
side breathing heavily. We
thought sure she was gone, but
the 40 degree temperature
brought her around and she
finally sat up. She stayed in this
position for no less than two
hours before moving. She was
addled, completely. Finally she
began to look around, even
changed position, and we could
see that her neck, wings and
legs were ok. After another
thirty minutes, she became
obviously more alert, and flew
to the twin Post Oak, apparently
all right

perper, but I put the problem
to my inventing elves, and they
came up with a solution."
"What did they do, Santa?"
Juniperperper asked.
"Well, we know that the
snow would melt and we tried
hundreds and hundreds of different ways to make crystal,
white, gleaming Christmas
balls and nothing seemed to
work.
-Finally our elf, Jeepers,
came up with the solution,"
Santa replies:I.
"What was the solution.
Santa?" Juniperperper asked.
"Well, he got some snow
from the Magic Snow Forest
and he then built a Christmas
Ball-making machine. He put
two spoonsful of snow from the
Magic Forest into the Christmas Ball-making machine.
And then he added his own
special formula cif stardust,
snow twinkles and the brightness from a crystal clear winter
night.
"Before you could say,
We wonder if anyone has any
Jinkers snipes, we had our own
special made Christmas Balls. Grosbeaks as yet. As cold as it
"That year we put them on is, we figure they should have
trees all over the world and arrived by this
time. One little
.everyone was se happy with
Finch showed up, but he moved
them.
"Gee, that's wonderful, on. No White Crowned Sparrows
Santa," Juniperperper said. yet either.
"I'll bet all the elves would like
to work here in the Christmas
Ba,lis4Faancytordyo.,...
A nice evening Saturday in
-Santa replied.
"But we have to be very. very Paducah when Don and
cat eful. A little too much star- Eueldene Robinson
invited
dust or a little too much bright- Freed and
Clover Cotham, us
ness will make the Christmas
Balls disappear ite we use only and wife to the annual Propeller
the most careful elves in this Club affair at the J.C. Civic
Center. Shrimp and other
factory"
-Santa, de you think I goodies, dinner and Jack
could work here?" -luniper• Stalcup's orchestra. A
real nice
perper asked.
'Welljet'srert rusk things,'. event. A number of the golfers
.
•!sithe
Santa replied.-"rnisberiiike
,you decide where you want to Shrine Golf Tournament were
wofk'you- stnarid.seethe test of - &ewe. D's ?rtterstate, FlLtasz
acirt
,o
src
ourif,e
is a member of the club. Nice
continue
ies
our tour and group
of people, many of whom
show you where we make
operate
tow boats and river
our tricycles and bicycles.boats or supply them
01,71111'
,e4.
114
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By SENATOR CARROLL HUBBARD
**********
************************
DAYLIGHT SAVINGS — o*•

Elf Who Couldn't
JUNIPERPERPER The
Do Anything Right
CHAPTER 3
By Bob Boyle
"What would you like to see
first in the North Pole?" Santa
asked Juniperperper. "The toy
factories, the stable where the
reindeer stay, the superscope
room, or perhaps, the Christmas Ball factory"

4**********************************„
State Government Report!

MAYFIELD, Ky. — The financing of politic
campaigns in Kentucky will be an issue during th
1974 Kentucky General Assembly.
One bill already pre-filed on the subject is House
Bill 69, which would require partial public financing
of gubernatorial campaigns and set limits on
campaign spending. This bill proposes that
contributions of $100 or less would be matched by
state funds (to a set limit), and maximum spending of
$300,000 in the primary and $500,000 in the general
election would be allowed each candidate seeking the
governor's office in Kentucky in the future.
There may be other bills introduced relating to the
financing of gubernatorial campaigns and other
elections in the Commonwealth.
Campaign financing has always been a vexing
problem in government at various levels, but with the
development of modern styles of campaigning the
problem has become a threat to democratic
government itself.
This year the disclosure of the Watergate scandals
and associated abuses of political power have shocked
the American people with the magnitude of the
problem. The news media has informed us that the
bulk of the contributions in last year's presidential
race came from big corporations and wealthy
individuals.
Kentuckians realize that much of the hundreds of
thousands of dollars contributed .to the three major
candidates for governor in this state in 1971 came
from wealthy sources looking for favors.
Some big contributors in Kentucky give because.
they feel they must in order to receive favored
treatment from state government, while others feel
coerced to give for fear they would suffer reprisal at
the hands of the administration of whomever wins. A
few contributors in Kentucky's last gubernatorial
campaign donated to all three major candidates.
Clearly the system of campaign financing in
Kentucky and throughout the nation is out of hand
and in serious need of reform. There is a great
variance of opinion among politicians and the general
public about how the reform movement should
proceed.
Some favor limiting political contributions to a
certain modest amount and having political
campaigns financed by public tax funds. This would
relieve a candidate from obligation to his campaign
contributors. But this plan has its pitfalls and would
be opposed by thousands of Kentuckians who
instinctively reject the idea of paying taxes to finance
the campaigns of politicians. Can we imagine the
reaction among the public to a proposal to raise taxes
or to take revenue from education or the road fund
to finance the aspirations of some politicians?
There may be no ideal way to finance political
campaigns. But it is difficult to see how any citizen
can be aware of what we've seen and heard this year
as to campaign abuses without deciding that there has
to be a better way than having campaigns financed by
corporate giants and wealthy private interest groups
looking for special favors from the elected. Our
political system belongs to and should be controlled
by all the people and not just the wealthy few.
Campaign financing reform could be one of those
issues that a few legislators may want to just appoint
a committee or and "study it for two years" such as
we've done previously about other matters. However,
hopefully the studying of this issue will take place
during the next three months in time to enact a new
precedent-setting law.
* •
•• *
Gov. Wendell H. Ford and Lt. Gov. Julian M.
Carroll are now in the second half of their four-year
terms as our top state officials. They were sworn into
office Dec. 7,1971.
Sources close to Gov. Ford indicate that the
budget
proposal of the governor will not be announced
or
introduced as legislation during the early days of
the
session next month due to the inestimable effects
of
the energy crisis to Kentucky's economy. The
budget
proposal could come as late as March. A
special
session of the legislature later in 1974 or 1975
might
be called by the governor for necessary
amendments
to whatever budget measure is adopted by
the 1974
General Assembly during,the 60-day session.
*
The state's 27,500 classroom teachers can
expect
salary increases during the 1974-76 biennium,
the
teachers' retirement system will be funded so as to
enable teachers to retire with full benefits
after 30
years' service, more special education classes
will be
financed and the statewide kindergarten
program
which began this year on an experimental
basis will
be extended.
The orientation session for the 13 freshman
senators and 35 newcomers to the House of
Representatives which was held prior to the
pre-legislative conference at Kentucky Darn Village
State Park was helpful to the participants. Citing its
values, one senator told of a legislator during the
1972 session who said of the genenc drug bill when
asked his opinion: "Well, if the state owes that drug
bill, I'll vote we pay it."
•*
The purchase of fewer gallons of gasoline by most
Kentuckians and others traveling in Kentucky has
caused a natural loss in gas tax collections and is
causing significant decreases in revenue earmarked for
the state road fund. Thir could cause fewer new roads
and less road repairs.
If year-round
Daylight Savings Time
becomesfederal law as a result
of the energy shortage it
could have options for
the states such as did the
federal Uniform Time Act
of 1966. If DST legislation
is adopted by Congress
prior to or during the coming
session of the Kentucky
legislature it could be that
year-round DST for all or
parts of Kentucky will be a
hot issuedur:ink the
Je?aion,_ Mcipt central and_ east*
rn,
- RenfUeltiiins oppose
year:rotuid DST. A poll taken
_ last week by The
Lexington Herald i_udfrates .89 per.
cent of those responding
don't want year-round DST.
Civic club polls taken by
this legislator recently in
western Kentucky reveal
that by a very narrow
margin most of these
Kentuckians like year-round
DST.
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BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
1-6 Sunday

Mon.-Sat

Phone 753-8304

LARGE SELECTION
ASTRONOMER KOHOUTEK
— Lubos Kohoutek, astronomer
who discovered and gave his
name to the Koboutek Comet,
holds a press conference aboard
the Queen Elizabeth II in New
York. He and about 1,700 others
(4et sail to find a %antage point to
iieu the comet
(AP Wirephoto

Christmas CARDS
by Laurel

AB-3

CLAIROL
Air Brush, Styling Dryer
* 4 Styling Attachments
* Super Fast Drying
* 2 Speed, 2 Heat Settings
* Dual 120/220 Volts for
Home and Travel

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
nation could be on daylight saving tune by the second week in
January, following agreement
Monday by a Senate-House conference committee.
The effort to save energy by
setting the clock ahead an hour
would take effect the fourth
Sunday after enactment and
Rep. Harley a Staggers, D-W.
Va., said the bar could be sent
to the White House before the
end of the week.
The country would remain on
daylight time through October,
1975.
The White House requested
the energy time bill, saying it
could result in savings of as
much as three per cent in heating and electricity. Both opponents and supporters of the
measure however, have said
there are no reliable figures on
how much would be saved.
Meanwhile,the Senate passed
and sent to the House a bill requiring the labeling of automobiles and major household appliances as to their energy consumption.
The bill also would make $200
tniflaon available in loan guarantees in an effort to produce a
fuel-efficient car within a decade.
And the measure would require every federal agency to
consider the energy shortage in
developing and implementing
policies and programs.
House action on the measure
is not expected this year.

All Timex
Watches

All Cosmetics

Sold At

Discount
Prices

Sold At

Discount
Prices
Genuine Porcelain On Aluminum
Warm-hearted cook 'n serve ware brings
color and charm to your table.

•Choice of low, medium, high heat.
• Large air volume for quick drying.
• Easily portable, setsup in seconds.
• Lightweight, compact.

• Hospital Report
December 5, 191/3
ADULTS 116
NURSERY 7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Debbie Lynn Jenkins
and Baby Girl, Box 713, College
Cts., Murray, Mrs. Peggy Ann
Thomas and Baby Girl, Route 1,
Sedalia.
DISMISSALS
Jerry Wayne Maness, Box 71,
Dexter, Mrs. Elanda Jean
Ahart, 318 Gateway, Murray,
fi-s. Betty Kay Norman,
General Delivery, Wingo,
Robert Kirks, 263 East Maple,
Murray, Mrs. Peggy Lee.Washburn, Route 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Wilma Fairris, 1709 Ryan Ave.,
Murray, Mrs. Frances Roberta
Tucker, Route I, Kirksey,
Robert Lee Burkeen, Route 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Imogene Merton. 1003 S. 16th St., Murray,
Mrs. Virginia Frances Heck,
Apt. 8, E. Ward Apt. College
Farm Rd., Glen Edwin
Paschall, Route 2, Puryear,
Tenn., Arlie Key Beach, Route
1, Kirksey, Roy Bedford Moody
texptred), 1706 Ryan, Murray

WIDER OPERA
SCHOLARSHIP
—TRW:HESTER. N.Y. (AP) STARTS

The Truth about Windmills,'
chamber opera composed by
Alec Wilder to a libretto by Arhold Sisidgaard, had its preinicre here It was a benefit
jaxicrmance for the PreparaIory Department of the Uni verMY of Rochester's Eastman
School of Music.
Proceeds will establish the
Alec Wilder Scholartnp Fund
for the teaching of precollege
toungsters Wilder, a native of
'-hester, has an atfinity for
gra ldren. Among his many
'works Ice them is ''The Chiten's Plea for Peace," cornvosed in 1968.
Wilder set the libretto of
'Firgh 'aIttOti‘ iFtirsairthru,;-'
music last spring, in friendhip for Sundgaard, who had
loitered a heart attack. He
Athared the work with Milfcrd
Fargo, associate professor at
Eastman.
ij
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EVERYBODY
HAPPY WITH ....
Were offering
Now s the time to select The Gift That Keeps On Giving'" by RCA'
XL-100 color TV,
s
exciting Holiday Specials in RCA s lull line of exciting New Reliable
they II go fast'
black and white TV. stereos, and radios Hurry
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Repeat Of A
Sell-Out!!
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BIG SCREEN XL-COLOR
TV BARGAIN . . .

The HANCOCK
Model G5614
25' diagonal picture

SENSATIONAL BUY!

Solid State In Key Areas
Only

XL COLOR

$28800

While Quantities Last

ns
• AccuTine automatically maintai
ent
consist
and
tones
flesh
natural
color on all channels.

• RCA's Automatic Fine Tuning and
(AFT) electronically pinpoints

RCA XL-COLOR PORTABLE
Solid state in many key areas. One-set VHF
fine tuning. RCA's Accu-Colorl'' picture tube
for life-life color,

ONLY

$51800

4
PIECE
STEREO

accurately holds the correct
.
picture signal on each channel
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LOOK AT THESE RCA BUYS!
23" Diag. Consolette, Walnut Finish
Early American Console Stereo-2 Only
25" Din. Color Console, Walnut Finish
Mediterranian Console Stereo with 8 Track
Decorators Dream, 21" XL-100 Console in Red
21" Dia& XL-100 Console in Contemporary

diagonal
black-and-white
portable

Regs

Ther SWAGGER
NO Model AS 120
12" diaeonal picture

RCA Quality at a
Budget Price!

Now 5438"
'1 38"

iiI

'458°'
53i 900

-1

'488"
:5380.

AM-FM Radio
FM Stereo
8 Track Player

0 •j
Motto! V5G528

95

179

RCA XL-100 COLOR TV

•

Now As Low As $389rt

All chassis tubes—a major
cause of TV repairs—are out
RCA plug-in AccuCircuit'
modules control most set
functions. Should an
AccuCircuit module fiilure
Occur, technician simply
snaps in a replacement.

11Cil

r. puttie
Model F SOO
11' Ryon* 4061.9

Base
Optional

IN MORE HOMES THAN ANY OTHER
SOLID STATE COLOR TV!
• RCA Pushbutton Color
in Early American

Fiddle-free tuning
Accutvlatic' color
monitor(ACM)and
Automatic Fine
Tuning (AFT) buttons
are adjacent ACM
locks color within a
normal range instantly.

• RCA XL-100 Reliability in
Spanish Design

'479"

•

629"

• RCA's Mast Powerful Chassis.
31000 Volts, Charming Colonial
in Pine Finish.

$669"

Vivid. lifeliko color from
RCA's finest picture tube.
Radiant phosphors are
surrounded by a black
matrix for sparkling color.

Come in and see these
RCA masterpieces...today!
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Cazzie Russell Scores 49 As
Golden State Blasts Rockets
"11
S t

"Ikea

iT
4.
OPTIMIST WINNERS—Winners in the Optimist Club's annual Shoot, Pass and Dribble contest
held ON er the weekend are left to right: Patrick Phillips, eight-year-old division, Franklin; Clay
Moody • nine-year-old division, Franklin; Tommy Johnson, 16-year-old division, Franklin; Choppy
Poynter. 11-sear-old division, Glasgow: Keith Edwards, 12-year-old division, Murray; and Bret
Brirendine. 13-year-old winner, Franklin Larry Mayfield (extreme right) presented the awards.
Ma field is the governor of the Kentucky-West Virginia District of the Optimist Club.
i Photo by Wilson Woolley )

U.S. Auto Club Is
Going With Schedule
INDIANAPOLIS AP) — The
U.S. Auto Club still plans to go
ahead with its 1974 racing
schedule — with one eye on the
fuel crisis and the other on attendance figures.
The USAC earlier had expected no real fuel problem because its racers, for the most
part, use methanol, a special
alcohol-type fuel with a natural
gas base instead of gasoline.
But now USAC officials say
methanol supply problems are
cropping up and the 1974 schedule, though still on, is "very
much up in the air."
"We plan to proceed with the
January schedule as planned,"
USAC News Director Jeb
Cadou said in an interview,
"and we have made no decision
yet to cancel any race on the
1974 schedule."
The January slate is light —
two midget races, Jan. 6 and
Jan. 20, at Allen County Memorial Coliseum in Fort
Wayne, Ind.
Action picks up in February
with some races in California,
and with practice opening Feb.
25 for the California 500 at Ontario.
Leonard Manley, sales promotion manager for the Valvoline Oil Co., which has supplied
about 90 per cent of USAC's
methanol, was quoted by The
Indianapolis News as saying
methanol is now in critical
short supply.
The News said Valvoline, a
division of Ashland Oil Inc. of
Ashland, Ky., would trim methanol supplies by 40 per cent for
1974, which would mean a curtailed racing schedule of possibly only the 500-mile races at
Ontario, Indianapolis and Pocono, Pa., and a couple others.
Manley would not comment
on the 40 per cent figure.
"I've heard the 40 per cent
figure kicked around," Cadou
confirmed, "but USAC has no
official comment on it. At this
point it's just speculation."
Methanol itself, Ashland officials say, is not scarce. It's just
that the company has diverted
production away from methanol
to meet other petroleum needs.
Of the five USAC divisions,
only the stock cars currently
use gasoline. Dirt cars and

Watch Your

FAT-GO
Lose ugly excess weight with the
diet
FAT-GO
sensible
NEW
plan. Nothing sensational lust
steady weight loss for those that
really want to lose.
A full 12 day supply only $2.80.
Ti,. price of two cups of coffee.

Ask HOLLAND DRUG STORE
about the FAT-GO reducing plan
and start losing weight this week.
Money back in full If not completely satisfied with weight loss from
the very first package.

DON'T OIELAY
get FAT-00 today.
Only

$2.50 at Holland

Drug Co

some midgets could possibly be
retuned to run on regular gasoline, Cadou said. But the
sprints and Indianapolis-type
cars are committed to methanol unless costly changes are
made.
If other racing groups such
as NASCAR are facing fuel cutbacks, they have so far kept
mum about it. Officials from
NASCAR and the National Hot
Rod Association say there are
no supply problems yet, but ev-

Lynn Grove Wins County
Championship Tuesday
Almo took its first victory of
Lynn Grove claimed the
county basketball cham- the season as the Warriors
pionship Tuesday night by outscored Faxon by a field goal
fighting off a stubborn Kirksey in the final canto to take a hardfought 32-30 win.
team 54-51.
Both teams finish the county
The Wildcats, coached by
Freed Curd, had entered the play with identical 1-9 marks.
Terry Cleaver tossed in 14 for
game with a 9-1 record in county
the Warriors wile Mark Darnell
competition.
In a nip and tuck first half of paced the losing Panthers with
action, Kirksey led by a point at 10.
In the preliminary game,
the first quarter stop and
stretched the margin to two Faxon took a 37-26 win. Parrish
led the winners with eight while
points at intermission, 20-18.
But the champion Wildcats Tucker took honors for the
rallied in the second half to losing Almo seventh graders as
outscore the host Eagles 21-15 to he scored seven points.
All six county teams will be
claim the three point margin of
idle until January 7 when the
victory
Glenn Olive paced tbe- county tournament begins at
Wildcats with 21 points while Calloway County High School.
J.J. Chavis and Gene Lockhart last season, Kirksey claimed
each added 10. For Kirksey, the tournament championship.
coached by Jim Nix, Mike Lynn Grove 15 18 14 7-54
16 20 6 9-51
Watson fired in 27 points to take Kirksey
I,ynn Grove (54) — Lockhart
game scoring honors while
10, Stone 7, Olive 21, Chavis 10
Randy McCallon added 16.
Kirksey finished the season and Morris 6.
Kirksey (51) — Watson 27,
with a 4-6 conference record and
an overall slate of 5-7 while the Adams 3, Boggess 5, McCallon
Wildcats closed the regular 16 and Rogers.
12 10 6 8-36
season campaign with marks of Hazel
New Concord 20 8 14 16-58
10-1 and 12-2.
Hazel (36)—Lattimer 12
In the preliminary game,
Kirksey captured a 40-26 Gibson, Harrell 10, Garland 6,
decision over the Wildcats as Barrow 6 and Rogers 2.
Concord (581—Stone 17,
Alexander fired in 10 points.
Crittenden led the losers with Kingins 10, Myers 6, Williams
14, Walker 11, McCuiston and
14.
In a battle for second place in A Ilbri tten
10 4 10 6-30
the regular season county Faxon
6 7 11 8-32
standings, a rip-roaring New Almo
Fax
430 —Darnell 10,
Concord Redbird team chased
Hazel 58-36. Both teams had Morris 6, Miller 4, Ross 7 and
entered the game with won-loss Guy 3.
Almo (32)—Crouse 5, Stalls 5,
marks of 7-2.
New Concord, the only club to R. Dumas 4, Walker 2, D.
knock off Lynn Grove during Dumas 2, and Cleaver 14.
the season, raced to a 20-12 first
period lead and was never in
serious trouble during the
remainder of the contest.
Lynn Stone paced the
balanced Redbird attack with 17
while David Williams had 14
and Jimmy Walker 11. Danny
East Division
Kingins also hit double digits
W L TPts.GF.GA
with 10 points.
For the losing Lions, Clay New Eng, 16 10 1 33101 86
13 14 3 29112100
Lattimer had 12 points while Quebec
Toronto
13 14 3 29104 97
Billy Harrell tossed in 10.
New Concord, led by Joe Cleveland 13 10 3 29 87 85
11 13 1 23 83 88
Beard's 23 points, won the Chicago
10 16 2 22 65100
preliminary game 43-34. Jersey
West Division
Carraway paced the losing
Edmonton 17 9 0 34 90 71
Hazel five.
Minn.
15 12 1 31107 94
Winnipeg 13 13 3 29105100
Houston
13 9 3 29 95 78
L. Angeles 11 17 0 22 78107
Vancyr
9 17 0 18 84107

Merry Christmas!!

BOB'S TV SERVICE
-444aMs.4

-!

eryone is cautious.
Of equally great concern to
race sanctioning bodies is attendance next season. The racers may find fuel for their cars,
but will spectators find gasoline
for theirs?
Traveling great distances to
auto racing events is not uncommon, especially to stock
car events in the South. But
gas rationing could finish off
that practice quickly, racing oificials fear.

--W111-4,,Ciopod..P0c. 19-.1004,,
Mid-ft ferret patronage *is year.

Happy New Year!!

Hockey At
A Glance

Associated Press Sports Writer
At the beginning of the National Basketball season, Cazzie
Russell was slated to be sixth
man on the Golden State Warnor team.
Russell, however, was first in
the hearts of the Warrior fans
Tuesday as he scored 49 points
to lead Golden State to a 114107 victory over the Houston
Rockets.
It was the second big scoring
night recently for a Warrior
forward. Rick Barry scored 50
points against Los Angeles Saturday.
It was the most points ever
for the former Michigan star
who got a chance to start this
year when Clyde Lee was hurt.
In other NBA games, New
York beat Phoenix 10547, Chicago beat Kansas City-Omaha
106-104, Milwaukee smashed
Seattle 13041, Buffalo beat Atlanta in overtime 132-127, Capital beat Portland 87-12 and
Cleveland beat Los Angeles in
overtime 101-100.

Breves 112, Hawks 127
Ernie DiGregorio scored
eight points in overtime to complete a Buffalo comeback which
began when Jim McMillan of
the Braves was fouled with
nine seconds remaining. Bob
McAdoo scored 37 points for
Buffalo.
Kings 106, Bulls let
Cliff Ray and Jerry Sloan
connected for eight points in
the final 90 seconds to help the
Bulls win their fifth in a row
and 23rd in 30 tries. The Bulls
had blown an 11-point lead and
were forced to play the final
period with Ray and Sloan each
hampered by five fouls.
Bucks 1311, Seeks 91
Lucius Allen scored 14 points
in the first quarter and totalled
26 for the Bucks who jumped
out to a commanding 30-21 lead
In the first quarter. Milwaukee
held Seattle to two field goals
in the first seven minutes and
11 seconds of the second period
as they ran up a 65-40 halftime
lead.
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Knicks 166, Suns 97
Dave DeBusachere scored 28
points but it was Phil Jackson
who provided- a decisive five
points late in the game. Dick
Van Ardsale, who had only Eta
points in the first half, finished
with 23 for the Suns who cut an
18-point margin to 96-91 with 13
consecutive points.
Cavaliers 191, Wien lei
Fred Foster brought Cleveland home a winner with a
jump shot with 30 seconds remaining in the overtime period.
The Cavaliers were leading 9389 with 1:27 left when Jerry
West and Gail Goodrich each
scored to send the game into
overtime. West finished with 38
points while Goodrich had 38.
Capital 87, Trail Blazers 82
Archie Clark sank six free
throws in the last Pri minutes
to lead a comeback for the Bullets who had trailed by 14 early
In the second half. Clark got
half of his game-high 24 points
in the fourth quarter.

-

THE CARR RATINGS
95 DON cARA
TOP TwENT,Y TEAMS - DECENN1CV 9_1973
- u. c L. A.
2 - NO. CAROLINA
3 - MARYLAND
- NORTH CAROLINA
5 - NOTRE DAME
6 - MARQUETTE
7 - INDIANA
$ - ALABAMA
9 - PROVIDENCE
10- HOUSTON

-102.7
-102.1
- 99.1
- 94.8
- 97 •
- 97.3
- 97.0
- 95.5
- 93.4
- 53,2

II - Lop4c atAce4
.
ta - SOUTH CAROLINA
13
14 15 16 17 IS19 20 -

SYRACUSE
SO, CALIFORNIA
ARIZONA STATE
NEW MEXICO
PIENNSYL V A NN6,
KANSAS
OKLAHOMA
CINCINNATI

- 93.1
- 92.0
- su.s
- 92.7
- 92.4
- 92.1
- 92.0
- 91.9
- 91.8
- 91.7

WATCH THE FOOT JOHN—John Martin II) who scored a
game-high 27 points for Carlisle County, tries to stay out of the
way of Murray High guard Glenn Jackson. The Tigers dropped
the hard-fought contest to the Comets 75-66.
I Staff Photo by Mike Brandoni

MAJOR GAME§,..Q.E 12-11-71
SO. COLORADO
MISSISSIPPI
14
SO. MISSISSIPPI
IDAHO
NEW MEXICO
24
HOUSTON EIAPT.
GEORGIA TECH
NO, ILLINOIS
14
BAKERSFIELD
BRIGHAM YOUNG
ORAL ROBERTS
16
SAN DIEGO STATE
FAIR. DICKINSON
PORTLAND STATE 23
WHEATON
COLUMBIA
PROVIDENCE
SAN FRANCISCO
6
COLORADO STATE
RUTGERS
9
LAFAYETTE
CANISIUS
SANTA BARBARA
18
WYOMING
RHODE ISLAND
SOUTH ALABAMA
27
OGLETHORPE
HOLY CROSS
SO. ILLINOIS
6
LOUISIANA TECH
TEXAS
TULSA
12
ST. CLOUD
SOUTH FLORIDA
V ANDERBIL T
SAmFORD
25
SOP407.7A
WEBER STATE
21
NOR THR IOGE
LOYOLA- ILLINOIS
W, KENTUCKY
12
BUTLER
OTHER GAMES OF 12-13-71
BLUFF IELD
23
BECKLEY
PIT TSOURG ST.
MO. SOUTHERN
3
JUNIATA
YORY.- PA,
8
QUINCY
4
RQCKHURST
LEE
BRYAN
19
ROLLINS
2
TRANSyLVANIA
NIO. WESTERN
16
WM. JEWELL
SO. DAKOTA ST.
14
GUST. ADOLPHUS
NO. COLORADO
METRO STATE
39
TARKI0
5
PERU STATE
OLIVET N.AZ.
N, E ri.LINOIS
3
WEST VA, TECH
2
PIKEvILLE
OUACHITA
14
OKLA.CHRISTIAN
W. NEW MEXICO
6
E. NEW MEXICO
MAJOR GAMES OF 12-14-73
COLCaATE
3
BUCK NELL
NEBRASKA
24
N. E. MISSOURI
HARVARD
I
BOSTON COLLEGE
PORTLAND ST.
17
W. WASHINGTON
IDAHO STATE
15
NORTHRiDGE
PURDUE
6
INDIANA STATE
ILLINOIS
30
NO. MICHIGAN
RENO
21
SACRAMENTO
KENTUCKY
IOWA
3
90. CALIFORNIA
II
SANTA CLARA
MONTANA STATE
9
SEATTLE PACIFIC
WASHINGTON
14
GONZAGA
OTHER GAMES OF 13-14-73
BELLARMINE
14
CENT. ST. OHIO
OAKLAND-M1CH.
15
MICHIGAN TECH
BISCAYNE
23
FT.LAUDERDALE
PASADENA
4
SOU THER NI UTAH
COLO . MINES
9
HER. WESLEYAN
REGIS
3
N.M. HIGHLANDS
CONCORDIA-MO.
31
LINC. CHRISTIAN
ST. XAVIER
le
ILLINOIS BEN
CULV.STOCKTON
9
KNOX
STONY BROOK
15
OSWEGO
EMPORIA COL.
IS
GRACELAND
TRANSYLVANIA
4
FLORIDA TECH U
FERRIS
12
TRI-STATE
WEST FLORIDA
21
DAV. LIPSCOMB
FORT LEWIS
7
COLO, WESTERN
W-MINSTER-UTAH 11
WESTERN MONT.
GLASSOORO
21
KEAN
TOUR NAM ENTS OF 12-14 615-73
GRAND CANYON
9
ADAMS STATE
JAWHAWK CLASSIC
HAMPTON
15
CHRIS. NEWPORT
KANSAS04.2+ PR INC E TON----el .6
LINCOLN-PA.
17
ST. MARYS-MD.
OREGON76.7
WASH.STATE---7I 4
McKENOREE
22
GREENViLLE
UTAH CLASSIC:
MARIAN
23
CALUMET-UP.
DARTMOUTH---63 I
SEATTLE---74.4
MARTIN
5
E VANSVILLE-I$U
PENN STATE--75.5
UTAH--------810.199
MONTEVALLO
0
TENN. TEMPLE .
VOLUNTEER CLASSIC.
NEWBERRY
S9
CORER
011141.11L-----79.7
TENNE111111.0.
NORTH DAKOTA
23
S. W. MINNESOTA
TEMPLE------79.1
UTAH sTA7E/e--774.8
SEASONS RECORD.
H1T-44
MISSED-00
PCT-100
COPYRIGHT 1973 CV THE CARR RATINGS SERVICE
AIR FORCE
ARIZONA
AUBURN
DENVER
EAST CAROLINA
FORDHAM
FRESNO STATE
LONG BEACH ST
MANHATTAN
MASSACHUSETTS
MEMPHIS STATE
MERCER
MID. TENNESSEE
MINNESOTA

11
27
5
3
12
1
4
12
15
6
11
5
12
22

0. J. Selected As The
NFL Offensive Star

BOWLING
STANDINGS

College Cage Results

By The Associated Press
Long Beach St. 84, L.A.-LoMurray AJIIC
Bantam League
yola 58
Temple 52, Navy 41
Team
Whittier 93, Pt. Loma 80
Rutgers En, Princeton 55
Thunderbirds
39
9
New Hampshire 55, Maine 53
Trinity, Tex. 81, Tex. Luther- Ding Bats
A 10
Strikeouts
Rhode Island 72, Vermont 61
32 le
an 69
Top Cats
27 21
Alfred 71, Binghamton 64
Arizona 109, San Diego St. 79 Corvette
Conquerors
26
Brandeis 107, Trinity, Conn.
UT-El Paso 87, Wabash Col. Tornadoes
22 26
Road Runners
18 30
79
45
Cougars
17 31
York 88, Yeshiva 75
New Mexico Ti, New Mexico Go Getters
16 32
High Ind Game (SC)
Johnson, Vt. 101, Lyndon, Vt St. 71
Eric story
167
57
N. D. St. 96, Moorhead Con- Eric
Story
156
Swarthmore 75, Ursinus 57
cordia 68
Billy Smith
149
Chris Bland
St. Joseph's, Pa. 86, Matra
143
Notre Dame 73, Indiana 47
High
65
Wesleyan 68, Coast Guard 61 Eric Story Ind Game (NC)
185
Villanova 112, Merrimack 65
Chris Bland
Bridgeport 71, W. Va. St. 56
187
Billy Smith
182
Springfield U, Harvard 82,
Wittenberg 74, Kenyon 51
Frank Rogers
176
overtime
Purdue 79, Missouri 86
Eric Story
171
Gary
Wake Forest 69, Penn 61
Faker
171
Drew 100, NE Bible 49
High Ind Ser,e5 (SC)
High Point 80, Mars Hill 74
Neb. 78 Ga. St. 75, overtime
Eric Story
460
Maryland 115, Georgetown,
Chris Bland
Iowa St. 83, San Jose St. 60
374
Smith
D.C. 83
374
N. Dak. 63, Win. Penn, Iowa Billy
Jett Reed
348
Wm. & Mary 73, Richmond 58
Steve ThOmAS
344
71, overtime
High ind Series tiC1
Kansas St. 105, Iowa 67
ErIC Story
514
Virginia 87, Lehigh 60
Illinois 64, Detroit 60
Chris Bland
491
Stetson 86, David Lipscomb
111. St. 82., Cal.-Bakersfield 69 Billy Smith
473
Val Hendon
52
44/
Bluefield St. 71, W. Va, St. 58 Paul
Moffett
444
Vanderbilt 75, Memphis St. 71
S Carolina St. 71, Lander 70 Steve Thomas
1-43

Soccer league Expands

NEW YORK AP — The
North
American
Soccer
League, continuing its program
of rebuilding, expanded to 13
teams Tuesday with the aNarding of franchises to Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle and
Vancouver
The four teams join Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York,
Rochester, Toronto, Dallas, St.
Tuesday's Game
Louis, Miami and Montreal.
Minnesota 5, Chicago 3
NASI, Commissioner Phil
Wednesday's Games
Woomera, in announcing the
nuehec at lianc)uver
-teMencious
Los Angeles at Edmonton
Houston at Winnipeg _- Progress has been made since
1968, when the league dropped
Toronto at New England
suddenly from 17 franchises to
Jersey at Cleveland
five with none remaining on the
Thursday's Game
West Coast"
Cleveland at Toronto

High Averages
Eric Story
Jeff Reed
David Story
Billy Smith
Thomas
Tommy Hutson
Robin Roberts
Chris Bland
Mark West
Steve Gough

BASEBALL
CHICAGO — The Chicago
White Sax obtained third base- Steve
man Ron Santo from the Chicago Cubs for pitchers Steve
Stone and Ken Frailing and two
other players
TENNIS
PITTSBURGH — Australian
Ken Rosevrall signed a one-year
contract to become playerof
coach
the
Pittsburgh
Triangles of the World Team
Tennis League.
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SKIING
LA PLAGNE, France
Christiane Ray of France won
the downhill ski race of the La
Maple International Grand
Prix of the European Cup in
one minute, 21.95 seconds.

I7
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BUFFALO (AP) — With the love him to get 197 against the
kind of season that O.J. Simp- Jets and thus enable him to
son is having, he doesn't get reach the 2,000-yard plateau.
He said that a few days beany peace and quiet.
Deluged by newsmen across fore he left California for the
the country for interviews, the Bills' camp last summer he
Buffalo Bills' star took a five- met Brown in a candy store.
"Stay healthy," Simpson said
minute break Tuesday to learn
of his selection for the third Brown told him. "And good
time this season as The Associ- luck."
Then Simpson recalled that
ated Press' NFL Offensive
when he was a youngster he
Player of the Week.
It all came about with his 219 saw Brown, the Cleveland
rushing yards, including a 71- Brown's running back, in a
yard sprint, in Buffalo's 37-13 malt store.
"You know what, I told him f
victory over the New England
was going to break all of his
Patriots Sunday.
The output raised his season records some day," Simpson
yardage total to 1,803 yards and said.
"That's what the little kids
he needs only 61 Sunday to
break Jimmy Brown's single- tell me now. I meet a lot of
season record of 1,863 yards. them and everyone says, '0.J.,
Simpson, who has carried 298 I'm going to break your
times, could break Browns' tot- records'."
ing mark with eight more carries.
Against New England, Simpson also raced across a snowcovered field for 24, 25 and 28
yards as well as a flock of
short gains.
"Sometimes nothing goes
right," Simpson said in acknowledging his three-time honor. "Everything this year is
A GlItinGoodThoter
right. I'm elated. I just keep
working and everything works
For Grandpa
out."
Grandpas Uncles Cousins
too Jerry s has a special
Following the New England
gift for you' Older folks
game, Simpson said he would
with time on their hands
not try to think about the Jets
love to spend it at Jerry s.
give
Jerry s S5 or Si gilt
and breaking Browns' record.
ortilicates roan those
"But so far I've been asked
special senior
50 times a day whether I'm
citizens on
thinking about it," he said 4' your osti
"I'm really thinking about the
team, thinking about the team
rushing record, a team victory,
we've got to win."
The Bills need only 177 yards
against the Jets to break the
single-season rushing record of
2,960 set by Miami last year.
There's also a remote possibility of making the NFL playoffs.
Simpson began his season
with a NFL one-game total of
250 yards against New EngSo. 12th Street
land. His teammates would

50449 MAIN STREET
- ANONIE
753.4442
MURRAY KENTUCKY
42071
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Valiant Tigers Fall Short
As Comets Streak
By JERRY BAYNE
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Within the intimate confines
of the Carlisle County gym, the
Murray High Tigers were
clipped last night 75-66, for their
first loss of the season.
With only one side of the gym
equipped with bleachers, chairs
the
around
were lined
perimeter of the court to hold
the volatile standing-room-only
crowd.
The Murray delegation,
the
throughout
standing
duration of the contest, witnessed a hot-handed display of
free throw shooting by the
Comets,25-31(80 per cent), that
proved to be the winning
margin.
The Tigers, although outmatching the Comets from the
floor (27 of 59 as compared to 24
of 67) held a slim lead until the
final session.
From the mid-point in the
second quarter to the intermission, it looked like a solid
win for Murray High, as the
Tigers outscored the Comets 13zip. With a little over four
minutes remaining in the half
and trailing 24-17, the Tigers
collected all of the points scored
in those closing minutes.
Coming out of the half,
Carlisle County ran off eight
straight to grab a 32-30 lead, the
score see-sawed with Murray
grabbing a 45-44 lead at the end
of that session.
With only seconds elapsed in
the final quarter, Carlisle
knotted the score at 47-47. The
Comets scored eight of the
following ten points and after
trading a series of baskets,
raced to a 65-57 lead with 3:27
left in the game when
playmaker Glenn Jackson
fouled out.
Tyrone McCuiston and Bob
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Ron Santo Is Dealed
Across Town To Sox

k.......MURRAY LEDGER IP TIMES

By JOE MOOSHIL . .
Associated Press Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — Ron Santo, long-time third base star for
theThicago Cubs who became
the first player in baseball to
invoke the veterans' rule, Tuesday was traded to the Chicago
White Sox.
Last week at the winter
meetings in Houston, the Cubs
tried to deal Santo to the Calileft to give William & Mary a fornia Angels. But the 33-year73-71 overtime victory over old veteran, after 14 years with
Richmond.
the Cubs, killed the deal by
Elsewhere, St. John's (N.Y.) refusing to go the Angels.
beat Davidson 94-78 as Mel Utley scored a career-high 28
points; Villanova took advantage of 39 turnovers to trim
Merrimack 112-65; Rutgers
squandered a 13-point lead to
Princeton, then bounced back
to register a 62-55 decision; IlThursday Couples
linois beat Detroit 64-60 on Jeff
Bowling League
W L
NewJeff
points;
24
s
Dawson'
Team
man scored 27 to lead Temple
over Navy 52-41; Mike Moody
16
36
had 19 points as St. Joseph's (zed Birds
33 2 18'
Owls
Night
86-65;
18
30
(Pa.) defeated Hofstra
Dee mons
19
29
Rich Pokersiti hit a free throw
Rocketts
20
28
to
clock
the
on
Bret:is
left
time
with no
21
27
Carraway
give New Mexico a 72-71 Strikes
27
25
25
27
triumph over New Mexico State Hits & Misses
26
26
Cats
and Colorado State ripped Air Alley
26
26
Runners
Road
2
/
2 251
/
221
Force 62-46 on 57 per cent field Bs &Cs
26
22
Frustrations
goal shooting.

Fighting Irish Edge Indians;
Joe Ford Lifts Vanderbilt

Because he is a 10-year veteran with five years with one
club, Santo could veto any deal
not to his liking.
"I didn't want to leave Chicago," said Santo. "when I
learned the Cubs wanted to
trade me, I decided the only
club I would go to was the
White Sox.
"I think because of my loyalty to the Cubs, Mr. Wrigley
( P.K. Wrigley, owner of the
Cubs) consented to my wishes.
My family, my roots, my business are in Chicago .and this is
where I want to stay."
Santo was swapped to the Sox
for pitchers Steve Stone and
Ken Frailing; minor league
catcher Steve Swisher, and a
player to be named later.
It marked the fourth trade by
the Cubs which involved a key
player since the end of the season.
Earlier they traded pitcher
Ferguson Jenkins to the Texas
Rangers for infielders Bill Madlock and Vic Harris.
Then they sent. second baseman Glenn Beckert to San
Diego for outfielder Jerry Morales and last week they traded
catchers with Minnesota sending away Randy Hundley for
George Mitterwald.
The Santo deal was believed
the first direct trade involving
the two Chicago teams who
seem to have had a policy of
not dealing with each other.

Tony Byers scored 20 points
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer to help Wake Forest upset
Notre Dame's immovable ob- Penn. The winners checked
ject met Indiana's irresistable Penn's highly-touted forwards
force Tuesday night — and Ron Haigler and John Engles.
Long Beach State broke open
wsornething had to give. Indiana
a close game with 22 straight
did.
"They're physical and we're points in the second half and
physical, but we just stayed ran away from Los Angeles Lowith it," said Notre Dame yola. Clifton Pondexter of Long
Coach Dick Phelps after his Beach State led all scorers with
sixth-ranked team whipped No. 20 points.
3 Indiana 73-67.
C,oniel Norman poured in 23
The college basketball giants
21,
slugged it out before Notre points and Al Fleming had
Dame made Indiana back down leading Arizona over San Diego
State. Led by Danny Beard's 22
with plain, brute strength.
per
"Our rebounding was the points, Kansas State hit 62
most important factor," said cent from the field and routed
Phelps. -We were able to get Iowa.
the key rebound."
Purdue, after two upset lossMore specifically, John Shu- es, bounced back to beat Mismate and Adrian Dantley were souri as John Garrett scored 17
able to get the key rebounds — points. Ron Satterthwaite's two
2 26, 1
/
211
13 apiece.
Whiz Kids
free throws with six seconds
Tyrone
2
/
2 271
/
201
Fisher Price No 2
"We just didn't take charge,"
WE'RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER—Murray High's
28
20
Ten Pens
with Carlisle
Indiana Coach Bob Knight said
McCuiston (321 and Dan Hudspeth (501 battle
29
19
Downs
---Ups
g in the
30
18
Rs & Ms
after the game, played before a
County's Mike Wood for a loose rebound. Watchin
30
the
18
of
Bergers
background are Bob Wilder of Murray and Robert Martin
record crowd of 17,463 at the
33
19
Fisher Price No 1
Hall.
ly
Assemb
s'
Comets.
Hoosier
High Team Game (SC)
i
Brandon
by
Mike
(Staff Photo
692
Night Owls
"They played very well. Notre
678
Rs & Ms
capable of
we're
ball
of
type
the
the
from
to
65-61
win
to
margin
the
d
cut
Wilder
Dame deserve
673
Night Owls
effect
what
see
We'll
playing.
the
(HC)
in
High Team Game
with three minutes left
first minute to the last minute.
825
upon the team
Rs & Ms
game sinking pumps from the this loss has
In other games involving the
807
Owls
Night
comes
Cairo
when
night
Friday
Vu-ALL
anked
807
fourth-r
.
Twenty,
baseline
ons
are Top
YORK (API — Bobby tog the big play," Minnesota Frustrati
boys
NEW
the
now
right
(SC)
town....
to
Series
Team
High
Georgetheir
But the Comets proved
Maryland toyed with
1922
Bryant was unhappy about the Coach Bud Grant said after the Night Owls
pretty hard."
town ( D.C.) 115-83; Vanderbilt
marksmanship at the charity taking this loss
1821
one that got away. He didn't Vikings had rebounded from Frustrations
State
s
Memphi
ed
10th-rat
stripe sinking 11 for 14 "gim1803
Unofficially, the Tigers had 12 upset
us showing a week Rs & Ms
three he got.
the
disastro
their
mention
(HC)
inshocked
Series
High Team
rnies" in the tiOal quarter
turnovers for the game but 75-71; No, 11 Penn was
by
pasted
thrown
were
they
passes
when
2367
were
earlier,
They
Owls
Night
69-61 by Wake Forest; No. 12
cluding six for seven in the outrebounded Carlisle 40-30.
2356
Frustrations
Green Bay quarterbacks. The n-o by Cincinnati.
2287
closing two minutes of play. The
Misses
Four players were in double Long Beach State routed Los Minnesota cornerback interthing we proved," Hits 8 High
big
"The
(SC)
Game
Ind.
14thwith
Comets capped the scoring
figures for Murray, Ray Lane Angeles Loyola 84-58;
cepted three of them, running Bryant said, "is that we can
Men
two drives in the last eleven connected for 16, Glenn Jackson ranked Arizona smashed San
207
one back 46 yards for a touch- win and win big against a good Paul Enlow
15thcoming
and
goal
109-79
final
the
State
,
seconds
207
15, Bob Wilder 13, and Mc- Diego
Keley
Jerry
was
field
dy
a
up
everybo
setting
sure
I'm
team.
and
down
203
routed
Dixon
with the horn.
Cui.ston ten. Danny Hudspeth ranked Kansas State
to pave the embarrassed by our play last Lyman
another
with
goal
Women
It was a heart-breaking loss collected six, Phil Miller con- Iowa 105-67.
210
romp week."
Isabel Parks
I',ri*- I fait For 1hat
Tom way to the Vikings' 31-7
and
196
Lucas
John
for the Tigers, who went into the nected on four for four from the
e saw the Vikings Judy Parker
last Saturday.
audienc
The
Packers
the
over
193
Lads In Vt:Otani;
Colman
points
23
Deby
contest sporting victories over free throw line in reserve duty McMillen each scored
For his performance, Bryant drive to a game-opening score,
High Ind. Game (HC)
Calloway County, Trigg County, with Johnny Shelley adding two and Len Elmore had 22 in
was selected today as The As- then watched the Packers try
Men
Maryland's victory over outand Paducah Tilghman.
points.
214
Press Defensive Play- to retaliate. But on their second Jerry Keley
sociated
was
It
ve
own.
"We were playing aggressi
225
It was a family affair in gunned Georget
National play, Bryant picked off a Jerry Paul Buchanan
the
in
Week
the
of
er
From The
223
ball," said Coach Bob loon, scoring for the Comets as Maryland's third highest point
down Paul Enlow Women
streaked
and
pass
Tagge
League.
Football
"That's the way we like to brothers John and Robert total in history.
243
a
ta
were:
Minneso
to
give
players
the
sideline
Other standout
Isabel Parks
234
Vanderbilt defeated Memphis
play... there's bound to be some Martin combined for 38 points,
Judy Parker
er commanding 14-0 lead.
lineback
Angeles
—Los
229
State in a battle of unbeatens
Vickie Andrews
body contact, but they were 27 and 11 respectively.
interquarter,
third
who
in
the
(SC)
on,
Early
Roberts
Series
Isiah
Ind
High
with
through
"
came
throws.
free
Ford
Joe
those
hitting
and
as
597
First cousins Mike Woods
10). 1iir r.1%
cepted a peas and returned it 49 Green Bay reached the Min- Lyman Dixon
569
"Our team has shown real Thomas Jenkins had 12 and five free throws in the final 42
Enlow
Paul
567
yards for a score, sacked New nesota 23-yard line. But Bryant
Jery Keley
character, but we didn't play eight points along with David seconds.
Women
York quarterbacks twice and killed the drive with his second
519
of
rune
Garrett's contribution
Isabel Parks
three other times dropped run- interception at the 14.
510
Betty Dixon
and Greg Carter's eight.
503
And midway in the period,
ners behind the line of scrimJudy Parker
(HC)
The win extended the Comets'
High Ind. Series
mage in the Rams' 40-6 Mon- Bryant made a diving grab of
Men
record to 8-0 while Murray will
648
another Tagge pass, scrambled
day night rout of the Giants;
Jerry Keley
come home Friday night 3-1 to
639
Lyman Dixon
—St. Louis linebacker Larry to his feet and scampered 40
617
tackle Cairo, M. It will be
Paul Enlow
down
interan
hauled
being
had
who
before
yards
s,
Stalling
Women
s_sWOIr WM"
Three members of the
somewhat of a homecoming for
A handsome billfold, ix17
line.
s
five-yard
Bay
numerou
and
Green
the
a
at
ception, sack
Judy Parker
-91
57;flitAr
Cairo mentor Billy Chumbler, Murray State judo club placed tackles, several behind the- Ai.:- It set up a 15-yard Fred Cox
615
••••••••
partly crafted in fine leath.111•1t
Isabel Parkes
rw•
609
who won fame in the com- in the Tennessee State lanta line, to lead the Cardinals field goal.
Betty Dixon
Unique credential case
er.
#1
High Averages
;;V:
munity wearing a Murray State University Invitational Judo in their 32-10 victory over the
SIX
and instantly displays
Still later, he deflected a pass
Men
holds
pedle
weekend
Tournament over the
182
Racer uniform.
Tommy Jones
to
Smith
Barry
at
aimed
and
,
Falcons
and photos. Makes
cards
16
181
Lyman Dixon
Brenda Falls won second in
The junior varsity dropped
119
—Baltimore linebacker Mike stymie yet another Green Bay
gift! from
Delmar Brewer
perfect
s
o
women'
ight
the
heavywe
their match 48-37.
178
Paul Enlow
Curtis, who returned from sev- march.
176
division while Diane McMillen
Hargrove
C
T
But the one that bugged him
en weeks of inactivity with a
Women
was third in the junior girl's
158
shoulder separation and, with was the one that got away — a
Norman Benett
lightweight division.
153
Dixon
Betty
from
aspass
wn
three
touchdo
and
17-yard
tackles
key
seven
153
d
ar-ol
Marilyn Chatman
In the junior boy's 14-ye
146
sists, pulled the Colts' defense Jim Del Gaizo to Smith with
Court Sq. Murray, Ky.
Judy Parker
division, Eddie Wagner placed
146
Patsy Neale
together to pave the way to the less than two minutes to play.
third.
16-3 upset of Miami.
The tournament was sancSANTO DOMINGO, D. R.
•
"Bobby Bryant again proved
DIPLOMATIC COACH
(AP) — Cesar Cedeno, the tioned by the Amateur Athletic
he has the knack for makthat
center
star
Astros'
Union.
HOUSTON AP) — Football
Houston
arn'
coach Bill Yeoman of Houston
• fielder and one of the most talsaki he didn't wish to compare
Phone 753-1916
ented young players in major
l
Why Order From
his running back, Marshal
league baseball, was to appear
Out of Town
his former star
with
Johnson,
g
before a judge today followin
Warren
Strong,
Jim
sent.
backs,
be
will
Card
A Gift
the shooting death of a 19-yeariterihe6
)
7
McVea or Robert Newhouse.
old woman in a hotel room.
"I don't want to make the
WANT LIST
mothers mad, especially Mrs.
Bob Rousse, Dist
District Attorney Maximo
BROOMS
Newhouse because she has anTuesday
said
Henriquez Saladin
up."
coming
types)
all
man
Brooms
Push
young
other
Supply Store
Cedeno was to appear before a
Corn Warehouse Brooms
judge to learn if charges of
To Your Door
1.6_ Dust Getter Upright
"voluntary homicide" would be
lodged against him or disMOPPING PRODOCTS
missed.
Mop Buckets
Mop Wringers—Press
Although exonerated of any
Mop Handles
wrongdoing in the incident, a
Mop Heads (Rayon-Cotton)
spokesman said Cedeno still
Stick Mops
had to appear in court under
Dust Mops (Industrial)
Latin American law.

BOWLING
STANDINGS

Bobby Bryant Named As
NFL Defensive Standout

by CAMEO

LINGERIE

led that
gster he
leveland
in a

SPECIALT i
SHOP

kitm f
ill of his
Simpson

Did

.tile kids
a lot of
ys, '0.J.,
ik your

MSU Judo Club
Members Place

A,

When Santa drops in be sure h
has a Ledger & Times Gift
Subscription in his pocket
Get yours now.

:oustra.
pecial
Iks
IrniS
sirry s.
1 gilt
ose

Cedeno To Appear
Before Court Judge

Lindsey's Jewelers

Try Murray First

PRUDE

Call 753-8245

V
ri

-s

Sale
Pre-Christmas Knit
All Men's 1st Quality

Sport Coats

Reg. '35.00 — Now '29.00
Reg. '39.00 — Now '30.95
Reg. '45.00 — Now '35.95
1 Group 1st Quality Knit

Sport Coats

$19

Buy one pair at regular
2 Price!
1
price, get 2nd pair at /

Men's Knit Pants

20% Off
Men's Jeans
20% Off
Men's Shirts
All Boy's Clothing 20% Off

FASHION MAT
Free Gift Wrap 808 Chestnut

gANKAMERIGAA0

Save Money!
Entrance
Mats

ERNS

crIONE

Police said Altagracia de La
Cruz died of gunshot wounds in
the head, apparently from a
.38-caliber pistol owned by Cedeno. Police said he did not
bave a gun permit but that he
had been given "special authorization" for the weapon.

A OR la Goodtuts
For the Paperboy
When he stops to collect
this month. let him know he
really-fates, Give him a
Jerry s gill certificate
book— he II think you're
really great,(He might even
get the paper on the porch
the next day—
to say thanks
to you'

Cedeno, police said, called
the front desk of the hotel at 2
a.m., EST, and told the counter
clerk the woman was dead. He
left in his car but appeared at
police headquarters at 8 a.m.,
accompanied by his father, and
was jailed after declining to
talk to newsmen.
Police said Cedeno, 22, said
he was with the victim at the
14061 WO Wsta.01°.1T,Pking 911t
away the revolver when she
asked to aec it. Cedeno tehi officials Miss de Is Cruz accidently shot herself while handling the weapon.

FLOOR MAINTENANCE
All purpose Cleaners
Wax Strippers
Floor Sealers
Floor Finishes or Wax
Carpet Cleaners
Floor Machines

ANTI-FATIGL
MATS-RUNNERS
FLOOR MACHINES
VACUUMS

SERVICE STATION
MAINROOM
REST
AUTO CLEANUP SUPPLIES
TENANCE
Pine or Mint Disinfectant
Bowl Cleaners
Bowl Brushes
To Churches
Bowl—Urinlal Deodorants
Schools-Hospitals
Wall Block Deodorants
Institutions
Spray Room Deodorants
Agencies
Govt.
Soap
Hand
Lotion
Soap Dispensers
Phone Day or Night
Towel Cabinets
•
Paper Towels
SUPPLY STORE 06

Special Discoun

MigIrsopliwamwe,, Mrc.
ON'ME DRIVE-430h Wilder, dairtwy
for two of his 13
gym
County's
Carlisle
of
through the confines
Brandon
points
(Staff Photo by Mike

So. 12th Street

Glass Cleaners
Wincirdr -Squeegees
Window Brushes

Page 111
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seeking a co
it.
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stages, the

Red & White Chunk
DOG FOOD

Prices Good Thru December 18th

Johnson's

'sibs
'
3
"

Del Monte

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

PINEAPPLE
in JUICE
YOUR
Sliced-Crushed-Chunk 20-oz.
CHOICE

Featuring

Open 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. Mon.- Thurs.
7 a.m. to 9 p.m. Fri & Sat
Open Noon Sundays

39
'

Texsun Unsweetened

46-oz. 45$

INSTANT MAXWELL HOUSE

Del Monte French Style

lb. 89c
Bacon

COFFEE

1" 29

wtth Coupon Below

16°z•
GREEN

• •

Swift's Bersweet

ORANGE JUICE

GREEN BEANS
Del Monte Cut
BEANS

oiiibiis

Ti

You can
ta.ste the country
in it!

Field's

t
99

Sausage

29
'

Recogniti
Apprecia
Alberta G
blimi J
service pin

Field's Fast Cut Boneless
3

OZ

.49
lb 9

29
"

2

Hams

10-oz.
'°1;
°AGHETTI

1 lb

Swift Butterball
4-12 lb.
Turkeys_

39
'

Del Monte

Red & White

lb.

t
89

Pure
lb. 89$

TOMATO SAUCE

"L

Gr. Beet

Ot

COOKING
Cut Into Chops

Red

OIL
led
o
t

E11
E
n CREAMER

59
'

69'

Red & White Facial

24-oz.

200 ct.
TISSUE

2/4'
9

50 ft. 39*

lb
Pork Chops.

To

'Gold Crest

16-oz.

CATSUP

Frosty Acres Frozen

C

6-oz.

oconut

49'

PICKLES

Frosty Acres

14 oz4/$

Clorox
gal.

BLEACH
Red & White

100

49'

Maxwell House

SOFTENtR 89
'

Broccoli Spears
" 4
/
9
.
Baby
Frosty Acres
20-oz 39*
Butter Beans
Frosty Acres

32.z. 494
VEL LIQUID

MARGARINE

1 lb. 3/$

69

1-lb. bag

Potatoes

89
'

I Th. bag.

694

Expires 12-28-73

*

lems.$109
4 lb.

SUGAR

69'
Yellow

Onions

3"..39
"
Large Head

JOHNSONS

'COM E
R10

3/sloo

Golden Delicious

Maxwell House

•

Idaho Baking

Godchaux

32-oz

2 Pack

PRODUCE

Apples:

Ragu Spaghetti

with Meat

*

39
'

32-oz.

SAUCE

cimuipacors

00

Plus Bottles or Deposit

PEPSI o 7-Up
Ragu Spaghetti Plain

REDS
WHITE

COFFEE

Pie Shells

with coupon below

Red & White

Sauce

lb. 79t

All Sizes

Turkeys_

TOMATO

49'

PICKLES

10-oz. 6-Bottle Carton

$ 129

* FROZEN FOODS *
16-oz.

FABRIC

CCenterCut

Del Monte

SARAN-WRAP
Red & White Sweet

Rainbow
Sweet

lb. 99$

/
1
4 Pork Loin

111
,

$149

. lettuce
•

Celery

36 Size

15

WI

le
2
tr
a
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Joint Effort to Provide Help For Schools

1111111111r

The children of Ellie C. Paschall
want to thank the people who
RESOLUTION
so kind to us during the
were
of
WHEREAS, the Town
death of our father. We'd like to
and
owns
ky,
Kentuc
Hazel,
thank Dr. Ammons and his staff.
operates its own Natural Gas
We especailly appreciate the
System by and through its duly
words of comfort of Bro. Charles
acting
and
d
qualifie
elected,
Paschall, and organist Mrs.
Board of Trustees, and
Erwin, and soloist Mrs. L.D.
WHEREAS, said Board of
Cook, Jr. for the beautiful songs.
bility
responsi
the
have
s
Trustee
Also to the J.H. Churchill Funeral
of fixing the rates to be charged
home and friends and neighbors
to customers of its Natural Gas
and relatives for the food and
ge
dischar
to
as
well
as
System
beautiful flowers. May God bless
the obligations of said System,
you.
and
Mrs. Lee Jackson
of
Board
the
AS,
WHERE
Warren Melton
Mrs.
that
notified
Trustees has been
Charles X. Van Dyke
Mrs.
the wholesale price of natural gas
Hazel
the
to
ed
furnish
be
to
Natural Gas System will be increased 6.75 cents per m.c.f. on LOST IRISH setter female
and after the 1st day of January, puppy, two months old, around
Palace area. Phone 753-8519.
1874, and
WHEREAS,said Trustees have
Motor's Chevrolet Vega is
carefully evaluated the situation
being pushed to the hilt.
LOST WATCH,Seiko brand. I can •
GM, in revising its 1974 in- and are most willing to accept the
e, reward offered. Phone
describ
dustry sales estimate, believes responsibility for the raise to the
753-4875.
still
and
can
it
market
truck
that
and
extent
the total car
will be off as much as 1.7 mil- operate the franchise in such a
lion, down 12 per cent from manner as to be in position to LOST NEAR Hazel male
1973's record level of 14.7 mil- take care of the obligations that Airedale, black and tan, blanket
back, grizzled coat, about 70 lbs.
lion vehicles.
accrue.
Has Nashville address and
FORE
THERE
IT
BE
The Big Three are hustling to
RESOLVED that the Board of license tag on collar. Phone
convert large-car assembly fas of the Town of Hazel, Hazel, 498-8749.
Trustee
smallof
cilities into production
y, meeting in regular
Kentuck
er-sized cars. GM chairman
session, increases the rates to its LOST MALE Irish Setter, about
GM's
said
berg
Gersten
Richard
rs to the extent of 5 cents eight months old in vicinity of
conversion plans are nothing custome
beginning the 1st day North 14th Street and Hughes
m.c.f.,
per
more than a reading of the
January, 1974.
of
Avenue. Reward offered. Phone
the
of
desires
and
"needs
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED 753-5688 or 753-0972.
American people."
ACTION OF SAID
Some of the necessary THAT THE
made known by the
changeover maneuvers began Trustees be
6. Help Wanted
of copies of this
before the current energy posting
nt
differe
ten
in
ion
Resolut
scare, but industry sources say
locations and by publishing this
most of them did not.
Resolution in the newspaper in
been
have
Industry critics
County having the
Must be neat, clean,
saying for years that irrepa- Calloway
paid circulation on two
rable damage was done in the largest
ns, the first insertion
dependable. preferrably
1960s when GM, Ford and occasio
day,
Wednes
than
later
no
being
to
Chrysler failed to respond
over 21
December, 1973 and
skyrocketing sales of imports. the 12th of
As seen or
n being no later
insertio
final
the
per
15
about
d
capture
Imports
Apply in person to
day, the 19th day of
cent of the U.S. passenger car than Wednes
and
on
that
and
1973,
er,
Bill French
market, a share some observ- Decemb
ion by posting
ors believe will hold up no mat- after the publicat
2:00 - 5:00 p.m.
from
notices and by newspaper adter what Detroit does now.
increase of the
GM, whose share of the U.S. vertising, said
become final and
shall
rates
than
more
is
market
car
new
1304 W him
45 per cent this year, has an- effective.
nounced plans for immediate
This the 1st day of December,
assembly conversions at plants 1973.
FULL OR part time-Electrolux
in Doraville, Ga. (standards to
Cy Miller
now open for sales and service
intermediates); Norwood, Ohio
Chairman, Board of Trustees
personnel-be smart and star"pony
of
on
producti
sed
(increa
of
8 00 am. to 10:00 a.m.
t
(intery
Mo.
cars,"); Leeds,
the Town of Hazel, Kentuck
h 443-6469 Equal
Paduca
phone
mediate to compact); and St.
opportunity employer.
Theresa, Que. (increased Vega Attest:
Wm. B. Milstead
production).
Clerk, Town of Hazel, Kentucky
GM has also scheduled inThe Shoe That
The above and foregoing
creased production of its
a
at
ile
ced
Oldsmob
introdu
Nova,
was
et
Chevrol
Resolution
Sells Itself I
Omega, Pontiac Ventura, and regular meeting of the Board of
Easy selling guaranteed
Pops from heat of
Buick Apollo, all compacts.
Trustees of the Town of Hazel,
with nationally-famous
99
100-wott bulb. In-7
Ford has announced the im- Kentucky, on the 1st day of
Knapp shoes. Maximum
asand
two
corn
clvdes
mediate conversion of
December, 1973, by Bobby
commissions immediately
socks. Bulb not
sembly plants. One, in Chicago, Holmes, seconded by Ralph
own hours. Free
Your
included. ,1 '
will dump the standard Ford Richerson, and the question
sales kit. Ralph Kelley,
for the intermediate Torino. being put the action of the Board
Dept. KLTS, Knapp
The other, in Wayne, Mich., was unanimously affirmative
Centre, Brockton, Mass
will displace regular Ford pro- and said Resolution was assigned
*2401.
duction with the compact Ma- to Minute Book 4, Page 85, of the
verick.
official records of the Town of
Hazel, Kentucky.
EMPTY HOURS, Empty Purse,
fall
Chrysler said in the early
This the 1st day of December, Avon can help fill both. Start an
It would convert its Newark,
1973.
Avon business of your own by
Del., assembly plant in
Wm. B Milstead
or writing Mrs. Glenda
calling
models
d
January from standar
Clerk, Town of Hazel, Dyke, Box 3247, Paducah Kento the intermediate Dodge Dart
Kentucky
tucky, 443-3366
and Plymouth Valiant.
nothwith
Motors,
American
ing larger than an interAN OHIO Oil company offers
Notice
mediate, is having its best year
plenty of money plus cash
in a decade with an array of
bonuses, fringe benefits to
•••••••••••%
small cars. It is expected to in- •••••-••••••
mature individual in Murray
i area. Regardless of experience,•
troduce another small-sized i
ADVERTISING
model in 1975.
DEADLINES
airmail D.K. Read, Pres.,
Detroit, having stalled for •
American Lubricants Co., Box
All display ads, classified!
liide
size,r r slide
l 1,ca
a
rule
Persona
years in emphasizing small
696, Dayton, Ohio 45401.
regular
and
display
cars, is spending millions to
must be submitted
u
display,
6 alid
one
ph1.
,ear521
strop,
make the conversions.
by 12 noon, the day before
battery. $
Meanwhile, the Big Three
publication.
will lay off thousands of workAll reader classifieds/
comwhile
ers for short periods
must be submitted by 4*
pleting assembly conversions.
.m. the day before 1
blication.
The Ledger • & Times is now
•••••••••••••••••410•4 taking applications for a position
now open in our composition
LOANS AVALIABLE any type, department.
any where, any size, $20,000 and Applicant must be a good typist
and willing to learn all phases of
up. Mr. Warren 502-368-1437.
newspaper composition.
Please apply in person at the
office, 103 N. 4th
I'M NO longer connected at the Ledger & Times
Murray, Ky.
Fabrific Center. I enjoyed St.,
A G1AIAGOOdTwtS meeting all the people that came
in and did business with me. Cozy
For the Mailman
the
or
McCuiston.
hail,
rain,
Not wind

Dr. Powers notes there has
"
in the Protes- uphold a pattern of values that what we value most highly.
NEW YORK (AP)- Protes- hints of shifting
been a rather general Protesants
Protest
extent
the
it.
To
by
ignoring
faith
conade
downgr
a shared
tants and Roman Catholics, tant position and
tant assumption that "the puba
nts
represe
it
view,
that
A.
take
The Rev. Dr. Edward
some fundamental
who for years have feuded over census about
long-time stance, lic schools are good, desirable,
their
in
r
shift
ant
educato
a
Protest
Powers,
tax help for religiously oriented premises.
to support pub- human, ideal" and the
For one thing, participants who heads an interchurch com- which has been
schools, have begun a joint rebest method churches should support them.
the
as
schools
onal system mittee sponsoring the talks, lic
examination of the basic issued agreed the educati
society.
ied
a
diversif
in
now
ants
alien
Protest
many
says
values
convey
not
However, he adds that this
seeking a common approach to should
But now, many Protestants
to Christianity. Also, mutual agree with Catholics that "valassumption contrasts strikingly
it.
alfoster
to
ways
seeking
that public ues which the public schools are
Although still in the early feelings were voiced
Powers, a with the present criticisms
to do just that - convey are alien to much of ternative*, stays Dr.
tend
schools
brought
many Protestants now make of
have
talks
the
stages,
New York official of the United
public education's "monolithic
Church of Christ.
the
of
Murdick
Msgr. Olin J.
U.S. Catholic Conference's Department of Education says a
common Protestant-Catholic
4.4k•
concern was shown for being
Aar
'
"active in religious education,"
for helping religious groups operating their own schools, and
to consider what impact the
churches can have on public
schools.
DETROIT ( AP)- "We were
The discussions were spurred caught with our small cars
by the U.S. Supreme Court's down," says one auto industry
decision to refuse tax credits to official. 'There's no excuse for
parents of pupils in church it. It just happened."
schools, and clashes over it be1
1
,4/
Detroit auto makers, having
tween the U.S. Catholic Conferrecord
ence and National Council of just enjoyed a year of
are
profits,
soaring
and
sales
Churches.
little demand in this
While Catholics had favored finding
of an energy crisis for
the tax credits as a help 5o sus- time
cars which use more
larger
taining the church's extensive
But they are finding strong
educational sysiern, opposition gas.
, in- demand for the smaller models
recent Hospital came from the Council
a
at
ers
Volunte
Cross
planning accordingly.
Red
these
to
given
cluding most major Protestant and are
Recognition for community service was
LaFollette, Mary Meyer, Marjorie Kipp, and denominations.
Irma
are
right,
to
left
row,
Back,
Dinner,
Appreciation
and
Production of small cars such
Raiford, Elizabeth Marshall, Betty Sbepard,
Judging by Council state- as Ford's Pinto and General
Alberta Griffith, 3 years; and front row, Evanee
eligible for their
be
to
service
hours
50
least
at
donate
ments over the past decade,
Mimi Jordan, 1 year. Each Volunteer must
service pin.

quality," its limits on "new
possibilities for full development of persons" and its "lack
of tolerance for diversity."
The Rev. David Bowman, a
Catholic ecumenical officer of
the Council, says the initial
talks showed a "virtual consensus" of Protestant and Catholic representatives that alternatives to public schools are
needed.

Detroit Auto Dealers Short
On The Production Of Small
Cars Because Of High Demand

•
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Help Wanted

OTASCO
At

Yk.

MORSIMAN

19-INCH

'LOVELY BABY"

-vo

ore,'

Has lifelike skin &
she drinks, wets 8.
cries real tears.
Includes her own
nursing bottle

74,K
'ttcx

73 1 1 7 6

FOLDING .

Top measures 45%-x242-. Mar-proof finish
/
x271
with chrome plated steel
legs & corners. Includes W
2 cues, set of balls and
triangle. Folds for storage. 7 567

POOL
TABLE •

29"

o

POP
COCA
CORN
COLA
TRUCK POPPER
99

Opening rear door, Has ing
front lights. Non-fall bump n go
action Battery operated. .2

LADY NORELCO

HOME BEAUTY
SALON
Super fast shover
with 11 beauty at- 231/4
tachments. Comes in
stylish compact case.

\
il
.ettf
(14

%7

Am/Fm
CLOCK
RADIO

Clock turns on radio ofi
alarm. Snooze alarm, walnut finish cabinet is'j' 5

2397

Burger Chef

BUFFET SKILLET

168,4

WITH FRENCH FRY BASKET
Has big 1 2-inch
square shape with
hi - dome cover,
french fry basket &
removable control
33?

PHILCO
AM/FM
RADIO

1.597

OUR MISTAKE"
WE OVERBOUGHT
• YOUR GOOD LUCK!!
ALL SIZES
GOOD SELECTION 4'-6'-7'
STUFFED l/
1 Price
/
2Price
CHRISTMAS
TREES

ANIMALS

* * ALSO OTHER SELECT ITEMS OVERBOUGHT * *

1111.881111
Sir

101
'

Sat nitt*Itil • UM PI • Utille time

Montclair

A

PHONOGRAPH

21"
TI

8-TRACK
STEREO TAPE PLAYER COMPLETE
I
Alp TUNE AND
3-way power, AC/DC
Slide
.
battery
car
or
TEST NIT testtr, dwell-loch
- .
•

Ma ar•
at•11.11 .
INS.1111P 41111

2p7

iehat 81.- .Ar.......; s*rtts-ris. .i
mat

CHARGE IT AT OTASCO

Contains compression
•
trrniiVg Tight''Wits Ric)te 'tants-al
tester,
starter switch and vacuum 8. fuel pump
tester. I 9327
''Dl

1.1if

i

Position
Now Open

JERRY'S
C LRRY
crONET

neighborhood hounds can
keep him from his appointed
rounds Surprise him with
Jerry's MERRY MONEY
to make sure
his holidays will
be sunny,

PORTABLE

PORTABLE

2.

40'

4 speed Plsono vvoth tone
and volume controi fllp
over needle cortr,dge
Is 106 7

Jeltto

S:kwri.Thrm ,Sqtt4rciay
Tester Oh, .

I

toi r

a.

845K As•EP C A•

Open Sundays

HOT FOOD. $15.00 per hour.
Part-time, Full time. No selling,
10 hours week can earn $8000
yearly. Cash required $900. Must
be qualified individual with good
credit (25 hour week can earn
$21,000 per year-cash required
$1960). Locations secured-Age nO
factor, Can be family operation.
-'41cr. 'ray. backif _n!'r.rePt4s"t
7.
CARPET SALE all during the Write, include phone number to:month of Derze•mbee.._ Hugbas Aalosnifted- Markeiing Intl 5206
Paint Store, 401 Maple Street, Leesburg Pike, Suite 204, Dept. 1,
Murray, Kentucky.
Falls Church Virginia, 22041.

1-6
MURRAY HOME &
AUTO STORE
riarkf,siy
Northside c'•hopoirq7

Bel-Air Shopping ('enter
753-8391

-1 --Mon-Sat.
9-8

10. Business Opportunity

FULL AND part time openings
cash" Spare
available-ABC Play School, NEED EXTRA
free.
sample
,
Details
.
Time!
753-8905
or
phcine 753-8807
4th
South
406
Sykes,
Rosebud
Street.

CUSCO
So. Itth Street
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75C
3a-119 1 6

244111111.111.1111111Mobde "M4ibigib11111111111

1.1
TELEVISION, BLACK
INSURANCE: NEW mobile MOBILE HOMES underpenned.
and HOUSE TRAILER for rent or ONE BEDROOM
ONE
SET
Ludwig
of
drums,
furnishe
best
MIRRO
d
GERBELS• STEREO and tape white, fair condition, works
CRAFT, V bottom
home coverage to qualified risk, Phone 753-3938 or 753-5461
good. sale, water furnished. $75.00 per apartment, all electric.
offer buys. Phone 489-2690.
deck, portable 8 track tape
Nice
altuninurn
and
boat,
Scotth.p.
10
with or without deductible, low
month for rent or Take over clean. Phone 753-7276.
player, portable hi-ft. 753-9364. $20.00. Phone 753-2670.
Attwater motor,800 lbs. capacity
rates, excellent• claim service.
payments. Phone 753-7143.
DESIRAB
UPRIGH
trailer.
MOBILE
LE
Home
T
PIANO, excellent
lot,
$300.00, 753-3570.
When you see me don't think of CHRISTMAS ISN'T that far
CLEAN ATTRACTIVE, furcondition,$175.00. Phone 753-7477. FIREWOOD FOR sale. Phone $20.00 per month. Water and
insurance, but when you think of away! Let Avon help you make
nished apartment, near campus,
garbage
pickup
included
FOR
rent,
SALE
,
Jun
Gibson
mobile
or
489-2195
after
5:00
insurance see me. Harding holiday money. As an Avon
Lakeway Mobile Home Court. homes. Also we have several couple prefered. Will consider
PIANO TUNING, repair and p.m
Galloway Insurance & Realty, Representative, you can earn
G.E.
753-8216
CLEARA
after 5:00 p.m.
NCE
Sale
used electric heaters. Dill two boys, no children, or pets.
-4
track
extra
cash-and
it's
rebuildin
easy
and
g. Prompt service. phone 753-5842.
stereo
tape
players.
Electric,
Automatic
located Murray Drive Call after 5:00 p.m. 753-1817.
fun! Call or write Glenda Duke,
Rebuilt piano for sale. Ben Dyer,
PAYMASTER CHECKWRITER CLEARANCE Sale G.E. multi- In Theatre entrance.
P.O. Box 3247, Paducah, Ky. record changer, audio systems, 753-8911.
duo-mode systems, tri-mode
used for business six months. band radios.
Sale
42001, 443-3366.
TWO BEDROOM furnished
systems, four channel sound
or
Like new. Price $65.00. Phone 3 band models
Pt-ice COACH ESTATES
WANT TO BUY large farm, with
and Fox unfurnished apartment, wall to
MUSIC LESSONS: Band insystems,
FM-AMFM
stereo
Benton 527-7498 or 767-6252.
or without home, in Calloway BROWN SUEDE coat with mink
P-4920
36.95
$
20
Meadows
$
68
Mobile Home Parks, wall carpet. Central heat and
struments, piano,
guitar,
air.
collar, worn 3 times, also black receiver. While they last.
County. Phone 70,-2557.
5 band models
South 18th Street, Residential Good location. Available
beginning violins, Experienced
at once.
Model-Re
g.
Price-Sal
e
Price
leather coat, same as new. Size
P-4950
area,
38
49.95
$
88
$
natural
gas
teachers
hook ups Call 753-4331.
with masters degree.
M-8616 $62.95 649.68
WANT TO BUY bailed straw and 12, Phone 753-4032.
ROYAL TYPEWRITER. Phone 7 band models
available. Spaces from $27.50. ine.
Phone 753-1470.
SC2706 $124.95 $99.95
or hay in any quantity. Phone 767P-4980,
492-8869.
$124.95 $ 89. Phone 753-3855.
SC2005 $124.95 $109.95
4184.
RUMMAGE SALE Saturday,
8 band models
SC2015
$159.95
$126.95
SLEEPING ROOMS for men.
Dec. 8, American Legion Hall.
P-4960
$ 69.95 $ 49-88 30. Business
Private entrance, electric heat,
Rentals
Truck load, all must go from 8 til SC2305 $199.95 $154.95
12 band models
CHRISTM
AS
GIVING
Ideals
SC3300 $209.95 $168.95
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
refrigerator, Zimmerman
2.
P-4990
$199.95
CLEAN
UP
$139.88
shop
near
Book
Midway.
rack, $5.00; portable towel
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
$259.95 $199.95
FIREWOOD-cut to order.
Apartments South 16th Street
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Phone 7534311.
40 watts peak music, power on 13th Street. "Every day You rack, $5.00; &lex Proctor steam
Phone 753-6609.
Phone 436-2382 or 753-5145.
Kentucky
Benton,
and
dry
iron,
$6.00.
Phone
753our most deluxe set. Roby Sales, delay lets bugs have their way."
1712.
BE GENTLE, be kind, to that KIRBY VACUUM (C3414strnas Highway 68, Benton, Kentucky.
for Rent
c'LEARANCE/ 5ale G.E. porexpensive carpet, clean with Blue S)ecial) receive free hose and
table Cassette itmt•der players.
TWO FURNISHED apartments TWO
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer attachments with the purchase of PIANO SALE. As low as $595.00. IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
WHILETHEY LAST!
BEDROOM unfurnished
Reg. Sale for girls, air conditioned. Partial house, electric
$1.00. Kwik-Pik Market, Five a new Kirby upright through Dec. Lonardo Piano Company, across MARK ELECTRIC train set FIREPLACE WOOD. Phone 753heat, washerModel
Price
Price
utilities paid. No pets. Phone 753- dryer hook
4147, or 436-2390.
31. Save $40.00. Phone 753-0359, from Post Office, Paris, Ten- $10, 10 speed
Points.
up. Phone 753-1623.
English racer, 2
229.85 $25.88 9741 after
M-8433
5:30 p.m.
ask for Mike Hutchins, Bob nessee.
M-8415
months old, $50.00. 1964 Buick,
$39.95 229.88
M4445
542.95 $35.88
FROM WALL to wall, no soil at Bryar, Hollis Clark, Lloyd Buller,
trailer frame with wheels 753- TRUCK WAD TIRE SALE. Wrille.
M-8450
244.95 232.88 FURNISHED, FOUR bedroom
all, on carpets cleaned with Blue or stop by and see a new or EtALDV•rIN PIANOS and or_gans. 6654.
they last, custom premium 78
M-8455
25115 $3999 and efficiency
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer rebuilt at 500 Maple Street.
apartments near FOUR BEDROOM house, two
Rent to purchase plan. Lonarcio
polyester 4 ply white wall Road
$5995 247.88
M-8460
university. Ideal for students, baths located
$1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping
Piano Company, across from PRE-INVENTORY, Clearance hazard and defective material
RUBY SALES
in Lakeway
HIGHWAY 68 BENTON KY
phone 753-7575.
Center.
Post Office, Paris, Tennessee. sale, one big pile carpet some guaranteed.
Shores. Furnished. Prefer lease
E78:114" or 15"-$14.82 + $2.23
Phone Louisville 4564941.
shags some tweed, 90file Hi low E78z14" or 15-215.39 + 22.37 27. Mobile Home
DISCOUNTINUED
Sales
MODEL CLEARANCE SALE G.E. Record
NEATLY FURNISHED one or
UNUSUAL CHRISTMAS Gift for
pattern, lots of room sizes and G78x14" or 15"-$16.36 + $180
Singer
stylist
sewing
1971
machine,
KINGSW
OOD mobile home, two bedroom apartment, carPlayers.
that special person. Pen and ink
wall to wall sizes. Values up to H78114" or 15"-$17.51 4- *3.01
J78x- or 15-$18.11 + 0.01. 12' x60,two bedrooms, 144 baths. Peted and air conditioned. May 37. Livestock - Supties
Reg. Sale
portrait, no sitting involved. strictly portable. With carrying
$6.95
square
yard,
elsewhere
,
our
L781or
Model
15-418.88 + 13.$1 Phone 753-7770 after 5:30 p.m. be seen at
Price Price
Kelly's Pest Control, HALF BLOODED Chianina
Priced for anyone's budget. case. Slight imperfection.
V-211 .........$18.96 $16.88 price $2.00 square yard. Take Custom premium 2+2 fiberglass
located 100 South 13th Street.
Phone 7674384.
V439
$34.95 $24.88 whole pieces while it last. belted 78 series, white wall. Road
Phone 436-2107 after 5:00 p.m. Sacrifice at $122,50. One only to
sell. Compare at $179.95. Brand
Ii azard and defective material 1971 HOME"' LE 12' x 52', two
25515 $44.81 Paschall Discount
V-936
House,
South
guaranteed.
946
new, never been used. Murray
bedrooms, air conditioned, unAPARTMENT FOR sub lease, ANGUS COWS for sale. Phone
FIREWOOD CUSTOM cut, Singer
T-361 . . . .
$79.95 259.88 Hazel, Term. on highway 641 E78x14" or 15--415.51 + 22.31 derpenned.
Sewing Center, Bel Air
$3500.00, or best offer. one lady
F78x14"
SALES
ROBY
or
15-416.12 + 12.50
south, ke mile out Hazel, Ky.
delivered. Phone 436-2353.
or a couple. Phone 753- 474-2337.
Shopping Center.
HIGHWAY 68 BENTON, KY
G78z14" or 15"-417.26 + 2273 Must sell. Phone 753-2248.
Phone 901-4964733.
0416 after 2:30 p.m.
REGISTERED
I178114" or 15"-41/1.90 + 22.96
POLLED
L78-- or 15" - 219.69 + $3.31 1970 MORGAN mobile home, 12'
Hereford bulls. Lamplighter
Wide 70 series white wall 2+2 fib5LIN0A4
I THINK I'LL 5ENID
f3EETHCVEN
erglass belted or nylon. Road haz- x 60', two bedrooms, un- APARTMENT, COUPLES or blood line. One year old, four to
JO5T SAVE?
BEETHOVEN'S
HIM A CARP
pick from. Call 753-3336 or see
15 DEAD!
ard
and defective material guar- derpenned and set up at Riviera single. One
Is
Tu./ENTI( CENTS!
or two bedrooms. Hewlett
MTHDA4
(.
anteed.
Courts. Phone 753-9961.
Cooper.
Available December 19. Phone
r0x14" or 15"-$17.50 + $2.61
k,G79:14" or 13"-112.54 + 2188
753-8298.
1170114" or 15"-419.80 + 13.09 MOBILE
LOST OUR lease, have to sell 250
HOME-1972
Wide 60 series raised white let. Mastercraft 12' x 60'. Furnished
short horn angus hereford and
fli
tees.
Road
S
hazard and defective with everythin
(
g from washer and FURNISHED APARTMENTS, charolias, crossed young cows,
materials guaranteed.
At--111111,41111living room, kitchen, bathroom some
41P-1•••
,aiIiir4116-41.4r •
,
dryer to new stereo. New carpet
with calves by side. Any
1
- 0
G60x14"
or
15"-$19.13
+
22.88
t
1.130x14" or 15"-$113.52 + 43.41 living room and kitchen, new and shower and bath. One or two amount to customer. LaVern
4.'
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- Estes, West
Mud and snow tires, white wall. living room suite. Underpen
ned,
Vienna, 111. Phone
BLONDIE
Road hazard and defective ma.
strapped down. $8,000.00. Don't ments, South 16th Street, 753- 618-658-7203 days or 618-658-5301
terial guaranteed.
6609.
nights.
r3x14" or 15"-S14.41 + $2.52 call unless interested. Phone 753G78114" or 15"-$15.13
21.60 6493.
H78x14" or 15"-$16.17 + 22.73
L78114" or 13"-417.18
:o
$3.13
Steel belted radial ply tires. Road MOBILE
HOME, 10'x50', two
liazard and defective materials
bedrooms. Priced $2,400,00 or
guaranteed.
FIR70x14" or 15"--234.70 4- $288 best offer. Phone 753-0518, Fox
GR70x14" or 15"-$36.31 + 13.08 Meadows.
;
01 To the first person providing information leading to tbek
111t70*14" or 15"--137.50 + $3.33
, arrest and conviction of party or parties responsible forw
LR70x14" or 15"-$39.47 + 83.70
Truck tires. Road hazard and de- 1971 TORONADO trailer, 12' x 54' 1;sictions resulting in the burning of my lake home on Blood:
2.
4
fective material guaranteed. two bedrooms, all gas Good :IliFtiver outside New Concord
on Sunday, December 9.
Highway tread.
870115-8 ply - $13.37 4- 12,40 condition. $3200.00. Phone 437.- st
k
I
700115-6 ply - $16.55 + $2.80 4788 or 437-4195.
750*16-8 ply - 220.48 + $3.88
Truck tires, tortion type. Road
.Mobile /Come Rental;
hazard and defective material
31
PHAN
TOM
fiTHE
guaranteed.
NEW TWO bedroom mobile t
870115-6 ply - $17.63 4- 22.89
NEVER MIND WHO 1, AM. THIS 15
700116-6 ply - $18.93 + $3.33 home, all electric, carpet, $50.00
>Cu WERE IGNORANT oF TH6.
PRIVATE LAND OF THE
733216-4 ply - 225.78 + $4.12 deposit, $125.00, water furnished.
K.AfRE
EXCuSED..
11415
TUAE .
BANDAR, NONE MAY I.
RUBY SALES. Highway 68 . Phone 753-2377.
HUNT HERE
Benton. Ky_
IGNORANT? THE
INSOLENT,. WELL!
FOR "A job well done feeling" FOR SALE or rent, 12' x 60
4,
clean carpets with Blue Lustre. mobile home, all electric, two
Rent electric shampooer $1.00. bedrooms. Phone 753-0113 or 753A4.
lel •
/Mat
Western Auto, home of "Wishing 5717 after 5:00 p.m.
Well Gift Shop."
IPSAVLA
4"7. N
MOBILE HOME furnished or
merry
AO<
FIREWOOD. Prompt delivery. unfurnished. $125.00 per month
#
Aio‘
Phone 753-4147 or 436-2390.
plus deposit. Phone 753-9961.

IIIIIIIIIWPF

•

Prof
Barba

.

and s
Pick
your

414:644.1Log

15.hides* Sala

sc3205

32 Alwtstents

1111#0110 Rent-

1111111'T&7g.a4 -

tl

FIVE
pure br
gifts P
ARC • 3
puppies.
Phone

AUCTI
night,
Te
lots of
carved
clear
good r
of dolls
kinds.
James

GUY S
your
of Real
Phone
Murra

, i _______ '

volocioriEw.700:03:c4c4003:41:0::+37.im
$1500 REWARDt

0

W. R. THOMAS
12302 Fir Tree Lane
Bowie, Maryland 20715
Phone 301-262-5620
:.;iti.C.C.O.:KCAT.$372XX.X2IKV.C:00:4

„

*

Bps*nes
- • • s Service
.

* THE PYGAiy P0/50N PEOPZE

BEATLE BAILEY
ON, DEAR/ Fig6T
I FORGET THE PAD,
NOW I FORGOT
A PENCIL-

440NE5TL`r/./
DON'T
Th
ALL NOCE
TODAY

YE-4,51-1E
CNECKC-D
rT OUT
71-10ROUGALY

rye

ToINK

•

NICE TWO bedroom mobile
home, located in small quiet
CABLEVISION
IN- court. Electric
heat, carpeted.
STALLATION!! Reduced from
Phone 753-8216 after 5:00 p.m.
December 1-15, was $10.013 now 99
cents, or second installation
$5.00. Portable Television will be NEW TWO bedroom mobile
given away absolutely free. No home, all electric, carpeted,
purchase necessary. Murray $50.00 deposit. $125.00 per month,
water furnished. Phone 753-2377.
Cablevision.
Amwer

Ac4056

tosa''
Is
NANCY
SLUGGO --- I HOPE YOU
DID YOUR HOMEWORK --NAME SIX FAMOUS
CITIES IN ITALY .

WHY ARE YOU
LEANING OVER
LIKE
THAT?

I DIDN'T WANT
TO FORGET THE
CITY OF

PISA

ROME,
NAPLES,
.
0111.
""lp MILAN,
•
s
VENICE)
°JO'••
GENOA-t o •911
.
9.
_
t.

..

•

Mamesiama.,

,•a

LIL ABNER
PROTECT
OUR
WILD

WHERE
ARE
'IOU
GOING?

LIFE!!

16
GONNA
$HOOT
A
BIRD,
LADY"•11111...41t

_

ri
A PRETr
HARMLESS
LitSONG
OVER OUR
DEAD

AN)irs

DODIES:71;

r

THIS Lt'L.SONGSTER NOE*145
A- Ti4OUSAND TONS,LACri- WHY ARE
`K:KJ
SORE AT OSI?"WASTING
wE DON'T GET 1T-IT'LL
TIME? DO
GET US-AU..OF US!.'
VOuR
DuTY

y

a

8,414

41tvit
i

t$
0
„v
4007

Gualo shoo
note
4 Patent !col'
fog I
6 Ferry
II ReIated
13 Clothe...weer
15 Sun god
16 Land
011tWitiln Ito
pics ou Cancotand
Capricorn
18 Artiaclal
enguage
19 Parent (COI
'on
71 Snare
22 Unbleacned
74 Seasoning
26 P.Icher
28 TNse-losid
slotn (011
29 Showy flower
31 Dr*
33 Preto( down
34 Orty
Russia
36 Challenge
38 SOectat(*DWI
40,wam
42 uncles",
45 enyieue
47 Cease
49 Soticilude
so Appellation of
AltAtni
52 Englen street'
cc
54 Compass
point
55 0.4111oloter
(bb,)
56 Inventor
59 Note of scale
61 Christian
lestival
s 63 P000180 011tbrY
••
66 Pronoun
velle414

111
f 4r, .11.•
••••••
••••••• •••••• •••••.••••

can antmals
3 Mans
strGettiessa
4 Saucy
5 wooing:,
6 flemunersh on
7 t4occas4n
8 And
9 Negative
Prefix
10 Hot
12 Pronoun
14 Slos to no,,
men)
17 Anomel * feet
20 Songong voce
23 Symbol for
calcium
24 A continent
labbr
25 Gull -Itke bora
27 Perot!
30 Female ruff
tot 1
32 Man s name

CHRISTMAS TREES
LIVE AND CUT
Live-Red Pine, Scotch Pine, and
Norway Spruce
Cut-Balsam Fir, Ponderosa Pine,
White Pine, Red Pine,
Eastern Pine, Scotch Pine, White Spruce,
and Norway
Spruce.
FOUR SEASONS NURSERY, located
Hwy. 641. Riviera
Trailer Cl., on Ritz Craft Ct., Lot
No. 82
753-9944, 753-0796 (Call Anytime)
Open 84 Mon. - Sat.. 14 Sun.
•
•

Yoisterdey s .
4 ,Jrnis

10

11111111MININIMMIIIII

111110111111111111111Eall
MiliiielIMME§
.
:410111111

1111111111F:§1111111111111M111111111
kill111111141iiiiii1111111111111iiiiiiiill
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111111:411111gi
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14-•;1&g.0),,,.1
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:
:4111111111111111Malll
1 Organ of beat - :
Ylr f. by United
e tura
yndicate. nc
7 800/n ti,,en

to Cathy
Williams

"-

Crossword Puzzler

000 =NU MUM
ROM MOO MOO
ONOORMOMO
WORM MOM
RR GOP MOM
MOO ROO MOM
OM ROM W00 MG
HOODO OHO GIOW
PDX ORO MO
o0M0 MOOD
ORMOND= DOM
WOW WOG OGG
00(40 WAWA MUCI
5/ Thongs done
35 Miss,ves
37 Per,001 of
53 Burrostong
Um*
animal •
38 1.4ortilocafion
57 Corded cloth
39 Maw,suPPon
58 Sun 900
41 GM s name
60 Irrdate
43 Esellveake
62 Compass
44 Old pronoun
00mt
46 Pronoun
64 Parent tcoi
48 sc,ao
fog

Christmas

cartnnivinralirvizzinivizzimr"fg
4# STEAM EXTRACTION P;
k

CLEANINGi:

1CARPET
tti
Holiday Special
ti
Any Living Room,
et,
*I
Dining Area & Hall

'2495

I

Phone . . .

4
4 CARPET MASTER:

1

489-2504
- -- tall any to brillithe'form(
HOlidayar
- --Pricertood -btu inn.-t. '
st
V VITUV tryzrzrwrinavizint

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Call
753-1916 Se

Call
753-1916

•
411.11•,•

.rnished
gice and

43. Real Estate

38. Pets - Supplies.

E, furcampus,
consider
or pets.
-1817.

ARADISE
KENNELS

for men.
tric heat,
merman
Lti Street.

furnished
washere 753-1628.

iouse, two
Lakeway
^efer lease
1841.

mina bulls.

iale. Phone

POLLED
implighter
old, four to
3336 or see

re to sell 250
ereford and
'ow* cows,
y side. Any
er. LaVern
, M. Phone
618-658-5301

& Custom Built furniture, 6 miles Having trouble getting those
south of Murray on Hwy. 641. small jobs done? Call Ernest
White 753-0605.
Jerry McCoy owner, 492-8837.

150 ACRES located southeast of
Murray, mostly timber but about
60 acres tillable, partially fenced.
MOFFITT REALTY, 753-3597.

OPENING

Lished or
, wall to
t and air
tat once.

51.Small Offered
111
41111
11111
11111
11111
JERRY'S REFINISHING LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.

Another View

GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
seamless gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimate.

PROPERTY
FOR SALE
Equal Housing
Opportunity
Government Re-Sales
504 No. 7th St.
FHA No. 235
Financing available
$200 will handle
Call Mr. Wm. Shannon
Collect I 502) 587-1305
W.C.S. REAL
ESTATE CO.

Professional grooming by
Barbara Snyder
years experience in pet
and show grooming
Pick up and delivery a
your door.

753-4106
FIVE MINIATURE poodles
pure bred. Make good Christmas
gifts. Phone 435-5261.

37 ACRE farm, two bedroom
AKC REGISTERED Toy poodle house, 2 car garage on 641 North
puppies. Will hold till Christmas. Phone 753-3645 after 4:30 p.m
Phone 753-6379

n

for 1
Lprice
Of

Steak

Dinner

Past 4.00 p.m.
Wednesday & Sunday

Country Ham Breakfast 1.19

SEAMLESS GUTTERS, baked
on enamel finish, guaranteed 30
years. For free detailed estimate
phone Atkins Gutter service,
Murray 753-8407 or 753-8992.

BLUE GRASS Builders. Year
end special-2car garage, as low
as $1895.00. Aluminum siding or
additions. For the pet*, you
can't afford to wait. Phone
Mayfield collect 247-7672.

45 Farms For Sale

December Specials!!

COFFEE 5c
Triangle Inn

B C CONSTRUCTION, Complete
basements, ready to live in if
patios,
garages,
wanted,
JAP HAP for sale. Also 10' three
sidewalks, retaining walls
SIGNS PAINTED. Phone 436-2107 point International disc. Phone
driveways, etc. Also backhoe
after 5:00 p.m.
437-4364.
work. Call 437-4734 or 437-4765.

Weal

.(EC29
/2 -/2

" NOBODY PAY5 ANY ATTENTION TO ME
ANYMORE.

46. Homes For Sale
41. Public Sales

-, a
.1t ( IN or Chriltinas
house with car- ON SOUTH 13th Street, 1 block COMPLETE RADIATOR service
brick
m
bedroo
Friday
AUCTION SALE every
s we have and heater repair. Sholar Auto
port, located in Coldwater's new from all kind of busines
night, 641 Auction house Paris.
three Repair, 209 South 7th Street.
nicest
very
the
of
and
one
lot
acre
%
with
sion,
subdivi
Tennessee. 6:30 p.m. This week
only Phone 753-1751.
for
town
in
m
bricks
house
bedroo
This
le.
more land availab
lots of good glass cut, pressed,
and air, $22,500. ROBERTS REALTY,
heat
central
c
electri
has
carved patterns, iris, pink green,
753-1651.
and a fully automated kitchen, 12th & Sycamore,
clear most all kinds, also some
feet
1700
with
ed,
PLYMOUTH DUSTER 340-1970.
also fully carpet
FOR SALE
good refinished furniture and lots
completion.
near
and
Good condition. Three speed
roof
under
By owner, Three bedroom
of dolls. Odds and ends of all
with
m,
bedroo
3
r
manual. Phone 753-7918.
anothe
Also
brick house, 1203 Melrose .
kinds. Shorty McBride (247)
garage, outside comdouble
heat
central
Fully carpeted,
James E. Travis (278).
1957 CHEVROLET. Excellent
pleted, ready for inside trim, with
and air, 1½ baths. Phone 753- condition, will sacrifice. Phone
roof.
under
feet
2300
3387 for appointment.
753-8892 between 5:00 and 7:00
One of these houses will go at
e
Assum
p.m.
made.
be
to
all
money
for
cost,
TY
REAL
GUY SPANN
cost and real 47, ,
your needs. We handle all types loan, save closing
100 per cent 1973 HONDA 750, excellent TOYOTA-1873 Celica ST, gas
of Real Estate. We need listings. estate fee. Possibly
Phone 489- condition, $1100.00. Phone 437- saver, like new, 2,000 miles. Still
or
by
Drive
re,
ng.
Sycamo
financi
901
4,
753-772
Phone
ate. 4167.
under warranty. $3300.00. Phone
appreci
to
see
must
You
2331.
Murray.
753-8844 or 753-9347 after 6:00
••••••••••••••••••••• p.m
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Christmas
Shopping
Days Left!

2

••••••••••

VOLKSWAGEN -1968, 1600
Sedan, extra clean, low mileage,
new tires. Phone 753-7619 or 753/1545.

i TIRE SALE]I

g.:400N
ed Tires.
t;
w and Us
RD.
Ne
:
.
•
•
•
es
All Siz
•
el Belted Radial :
Ste
ing
lud
Inc
:
•
•
Set of 4 Installed
•
•
'113°' •
•
• Used Tire Prices
•
•
As Low As
a

w.a
••

FORD-1965 LTD, four door
hardtop, power brakes, power
steering. 1952 Ferguson tractor
and three pieces equipment.
Phone 753-7143.

ig to the'
isible forw
on Blood:
r9.

•
•
•

tax inc.

:
7411
.

•

MAVERICK-1973, very low
mileage. Bought new in April.
Phone 7534124.
1969 CHEVELLE, Malibu, 2 door
V-8,
small
hardtop,
automatic transmission, $375.00
or best offer. 1106 S. 9th Street.

$200
each

•
•
•
113 N. 3rd St.
•
•
•
Murray, Ky.
•
•
Across From County Jail
•
•
Hours: 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
•
•••t
g••••••••••••••••••••••••••

OPEN YOUR
CHRISTMAS CLUB
TODAY

753-0790 nights.

All-Weather Coats

Member F.D.I.C.

Shoes by Jarman and Bostonian
Across From MSU Library
•
•
Free Gift
Wrapping

Alladdin Steel
VACUUM
BOTTLES
Pint Size 4301/A943B

'1444
MURRAY

Wallace's
Book Store
Living Bibles

Quart Size 4302/A9448

Riviera

Good Selection

Leather Coats

$ 1 288

ce
ed Pine,
Norway

Use Our Lay-Away Plan 61

Bonk of Murray

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
Having trouble getting those
small jobs done? Call Ernest
White, 753-0606.
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter shop
(old ice plant). Complete
repairs,
and
remodeling
cabinets, paneling, doors, formica work, finish carpentry,
contracting. Phone 753-4124 or

your

welcome

Be Prepared for
Christmas 1974

1961 CHEVROLET van, good
running condition. Economical,
phone after 5:00 p.m. 753.4533.

;Ile!
7:I

College Shop
Free r
BANKAREfficmo Park
ing FREE
g°

Quad-Yfrita

HOME AND AUTO STORE
753-2571
Northside Shopping Center

Rog. -$9.95 4794
15th Street
Across from MSU Library
753-7334
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Fall & Winter SPORTSWEAR
by Janten, Douglas Marc, Act Ill &
American Scene
Blazers - Skirts - Slacks - Vests - Blouses

WARD-ELK1NS

------

G

-TLIZAA
"VL.e,

Court Square
Murray, Ky.

Town_ 8,
•

Country Dress Shop
13024-Chesffiiii- •
Dixieland-ShcipPint
Store Hours: 8:30-6:00 Daily

FOR 17tr WSW MANY

TWIN LAKES
TS
UC
OD
OFFICE PR
Inc
r46/77
Your Headquarters for:Office
Equipment and Spoplies
See our complete line of. gift Arm
for home and office.

note la

rage. 14
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I Deaths and Funerals
Charlie F. Fennell
Dies; Funeral Will
Be Held Thursday

Mrs. Phillips Dies
Tuesday; Funeral
Will Be On Friday

Charlie F. Fennell, former
resident of Calloway County,
died Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. He was 98 years of
age and had resided at the
Cedarcrest Rest Home, Calvert
City, for sometime.
The deceased was a retired
farmer of the northwest section
of Calloway County and was a
member of the Owens Chapel
Baptist Church. His wife, Mrs.
Mary Smith Fennell, died in
1953.
Born November 5, 1875, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Wylie Fennell of
Hendersonville, Tenn.; six
grandchildren; nine great
grandchildren; two great great
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with Rev. David
Brasher officiating. Burial will
be in the Wadesboro Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after six p.m. today
(Wednesday).

Dr. Nan Ward Honored
At Recent Convention

Board . . .
(Continued from Page 1
sage in Congress. But when
that bill is enacted, he said, the
state board should urge the
general assembly to exempt
part of Kentucky from it so all
the state would be in one time
zone, probably central daylight

Dr. Nan K. Ward, associate women's volleyball coach
professor in the Murray State added.
Dr. Brinda Smith, Mrs.
physical education department,
was presented one of the highest Dewdrop Rowlett and Sandy
honor awards of the Kentucky Smith, all members of
Health, the Murray State physical
for
Association
ind education department, were
Education
Physical
Revi cation at a recent con- elected to state offices for the
coming year.
vention held in Louisville.
Dr. Smith won the election for
Dr. Ward, who has been a
faculty member at Murray vice president for health and
State since 1970, had previously will serve as chairman for the
received the Merit Award and health section.
Mrs. Rowlett was elected vice
the Past-President's Award
chairman of the Kentucky
from the state association.
At the Louisville convention, Women's Intercollegiate
Dr. Ward was presented the Conference while Miss Smith, a
Distinguished Service Honor physical education major and a
Murray State cheerleader, was
Award.
Receiving the award from my elected as vice chairman of the
colleagues state-wide is cer- student section.
Dr. Jack Baker, also of the
tainly a humbling experience,"
physical education
MSU
Dr. Ward said.
"I was really happy to bring department, was the outgoing
the award back to Murray," the President of the KAHPER. Dr
Dot Harkens of Eastern Kentucky took over as the incoming
president and Taylor Hahn of
the State Department of
chosen
was
Workshop Education
Opera
An
scheduled Thursday evening, president-elect.
Others from Murray State
Dec. 13, to feature students and
faculty of Murray State attending were Chad Stewart,
University in scenes from well- Rex Alexander, James Frank
known operas has been post- and Fred Overton.
poned.
Henry Bannon, workshop
VA Representative
director and an assistant
H.S. Miles, a Contract
professor of music at Murray Representative of the Bureau of
State, raid the performance, an Veterans Affairs, will be in
annual class project, will be Murray on Dec. 19, 1973, at the
rescheduled sometime in American Legion Home to
January on a date to be an- assist veterans and their
nounced later.
dependents with claims for
benefits due them as a result of
Amateur Radio Club To
their military service. He will
be present from 9:00 a.m. until
Meet At 'Ham Shack'
3:00 p.m.
The Murray State University
SOCIAL CONCERNS
Amateur Radio Club will hold
The Social Concerns Comits regular meeting tonight
(Wednesday) at 7:30 p.m. in the mittee will meet Thursday,
"Ham Shack" at Swarm Hall, December 13, at 7:30 p.m. at the
home of the chairman, Miss
MSU.
Anyone Interested in amateur Beth Broach, 504 South 16th
radio is invited to attend, a club Street. All interested persons
are invited.
spokesman said.

time.
Board members from Louisville and northern Kentucky
immediately objected to that.
Other recommendations Ginger and Melton suggested for
board action were along more
conventional lines — lowering
thermostats and making sure
all heating equipment is efficient and buildings tight.
Also recommended was reducing the number of evenings
that schools are heated by
eliminating some activities and
scheduling several activities on
IT'S CHRISTMAS time and these New Concord first graders and their teacher, Mrs. Maxine Pool,
the same evening.
Still other recommendations are enjoying their Christmas issue of "My Weekly Reader." The children are especially excited with
were to require all students to this issue, because their teacher's name appears in it under her article in the section "Teachers
ride school buses, rather than Talk." Mrs. Pool recently submitted the article to the Weekly Reader, which is published by Xerox
private cars, when available Corporation and used by school children and teachers nationwide.
and to cancel out-of-town
educational trips, such as to the
capitol here or to industries.
The suggested thermostat settings were 68 degrees in classrooms, 60 degrees in gymnasiums, 55 degrees in lavatories
and corridors and 40 degrees in
—The New England Power
The effect of such global
basket and drying rooms. After By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
said severe power shortPool
evensaid,
they
s
gs,
conduct
will
thermostat
p.m.,
maneuverin
3:30
Dale
3 or
Bro. John
The price of Iraniaa crude oil
may result this winter beages
botthe
the funeral services on Friday would be set back to 8042 in went out of sight. Venezuela be- tually would trickle to
at two p.m. at the chapel of the most rooms, and 50 in the gym, came a new force in the oil tom of the oil barrel — the con- cause New England utilities
will get 34 per cent less oil than
Max Churchill Funeral Home. lavatories and corridors.
war. And informed sources said sumer.
The Iranian government an- they need.
Formal actions taken by the the United States planned to reThe place of burial will be
—The nation's airlines will be
announced later. Friends may board Tuesday included:
duce gasoline production by 20 nounced it contracted to sell a
by Nixon's allocation
forced
Funeral services for Mrs. call at the funeral home after
of
t
consignmen
susmall
school
relatively
local
all
—Urging
per cent.
May Dailey Fields were held five p.m. today (Wednesday). perintendents to take active
agenda 80 million barrels of crude oil program to cancel 2,600 daily
Tuesday's
was
That
this morning at eleven a.m. at
roles in county alcohol and on the oil crisis calendar. In for $16 to $17.40 a barrel to un- departures and lay off more
the chapel of Roth Funeral
drug education committees. addition, there were predictions identified American, European than 25,000 employes, the Air
Home, Paducah with Rev. John
The action was requested by of more unemployment and of and Japanese bidders. It pre- Transport Association says.
—Phillips Petroleum Co. said
Wood officiating.
the Governor's Commission on a sharp increase in the Ameri- viously had sold barrels at
was cutting back its refinery
Pallbearers were Paul
it
„
$3.30.
about
Abuse.
Drug
Alcohol and
can cost of living, including
output because the Arab emDailey, Jr., Calvin Key, Stan
The board indicated agree- such things as a 30-cent-per-galVenezuela's apparent new bargo is crimping its supply of
Key, Ralph Cooper, Rocky
ment with another suggestion Ion increase in the cost of gasopresident, Carlos Andres Perez, crude oil.
Cooper, and Gary Cooper.
to
have
—
by that commission
line.
warned that, like the Arabs, he
Burial was in Almo Cemetery in
The Iranian sale of crude oil would use oil as a weapon. He
One, schools switch to smaller, semiRoute
Almo
of
Crass
Coy
County.
Calloway
died nar-type sessions on alcohol set a world price record whose said he wanted economic beneMrs. Fields, age 90, was Vancleave community,
his and drug abuse progriuns rath- impact could play havoc with fits for his country.
at
a.m.
2:50
at
pronounced dead on arrival at this morning
er than large lectures. But gin- the economies of nations, inage.
of
Western Baptist Hospital, home. He was 61 years
The Nixon administration, acger and others said first there dustry sources in New York
Paducah, at 9:05 a.m. Monday.
cording to informed sources,
The deceased operated a would have to be a change in said
She was a native of Calloway bulldozer at the Murray Land- state law that allows only such
planned to cut production of
County and was a member of fill Site for the city of Murray. large lectures, a change the degasoline by about 20 per cent in
. . (Castinned from Page 1)
the First Baptist Church, He was a member of the Nor- partment has sought unsuccess- Shrine Club Plans For
efforts to control distribution of
has
Day"
"Join The Jaycees
Mrs. Underwood also testified
Paducah.
crude oil and petroleum prodthside Baptist Church. He was fully from the last six legislaRecords produced by Tripp inhusband helped
been proclaimed Dec. 20 in
Party Here On Saturday
Survivors are one son, Rev. born June 15, 1911, in Calloway tures.
ucts.
dicated that 2,916 pounds of to- that she and her
Hubert Underwood.
Kentucky by GO%. Wendell Ford
neighbor.
a
Paul Dailey, Sr., of Hazel; County and was the son of
from
11
Feb.
on
sold
were
bacco
of
locating
the
g
—Approvin
The Murray-Calloway County
It also set up a special unit in in recognition of the effort by
tobacco bedaughter, Mrs. Ruby Ward of Orlando H. Crass and Mary an area vocational school on
a farm owned by Keel. Two cut and hang his
Shrine Club will have its annual the federal energy office to the statewide organization to
to manage
unable
was
he
cause
sale.
on
that
issued
Paducah; two stepsons, Ed- Olive Jones Crass.
were
checks
the campus of Northern Ken- Christmas party on Saturday, deal with the oil shortage's ecotestified
She
new
himself.
1.200
least
crop
at
the
in
bring
of
the
Fields
of
One-third of the proceeds
ward and Audrey
Mr. Crass is survived by his tucky State College. The loca- December 15, at 6:30 p.m. at the nomic impact, which is being members by that date.
she did not sell or raise this
two-thirds
ad
Keel,
to
went
sale
Detroit, Mich.; sister, Mrs.
enwife, Mrs.Johnnie Enoch Crass, tion of the school has been
Woodmen of the World Hall at felt more keenly with each
A chapter of the Jaycees was
went to Dick who was listed as tobacco.
Lucille Roberts of Almo; three
One; two meshed in controversy for sev- South 3rd and Maple Streets day's escalating events.
Route
Almo
She stated that she, her husestablished on the campus of
step
a tenant. Tbe checks were in the
two
grandchildren;
Newport
with
months,
Marion
eral
be
will
of
,
dinner
Mrs.
chairman
potluck
daughters
Stein,
A
Herbert
Herbert, and Robert Kemp
band.
this
University
and
Keel
State
to
Murray
amount of $493.34
grandchildren; thirteen great
Frances Wilson of Detroit, School Supt. Tom Gabbard served to the members and the Council of Economic Ad- fall and chartered during a
the tobacco to the May:arned
$986.68 to Dick.
grandchildren.
Mich., and Mrs. Paulette Un- wanting the school adjacent to their wives. Gag gifts not to visers, said fuel price increases special program earlier this
field floo r. Mrs. Underwood
the
16
of
Feb.
sheet
floor
The
they carried the tobacco
derhill of Murray Route Five; his high school but only if his exceed one dollar in value will could raise the cost of living in month. Michael Smith is sersale listed the owners of the stated
because Kemp had
Mayfield
two sons, Sheltie Mason Crass, board would have control over be exchanged by the members the United States by $27 billion ving as president of the campus
to
crop as Keel and Keel. The sale
tobacco would
the
guaranteed
530 South 6th Street, Murray, it; the state board has refused and their wilios who are all next year - nearly three per chapter, which is the first
involved 2,272 pounds and a check
bring a certain amount on the
and Harold Gamer, 1609 Main to budge from its policy of hav- urged to attend.
cent.
and
state
the
in
chapter
college
Mayfield floor.
In other energy-related devel- the 12th in the nation.
Street, Murray; two sisters, ing such schools controlled by
Mrs. Underwood was shown
of $873.73 to Keel. The first enMrs. Bailey (Bertha) Barnett the state.
opments Tuesday:
check was
the
of
dorsement
checks bearing the enover
other
turning
the
g
both
—Approvin
Ross,
and Mrs. Roy (Eula)
secA
Keel.
and
Keel
as
given
of Larry and Johnny
dorsements
Vocationbrother,
of Paducah Tilghman
Dillon Thornton of Murray one Murray; one
Locals Attend Sons
ond endorsement of the check
Smith and Larry Underwood.
the
state.
to
School
al
Murray;
the
of
at
p.m.
Crass
four
Thomas
at
Tuesday
died
was made by Kemp.
She testified she did not know of
—Approving the purchase of
Westview Nursing Home. He eleven grandchildren; two
Sixteen children from four Of Revolution Meeting
(Continued from Page 1)
by
examination
persons by those names.
cross
any
Under
Center
Training
the
Owensboro
was 70 years of age and his great grandchildren.
families in Murray and
The local chapter of the Sons provide a $500 Distinguished Scent, Tripp admitted that it is
Testimony revealed that the two
for $365,000 so the state can Calloway County will be the
death followed an extended
of the American Revolution Professor Award presented not unusual for tobacco to be
checks carried second endorseFuneral services will be held build a vocational school there.
illness.
special guests of the Murray attended the meeting of the each year to an outstanding sold under names other than the
the
ments by Kemp.
chapel
a.m.
at
at
ten
Friday
would
it
was
told
board
The
Mr. Thornton was preceded
In her statement, Mrs. Under
actual owner. Tnpp said tobacco
Funeral cost more than $1 million to State University chapter of the West District of the Kentucky teacher on the: campus.
of
the
Churchill
Max
in death by his wife, Mrs.
of Society of the Sons of the
Association
wood said aproximately a year
Vinson noted that 16 Alumni sometimes is sold in the names
Allen renovate the present 40-year Kentucky
with
Randolph
Rev.
Home
Lucille Falwell Thornton, on
Nursing Students for a American Revolution Saturday Scholarships for $500 each are of the owner's children or the
later, Kemp called her and said
officiating. Interment will be in
May 21, 1972. He was a member the Murray City Cemetery. old building there and a new Christmas party Friday, Dec. In Marion.
if different from the
-I am into it. They have got me
producer
year
a
in
awarded
ever
most
the
for
built
structure could be
of the West Fork Baptist
14.
for selling tobacco on your card."
Those attending the meeting, through the program. But he owner.
Friends may call at the funeral that.
Church. Born April 28, 1903, in home.
To be held in the basement of held at the Rustic Inn in Marion, expressed hope that the number
Mrs. Underwood added t h.at
that
possible
was
it
said
Tripp
The board held up for action Mason Hall, the party has been
Calloway County, he was the
Kemp came to her home and
Brown can be increased to 20 in 1974 tobacco could be sold by someNance,
John
were
the
that
Wednesday a request
son of the late Moss Thornton
tried to persuade her to say she
a tradition of the KANS chapter Tucker, and Maurice Hum- through a successful Century one other than the owner or prostate take over the Harrison since it was organized on the
and Martha Sue Skinner
had asked him to sell the tobacthe marketing card is
if
ducer
Club
phreys.
campaign.
County Vocational School, pay- campus 10 years ago.
that way. Kemp offered to
Thornton.
some
co
in
seller
the
by
then
obtained
The local members
Attractive lapel pins will be
ing $294,000 to retire bonds sold
return the money received from
The Murray man is survived
St. Leo Church of Murray is a returned by way of Metropolis, introduced for presentation to manner. Tripp added that it was
to finance it and for the site co-sponsor of the Christmas
the tobacco and pay income taxby two daughters, Mrs.
and toured Ft. Massac, the all Century Club members in not the warehouse's responsibiliand maintenance costs. Board party and donates funds used to
the
if she would comply, M r s
on
es
names
the
Harold (Martha) Raymond of
screen
to
ty
ary
Revolution
ed
1974, Vinson said, "to identify
Member Henry Pogue of Fort buy personal items for each reconstruct
said, adding that she
Underwood
warehouse
the
that
Carbondale, Ill., and Miss Mary
but
cards,
War fort there.
the loyal supporters of the
Thomas questioned the wisdom
refirsed .
Ann Thornton of Westview
followed the farmer's
Names of children of
generally
child.
for
p
program
scholarshi
She added that Kemp reLou Elton Duncan of Murray of setting such a precedent, es- Invited to attend are provided
Nursing Home, Murray; three
directions.
deserving students."
Trombone Recital To
later with Lancie Morris
!turned
wife
sons, James Ed Thornton of Route Six died this morning at pecially since Ginger said he by the Kentucky Department
Underwood,
Hazel
Mrs.
Initiated in 1941, the Century
County and offered
Calloway
of
reand
MSU
Jonesville, La., Laymon 5:03 at the Murray-Calloway did not know where the money of Human Resources.
Be Held Sunday At
Club has been responsible for of Herbert Underwood
jto pay her $4,000 :f she would
testified
Rt.
I.
Thornton and Rev. Joe Pat County Hospital. He was 68 would come from.
Hazel
in
siding
Besides gifts of personal
the awarding of 183 scholariback him. Again she said she
Jeff Clarke of Salem, a
Thornton, both of Murray; five years of age and his death
that she and her husband maritems, Santa Claus will be on
State ships to qualified and deserving keted several loads of tobacco
Murray
refused.
at
student
illness.
an
Sue
extended
Cecilia
followed
Mrs.
ren,
grandchild
hand to distribute toys to the
to
Mrs. Underwood testified that
Singing Planned
Gospel
University, will present his high school seniors who want
from farms they own in
1969
in
Neely, Miss Cynthia Jo ThornFruit
will
also
children.
baskets
man
County
State.
attend
The Calloway
Murray
2:30
Kemp brought her checks
when
at
recital
trombone
senior
Henry County. Tenn. and one
ton, Miss Regina Sue Thornton, was preceded in death by his
be presented to each family.
from the first two sales she
p.m. Sunday, Dec. 16, in the
Calloway County.
in
farm
Thomas Keith Thornton, and wife, Mrs. Eulak Duncan, in Bethel Methodist Church
FRIENDSHIP CLASS
asked him for the market card
Annex Recital Hall of the Price
She testified that her husband
Laymon Edison Thornton.
The Friendship Class of the
February 1963. Born July 18,
to which Kemp replied he had
Center.
Rabbit
Club
Breeders
held
suArts
be
she
will
Fine
time
this
singing
Doyle
was ill during
A gospel
Church
Funeral rites will be held 1907, in Calloway County, he
forgotten it. The card was reAccompanied on the piano by First United Methodist
pervised all the tobacco crops.
at
Bethel
Methodist
United
will have a potluck supper in the
Thursday at one p.m. at the was the son of the late Robert
turned several days later and
Mrs. Underwood said that she
Melissa Wilkins, a senior from
Church on Sunday, December Plans Meet Tonight
social hall of the church on and her husband ankle only two
was turned over to the county
chapel of the Max Churchill Calvin Duncan and Rosette
play
will
Clarke
Paducah,
p.m.
16, at 1:30
An
14,
at
6:30
agent in Henry County.
Friday,
nal
December
on
meeting
extension
organizatio
Funeral Home with Rev. Hal Dawson Duncan.
Dorna's
Major"
at
19
F
Jan.
in
on
3
sales—one
"Sonata No.
The public is invited to attend,
Further testimony from Tripp
the Jackson Purchase Rabbit
p.m. All members and guests Loose Leaf in Murray and the
Shipley officiating. Burial will
("Largo," "Allegro,"
is survived by a church spokesman said. The
Duncan
Mr.
revealed three sales on Jan. 26.
are urged to attend.
Breeders Club will be held
be in Murray Memorial Garsecond on Feb. 16 on the May"Adagio," and "Spiritoso") by
two daughters, Mrs. Charles church is located east of tonight
1970 on the Mayfield floor from
at
seven
y)
(Wednesda
dens. Friends may call at the
Floor.
Leaf
Words,
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Mrs. Beulah Phillips, former
resident of 210 South 16th Street,
Murray, died Tuesday at 7:45
p.rn, at the Graham Nursing
Home, Paducah. She was 85
years of age.
The deceased was a member
of the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ, Murray, and
was the wife of Toy Phillips who
died October 79, 1986. Born
November 29, Ina, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late John Henry Furgerson
and Julie Ann Whitworth
Furgerson.
Mrs. Phillips is survived by
one stepdaughter, Mrs. Lottie
Kenney of Laythrup Village,
Mich.; one stepson, Brent
Phillips of Detroit, Mich.; three
sisters-in-laws, Mrs. G.W.
Furgerson of Murray, Mrs.
Ckteal Coles of Hazel Route
Dayme
Mrs
Two, and
Furgerson of Centralia, Ill.; one
brother-in-law, Coil Phillips of
Murray; several nieces and
nephews.
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Good Results Seen In Program To
Train Probation Casework Aides

& TIMES. Wednesday, December 12, 1973

Committee Investigating
Hughes-Watergate Theory
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001 Story Ave., Murray, Mrs.
Lucille Treva Darnell, Route 1,
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Young Schoolteachers Feel No Energy Crisis

Measure Would Have Research
Financed By Electric Surcharge
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)—A
bill has been prettied that
would require an environmental
impact study on new power
plants in Kentucky, to be financed by a 10-year surcharge
on electricity bills.
Rep. Joe Clarke, D—Danville,
prettied the bill, which was released Monday.
It would levy a sircharge of
0.1 mill per kilowatt hour of
electricity used initally, beginning Jan. 1, 1976. After that,
the Public Service Commission
would set the surcharge, but it
could not be levied beyond 1985
arid would not be able to exceed 0.3 mills per kilowatt
hour.
The money raised would go
into an environmental trust
fund which then would finance
a poeer plant environmental research and site evaluation program.
Every two years, the chairman of the PSC would submit a
10-year plan of possible sites
for building new electric power
plants in Kentucky and for extending existing plants.
The plan would be given to
the commissioner of natural resources and environmental
protection, who then would
prepare a preliminary environmental statement on each
site and a detailed investigation
of those that appear to be acceptable.
That commissioner also
would have the power of eminent domain to obtain acceptable sites for the state which
then could sell or lease them to

electric companies. The sites
would be exempt from control
by local planning commissions.
The evaluation of each site
would consider any adverse environmental effects, possible alternative sites and irreversible
and irretrievable commitment
of resources.
The PSC would delete from
its plan any site which the commissioner found to be unsuitable, unless the electric company involved offered "substantial evidence" to the contrary.
The Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Corn-
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By CHARLES McFADDEN
Associated Press Writer
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP)
— They read by the flickering
light of a kerosene lamp. Their
water is pumped by hand. And
the bathroom consists of a tub
in the front yard and an outhouse in the back.
There is no energy crisis in
the lives of Doc and Shelley
Dachtler. They say they live
like kings, in their own different sort of way.
There's no electricity for the
remote log cabin the Dachtlers
built nearly two years ago with
the help of neighbors. There's
no natural gas either. In the
summer — and only in the

mission, with the advice of the
Human Resources Commissioner, would publish every two
years a cumulative environmental impact report on all
power plants in Kentucky. That
would include recommendations
to the governor on the state's
environmental policy and objectives.
Another bill, prefilled by Rep.
Thomas Givhan, D—Shephertisville, would require anyone doing business in Kentucky
under an assumed name to file
certificates with the secretary
of state.
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The toilet is a wooden outhousetool shed behind the house.
Bath time means filling an outside tub with water heated on a
wood-burning stove.
The Dachtlers moved to the
country six years ago after finishing college because they
wanted to live as rustic a life
as possible. Their first rural
home had electricity.
"It wasn't so much seeing the
energy crisis coming as far as
electricity was concerned,"
said Dachtler, 29, a University
of California graduate. "It was
Just that we decided to do without it in terms of building a
house. We didn't want to be dependent on it."

The Dachtlers and their 2year-old son, Nathaniel, aren't
the only ones in the this Sierra
foothills area north of Sacramento who are living by choice
without electricity. About 30
other families have adopted the
same life style. Most are refugees from city life.
The Dachtlers' home, with
677 square feet of space, has a
big kitchen and small living
room. An upstairs loft serves
as a bedroom. Shelves are
loaded with home-canned vegetables from the garden.
Dachtler teaches mathematics and reading for three hours
a day to first, second and thirdgraders in the 100-student rural

GREEN BEANS

OIL IMPORTS
Frank R. Milliken, president of Kennecott Copper
Corp., says the United States
now imports oil and gas at a
rate of $7 billion a year. —
CNS

KROGER VAC-PAC
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PARAMOUNT
8-LB & LGR

U.S. GRADE A TURKEYS!
HENS
BUTTERBALL

TOMS
LB

PARAMOUNT
10 TO 16-LB

65
69

MP!
LB

0,1,41
FREE
•OF UP
TiMER

LB

WISHBONE
10 TO 16-LB

wrtH
FREE
POP U•
r,MIR

LB

leopk's
Choice
, GO,

1,

LB

HENS

10 TO 14
POUNDS

BUTTERBALL
1111
L B. 85

U.S. GOV'T. GRADED CHOICE
"People's Choice" BEEF

6AaND

III

FRYING CHICKEN
BREAST fdltf

U.S CHOICE FAMILY PAK

$118

FAMILY PAK
OF 3 BREAST
QUARTERS. 3
LEG QUARTERS.
3 WINGS 2
GIBLETS

LB

II

LB

LB

111

FRESH, PICNIC-STYLE

PORK LOIN

PORK ROAST

9
1
1p

LB

SERVE & SAVE

SERVE & SAVE

SLICED BACON

WIENERS

Bologna

LB

RE GREENLAND
OR

Turbot Dinner

DINNER

8 h Qz
Pr's‘.

12-0Z
PKG.

SERVE & SAVE

79'
69'

Cooked Fish Sticks
ECONOMY BUY
Dressed Whiting

9C
3

5-LB
BOX

$199

1

Pork Neck Bones

FLORIDA
JUICE ORANGES

Pork Liver

LB

59'
69'

Cauliflower

pizza Hamburger, Cheese,'4-0Z
Sausage

L, 79c

59c
49c
20.99c
FANCY
HE AO

Balsams

EA

Holiday

Wreaths
HAL

1. B

15-in.

$2
29
UP
$349

V ES

14-0Z $ 149
BAG

Pecans
CALIFORNIA

18LB $199
BA r;

Grapefruit

994

PLANTATION

CALIFORNIA EMPEROR

Red Grapes

LB

FOX DELUXE

11-38"

TEXAS JUICE ORANGES &

FLORIDA

FOR

Sausage

HOLIDAY MIXED NUTS

20 $179
CALIFORNIA

Tangerines

Britain4_1193c television net-

Country Style

69c
BULK PACK

RED POTATOES

FLORIDA

__I

LB

TENDER

ORANGES ,
CALIFORNIA
NAVELS

12-0Z
PKG.

MEATY
PKG

59c

KW1K KRISP

59c

I 0 TO 12
CHOPS PER
PACKAGE

FOR

QUARTERS
LEG
QUARTERSL,

LB

II

QUARTER, SLICED

FRES .1-1

CUBE
STEAKS
$149

K.C.
STEAK
$199

ROLL
LB

DRUMSTICKS

1 13-LBS

I?
19'

CO.

TURKEY WINGS. NECKS OR

LARGER

TOMS

WISHBONE
8-LB & LGR

The traditional English
--- stiff upper lip and all
may be the result of ill-fit.

The BBC reported that the
traditional British smile,
ordinarily identified with
stoicism, could possibly be
traced back to primitive turnof-the-century dentures.

summer — they buy a tank of
propane gas to fuel an old refrigerator that sits in a lean-to.
"We could get along without
a refrigerator, but I wouldn't
want to do that," said Mrs.
Dachtler, 74.
When it's time to do the dishes, Mrs. Dachtler walks 50 feet
to a well, fills a bucket of water, carries it to the house,
heats it on the wood-burning
stove and then starts washing
— by the yel)owish glow of the
kerosene lamp. The pump is attached to a windmill, which
pumps the water when there's
wind.
A foot-powered sewing machine is used,to mend clothing.

i

Toilet Paper
Shortage?
Associated Press Writer
A toilet paper shortage?
That's what Rep. Harold
Froehlich, a Republican member of the House of Representatives, said Monday. Froehlich,
who's from Wisconsin, said a
foreseeable toilet paper crunch
is "no laughing matter."
Froehlich said a shortage of
paper pulp and rising pulp exports could mean various paper
shoctagea, including a toilet paper crunch, sometime early
next year. He quoted an official
of Sheraton International in
Boston as saying that paper
products from matchbooks to
memo pads are all in short
suPPIY-"
Quoting -reliable sources" in
the General Services Administration, Froehlich said recent
GSA attempts to buy a fourmonth supply of toilet paper for
federal buildings came up almost 50 per cent short.
Froehlich said a national toilet paper crunch could occur
when the GSA seeks to secure a
four-month supply at the same
time some states have one-year
contracts up for bids.
Froehlich quoted a Hilton Hotels' purchasing agent as saying the situation is bad and will
get worse, but a spot check of
hotels around the country Monday night produced little concern about a toilet paper shortage.
"Are you putting me on?"
asked a spokesman for the
Marriott Hotel in Atlanta. A
spokesman for the Regency
Hyatt Hotel asked, "Are you
serious?"
But the assistant manager of
a Minneapolis hotel said that
although there are no current
toilet paper shortages, some
are anticipated in
few
months. He said hotel employes
have been asked to watch distribution of all paper.
In Buffalo, N.Y., Jerry Castiglia, a member of the board
of Hilton Inns, laughed at the
mere suggestion of such a
shortage, but said he would
take it up with the board at its
next regular meeting.
And the night manager at the
Sheraton in Nashville, Tenn.,
said any traveler headed to
that state need not bring his
own.

school district. He earns extra
cash by tutoring, and walks the
six miles to school and back
five days a week.
"We live below the poverty
level, but we live like kings, I
feel, in many ways," said Mrs.
Dachtler, a member of the
school board. '
But it's not always satisfying.
"You know, one thing most
people don't realize is that it's
a lot of hard work," Mrs. Dachtler said. "Sometimes it's cold
and wet."

- TANGELOS-
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Fuel Shortage May Lower Interest Rate
will soften, leaving more money to lend and thus, by supply
and demand, bringing down
short-term rates.
This could happen even if the
Federal Reserve Board, in an
effort to keep the rate of inflation under rein, maintains a
fairly tight monetary policy,
economists say.
Okun said that if, as is now
felt, a decline in economic output occurs in the first three
months of 1974, "then there's
not much question" that shortterm interest rates should fall.
Niether Stein nor Okun would
predict by how much. Okun
said he expected a ''significant
weakening of loan demand by

WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
fuel shortage, which is already
causing higher unemployment
and prices, may have one positive economic effect next year:
lower interest rates.
That's the way a number of
economists see the interest-rate
picture developing. Among
them are Herbert Stein, chairman of President Nixon's Council of Economic Advisers, and
Arthur M. Okun, who headed
the council under President
Lyndon B. Johnson.
They reason that as the fuel
shortage causes the economy to
slow down dramatically early
next year, both corporate and
consumer demand for loans

the end of the winter."
Interest rates are now at
their highest levels in history.
Seven large banks recently increased their prime lending
rate, that charged to their biggest and best customers, to 10
per cent. Consumers have to
pay more.
The Nixon administration's
Committee on Interest and
Dividends Monday sent telegrams to the seven banks directing them to justify the higher rates. The prime rate has
been at 9.5 per cent.
Economists expect that a
generally softer demand for
loans is expected to be more effective in bringing down inter-

Stein said that consumers
will play a big part in how interest rates fare next year. As
they spend less on gasoline-related products, he said, they
are expected to deposit more
money into savings. This also
would tend to push down interest costs.
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Meantime, the White House
announced that the interest
rate on U.S. savings bonds is
,2 to 6 per
being boosted from 5'
cent to make them more attractive to investors. It will be
retroactive to Dec. 1.

left, talks with Belgian
READYING FOR NATO MEETING—Secretary of State Henry Kissinger,
the annual North
King Baudouin at Laeken Palace in Brussels. Kissinger is in Belgium to attend
(AP Wirephoto)
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n
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VALUA•LIE KROGER COUPON

U.S.D.A. GRADE A KROGER

MARGARINE
PKGS.

est rates than any government
moves.

III

EATMORE QUARTERS

1 -LB.

Your Individual
Horoscope
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1-0Z.
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3 WEEKLY SPECIALS
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Kroger s got 'em These special buys are
possible by market condition and vveek to
week basis
4 TOP VALUE STAMPS
.1..,q
the extra PLUS you get at Kroger

1 X TRA LOW DISCOUNT PRICES
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DAY OUT
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ONE POUND
WARD PURCHASE OF

T

DECEMBER 13, 1973
Look in the section in which
your birthday conies and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Talk controversial issues over
in a businesslike, objective
fashion, not permitting personalities to enter the fray. Pay
no attention to those who dissent
merely for dissension's sake.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 64i,
Above-average planetary
influences should boost your
zest for accomplishment. With
your imagination heightened,
you should do especially well in
creative pursuits.
GEMINI
•
(May 22 to June 21)
Whether in the role of spectator or activist, you can
greatly influence others now, so
be sure that your aims and
procedures are sound, feasible
and efficient.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Mild influences. It is for you
to develop the day on your own
terms. Cultural activities,
planning new projects, holding
conferences highly favored.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) /2
Be alert to good offerings.
Your aptitude lends itself to this
type of day. Study, diversify
your interests, broaden your
mental horizons.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) Nfl
A good period. Augment your
program with something
special, something outside your
regular routine. But DO avoid
impulsiveness.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct M)
Take precautions in written
and verbal agreements and
situations
all
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Couldd
. Youogrthe
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scohithertoRply
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5
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,,
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,t I
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Fabric Softener
MILD WHITE. SOFT
KROGER LIQUID PINK. LEMON
SCENTED.
GREEN
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Detergent

PKG
'
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Vegetables

Orange Juice
KROGER SLICED
Strawberries
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Swiss Cheese
KRAFT
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8-0Z
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I
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41 .

I

LOTION

Sesame Buns
JUNIOR SIZE
Buns
Sandwich
-LB
Angel Food
COUNTRY STYLE'

d STYLE
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FLAP

DJ

69€

'
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12-CT
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2
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C
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TWIN BROWN

Hai Karate
FREE BRUSH WITH 4 2 01
Dentu
80 S

Cream
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Bandages

4 0299C

A

811`
68'
$135
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WHITE RAIN

N SERVE
(1101
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(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) In•;/V
It will be important to put
forth best efforts now. Don't
take gains or recognition for
granted. Day has plenty of
potential, but needs your
cooperation.
SAGITTARIUS
[47>
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21( 36
Be especially careful in
personal matters, how you
project your aims, desires. Act
with discretion, perceptively.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Work for top gains but do not
expect them immediately. Be
concise in arrangements,
stipulations, speech. Narrow
the margin for error.
AQUARIUS
r Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You will probably be called
upon to help persons with
overstimulated emotions, to
assuage hurt feelings. Be your
understanding self.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Manageability must be your
keyword now — especially in
areas where divergent opinions
may be encountered. A day
calling for your innate poise.

X

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with keen mental and
physical abilities which usually
coordinate extraordinarily well
to produce a high level of
success. You are innately
logical, objective and perceptive in your thinking and,
properly educated, of course,
could succeed in almost any
field of your choosing. Your
fair-mindedness and keen sense
of justice make you an outstanding mediator or arbitrator
and you; idealism and integrity
inspire others to follow your
lead. You could make an outstanding success in the
business, financial, literary or
legal worlds but, unlike many
Sagittarians, where the arts are
concerned, you may be better at
selling than creating. Don't let
your fierce sense of independence alienate others.
Birthdate of Lawrence Lowell,
lawyer, educator, author; Drew
Pearson, newspaper columnist

'City of
Brotherly Love'
was founded in 1682
William Penn founded
Philadelphia, the "City of
Brotherly Love," in 1682.
Penn not only named the
.,64 •?:....•-•
ive
•
terit of sireeterwtikiccan still
be si%en in the city's downtown
section to this day
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Turkeys

Roast
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Juice
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Old Fashioned
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Sausage

5
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lb.
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Frosty Morn
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Bacon
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12 oz pkg.
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4

Pork Loin
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Sliced Into Chops

White, Yellow, Devil Food

Peaches
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Oil
11
Can

Hunt's

Wesson

29

48-oz

Cokes
19'
Returnable Qt.

ea.

I.G.A. Whole Kernel
WHITE

Shortening

CORN

No. 303 can

Snowdrift

19;

3 lb. Can

Fresh

09

Cabbage

Hunt's •

TOM. JUICE

PARKAY

46 oz. can
•MmMmMm

25c

1.4
and
1•4 C
and
• 142 C
nuts

On

Cake

Window Cleaner

Boneless

1-3

2-lb. bag

Duncan Hines

AJAX

these
many
time.
in
•
del
1 C.
te2 C
C
L. C
1 C.
5 C.

29

Texsun

No 2

PF

U.S. Choice

10 to 16 lb.

IGA

good
chil
so g 1 1
se
If
$to
an
keep
apple

1-lb. Quarters
4.4••••••••••

43;

PRESERVES

.

lb.

4

1
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HolidayGoodie PreparationNear
The Christmas season is the
of
interlude
delightful
hospitality and good will with a
pleasant mingling of many
customs Hospitable homes
welcome family and old friends
as the Christmas season reigns
around us.
The preparation of holiday
goodies is part of the fun of the
Christmas spirit, and the
kitchen is truly the center of the
mouth
festivities. These
watering cookies come from
many places and can be an asset
to your holiday cooky tray.
The Pfeffernuesse bring back
memories of my childhood, 'I'm
sure some of these cookie
back
bring
will
recipes
memories for you too. Now is a
good time to start your
children's memories. They are
so good, why limit them to one
season of the year?
If you plan to keep the cookies
stored for some time, place half
an applie in the cookie jar to
keep them soft. Replace the
apple often.

Hospital Report

Are there Prison Bars
in YOUR Future?

December 5, 1973
ADULTS. 118
NURSERY .5
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Patricia Annette Herndon and Baby Girl, Route 3, Box
424, Murray, Mrs. Marilyn
Dean Williams and Baby Boy,
Route 1, Dexter.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Inether Lyles, Route 3,
McKenzie, Tenn., Thomas
Jefferson Hodges, 222 S. 4th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Billie Burke
Carroll, 1396 Johnson, Murray,
Mrs. Donna Kay Roberts and
Baby Boy, Route 1, Dexter,
Mrs. Christine Wozniak and
Baby Boy, 1602 W. Main,
Murray, Miss Kathy Jean
Johnson, Box 96, Route 3,
Murray, Junior Lee Croley,
Route 4, Benton, Willie Goosby,
101 Pine St., Murray, Mrs.
Margaret Ann Cochrum, 914 N.
18th St., Murray, Miss Dawn
Michelle Hornsby, 803 Olive St.,
Murray.

Got a question or a comment about homemaking? Address
it to "The Asket Basket," in care of Mrs. Sally DuFord, P.O.
Box 1203, Paris.
Dear Sally,
I enjoy your column of recipes very much. Would you
please ask your readers if they have a recipe for a salad
made with sauerkraut. I had it once and it was delicious.

December 7, 1973
Thank you,
ADULTS 110
PFEFFERNUESSE
Mrs. Lucille V. Harried,
NURSERY 8
Another gift from Germany,
Benton, Kt, 42025
these cookies are a tradition in
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
many families at Christmas until lightly browned and puffy. until stiff. Fold into batter. Drop
many Cool on the cookie sheets so they
are
an
onto
There
nsful
teaspop
time.
by
batter
Mrs. Judy Gale Smotherman
ingredients, but the mixing is will not break.
aluminum foil covered baking and Baby Boy, Route 7, Box 272,
and
s
spicy
is
degree
taste
the
325
and
a
in
simple
Glaze the cookies with the sheet. Bake
Murray.
delicious.
oven for 20 minutes or until
ng icing:
followi
1 C. brown sugar
lightly browned. Remove
DISMISSALS
lo C. shortening
1 C. confectioners sugar
immediately from baking sheets
Ls C. hooey
1 to 2 Tbs. hot milk
Miss C,athina Willis, 707 South
and cool on racks. Makes about
.
L•2 C. molasses
cookies
dozen
Murray, Robert Perry
9
3rd,
on
Combine and spread
1 C. buttermilk
Hornsby, 813 Olive, Murray,
.
cookies
5 C. flour*
ANISE DROPS
Mrs. Joan Giles Eldridge,
1 tsp. soda
•If self-rising flour is used 1'2 C. flour*
Route 6, Murray, Mrs. Lucy
L. tsp. salt
omit baking powder and salt. La tsp, baking powder
Alderdice, Route 8, Murray,
1•4 tsp. pepper
Ls C. eggs
COOKIES
allspice FRUIT CAKE margarine
Mrs. Judy Kay Scruggs, 315
14 tsp. each, cinnamon,
or
'2 C. butter
1 C. sugar
North 7th, Murray, Brent
and cloves
sugar, packed
La tsp. anise flavor
peel P-2 C. brown
Houston Brown, Route 6, Box
1,4 C. each chopped lemon
3 egg whites
Sift flour and baking powder
and orange peel
128, Murray, Mrs. Estil Wayne
and
sugar
eggs,
yolks
Beat
egg
3
r.
togethe
.4 C. each, raisins, currents and
Fold
milk
thick.
ated
very
evapor
until
C.
Johnston, Route 1, Kirksey,
flavoring
nuts
juice
ents, sifting in Vs Miss Emily Jeanne Craig,
lemon
ingredi
tsp.
dry
2
in
Cream 'Shortening and sugar. 2 C. flour*
cup at a time. Drop by Route 1, Puryear,Tenn., Robert
Stir in honey, buttermilk and Ls tsp. soda
teaspoonsful onto a greased Howard Kelso, Box 13, Lynn
molasses. Add sifted dry 1/2 tsp. salt
nuts.
and
cookie sheet. Two inches apart. Grove, Mrs. Sarah Marlon
ingredients and fruit
1 tsp. cinnamon
Set cookie sheet in a coqL.dry Waldrop, Route 1, Sedalia,
Blend well. Chill. Roll into balls. 1 tsp. clines
place not the refrigerator) forl Ralph Voris Richerson, Box 97,
Bake at 350 degrees for 10 to 12 1 tsp. allspice
in
roll
and
to 10 hours uncovered. Bake at Hazel, Mrs. Robbie Elizabeth
Cool
s.
minute
Lo tsp. numeg
tightly
Store
350 degrees for 5 to 6 minutes. Wilson, Route 5, Box 244,
sugar.
powdered
1 lb. candied mixed fruit finely
*If.self-rising flour is used, Murray, Dennis Eugene Bebcovered.
chopped
omit salt, soda and baking
ber, Route 3, Murray, Tosco
1k2 C. raisins
powder.
nuts
d
used
choppe
is
C.
2
flour
Littleton, 205 Walnut, Murray,
-rising
*If self
Cream butter and sugar until
Galen Miller, Route 1, Dexter,
omit baking powder and salt.
INE
PIPEL
light. Beat in egg yolks, lemon
CTION
PREDI
Carl Ray, 414 South 9th,
•
Juice and milk. Reserve La cup
SHORTBREAD
Ocus
N. 'hard, president
Thomas
Frank
Murray,
with
flour
may
rine
1 lb. soft butter (marga
flour Sift remaining
eum
1, FarPetrol
an
Route
Americ
way,
the
of
Carra
be used but don't expect the baking soda, salt and spices.
Institute. pfedictS thatjehen
same flavor)
SLiellour.mixture into the hatter the Alaska pipelines ittaiully mington, Mrs. Maggie May
well.
blend
Kirks, 203 E. Maple, Murray,
to
1 C. powdered sugsrffbeat
and
operational, it will supply
4 C. plain flour
Coat the chopped fruits and
miltwo
Mrs Mary Robbie Raspberry
with
U.S. refineries
1 tsp. baking powder
nuts with the 14 cup flour; add to lion barrels of crude oil every (expired) 317 Irvan, Murray.
batter, stirring well to blend day." — CNS
Combine ingredients and
thoroughly. Beat egg whites
a
make
to
hands
your
with
work
dough
the
Press
smooth dough.
into greased 9 inch cake pans to
Oprn 9 a.m. to 5 p.m
about LS inch thickness. Be sure
the top is smooth. Bake at 350
We Reserve The Right To
degrees about 20 minutes or
until shortbread is golden. While
Limit Quantities
still warm cut into wedges.
BOURBON BALLS
From Kentucky comes this
recipe using bourbon whiskey.
They have become a standard
Christmas cookie.
1 lb. crushed vanilla wafers
Ls C. light corn syrup
1-3 C. bourbon
1-3 C. rum
1 lb, chopped nuts
Combine all ingredients and
work dough together with your
hands. Form into small halls
and roll in granulated or
powdered sugar. Wrap each ball
in plastic wrap. Let stand a day
before serving. These keep
several weeks and mellow with
age. Makes 5 dozen.
You may substitute orange
juice for the liquor. Add 2 Tbs.
grated orange rind.
LEBKUCHEN
This honey and spice cookie
has its origins in Germany.
II C. flour*
tsp. baking powder
Ls tsp. salt
1 tsp. cinnamon
Li tsp. cloves
tsp. eager
Ls tsp. nutmeg
1 1-3 C. honey
Ws C. dark brown sugar
4 eggs
I Tbs. lemon rind, grated
1 C. citron
I C. chopped almonds
Sift flour, baking powder, salt
and spices together and set
aside. Bring honey to the boiling
point and remove from heat.
Add sugar and stir until
dissolved. Cool. Beat eggs with
lemon rind and blend into honey.
Blend in dry ingredients, fruit
and nuts. Work dough with
hands until thoroughly blended.
Chill dough overnight. (You
may want to chill the dough for
one or two weeks to give the
flavors a chance to blend.)
wo&
zszdy to
with a small portion of the doutli
atittibie. auk;;tact or. lightly
floured board and cut with a
cookie cutter. Or cut the rolled
dough into squares. Place on a
greased cookie sheet and bake
at 375 degrees for 15 minutes.

Sale Starts Wednesday
Ends Saturday

East Side of The Square

g is
There could be. . if you have the idea that shopliftin
er
a game or a prank. The stores don't see it that way... neith
straight
do the police. Get the facts straight now. Get your head
can get you
too: shoplifting is stealing. And stealing is a crime. It
have a police
arrested, convicted, fined and put in jail. Then you
life. Keep you
record, too .. and THAT can mess up the rest of your
your chosen career.
out of college. Make it hard to travel. Bar you from
better just pay the clerk.
That's a high price to pay for acting on a whim. You'd

Shoplifting is a CRIME!
SCOPE

Stop, Shop
and

Large Size 12-oz. Bottle

4
4
I
I"'ri'la=cou

WRAPPING
PAPER
Beautiful Colorful holiday
designs. 7 rolls, foil &
paper, 65 sq. ft
No. 2273.

ariAP

Gift Tags

sio,

l

0011.
17.-=.
art

26;

Sale

Sale

SHAMPOO

Lighter

Your Choice

Reg. 79'

39;

•

5-oz. Box
Reg. '1.25

Sale
Sale
Aqua ilelva Ice Blue

sous
reetinas
Luden's Fine Assorted

MILK CHOCOLATES.
-5.4b.

BOX --;

21
2-1b. Box—
/

lior"
It

99
.
Style $3
sale $2

39

.R•g. 91.49 Sale

89

59;

The splash-on lotion,
shower or shave. Has all day
deodorant protection, plus
the great smell of Brut!

mascline fragrance he's
sure to like.

7-oz.

No. 1610

Reg. 9495

Sale

Salo

$269

Lady Norelco 151

Electric Shaver
Exclusive beauty wand shaving,
super slim styling for easier
handling. 2 shaving, heads,
flip-up cleaning.

Dusting
Powder

BRUT 33after

in a Christmas -Greeting
Card Box" it has a crisp,

(0

cc
99each

Faberge

AFTER SHAVE

ES
ASSORTED CHOCOLAT

Slim Line, High
Polish.

Pond's
"Dream
Flower"

18"x25' Roll

No. 3205
R•9.39'

ZIP P0
Windproof

ALCOA WRAP

Pack of 60.

Reg. '2.39 Sale

Head & Shoulders

Sale -

'

Cards

66;

Heavy Duty

and

8-oz Bottle

4-oz. Tube - 7-oz. Lotion
5-oz. Jar

95

Christmas

Christmas Gift

Sale

StylerDryer

1 795

Extra Strength
Cough Formula

Reg. '1.29

Norelco
Remington 850 Mist
Shape 'N Dry
Hand-Held
with 850 watts of
power, 2 speeds and
heats for effective
11
with 5 attachments:
drying and styling.
A unique mist spray
drying comb, brush,
3 heat selections.
attachment Complete
Drawstring allows bonnet
teasing comb, styling
brush.
with comb and
adjustment to any head size, child Reg
comb, spot dryer. Two temperature
Model PD-850.
5
9
0
settings. C
or adult.
528.98$
Model 1r
Sale
Sale
HP-3601. Scal
Model HD-11. III

Hair
Dryer

Formula 44

Vacxs
FORMULA

SAVE!!

DRYER

VICK'S
'1*r

Mouthwash & Gargle

— •-•!:

General
Electnc

4•4sotgor
,
AB 1111=4 Ra•Wallp Oommual14, 11

111110al he a

Model 15L.

$895

Sale

Midland Solid State AM

17 CLOCK RADIO

1.!Z

Wakes you to music, U.S. made clock,
precision,movement Automatic gain
control.

••••••••,••••
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MIRACLE
WHIP

TREASURE CHEST
This
iieek
Nin

38!
Bel Air

Morrell Econ Bulk

16-Ounce

card not punched.

excluding tobacco and dairy products.

We Reserve The Right To Limit

er•

Last Week's Winner: Lucille Wofford,

Limit: 1 with 7.50 additional purchase,

Shopping Center

$200"

Pr ices Good thru 12/18/73

Swift

.

Bacon
59! TURKEYS
18C1b.
Sausage79
88Cib
c
78
Pork Steak 89ct
1160.1 BEER i 49c
SAUSAGE
Can Ham $499
EGGS Pattie Mix 88! HAMS
V
e
l
3
9
;
GERBER
FOOD
Bc
riii
hw
iiieiger69!
7
9
;
Nestea
4F
or$
10
CORN
0
HAM
Yogurt
$100
pl)
Grapes
29! sz
98
19
t;
C
el
E
er
y
POT. CHIPS 'Pwa
BOLOGNA 69

PEPSI

Hunter's

•

Gold Crest
6 lb and up

Pork

8-Bot.
Ctn.

Butterball
to 16 lb

Extra Lean

tit

Butterball
16 lb and up

Lb.

lb

-Jo

FIELD'S OLD FASHION PORK

Hunter's

Gal

lb

Lynn Grove
Grade A Large

Field's Whole Smoked Picnic

Ground Beef

Hunter's
Thrifty Brand

40,

WIENERS

22 oz. Bot

59C

yi

nc

Instant

69;

3-oz_ Jar

Hart

Fully Cooked

Sealtest

All.

FLAVORS

Shank Portion

Red

rill° 15 oz
Cans

Whole

HAMS

19 lb.& up

Stalk

HYDE PARK

78;

METZGER RIVERSIDE

icnk

lb

Morton

Folger's

BEEF — CHICKEN — TURKEY

POT PIES
$100

10-oz
Jar

for

COFFEE
$j19

FRYERS
RHk

(With Coupon Below)
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

Folger's

COFFEE
0
.z. of
t119
Expires 12-18-73
Good Only at Storeys

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Scott

Folger's

COFFEE
2.1b. cin
$189
Expires 1243-73
Good Only at Storeys

TOWELS
. .

Slinte INi —

--

3789
Expires 12-18-73
Good Only at Storeys

Farm l,
Pack
th Coupon Below)
.

Coupon No, 42182
Limit One Per Family

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Betty Crocker

Gravy Train

POTATO.
— ' BUDS'
718
60
-0:.

494

Expires 12-18-73
Goad Only at Starry

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Old Judge

DOG FOOD
- -.-21-1b:lie .
•1409

COFFEE

Expires 12-18-73
at Store

Expires 111.1143
at storey'
Good ,

Coupon No. 42184
Unit One Per Family

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Gold Medal

Taster's Choice

FLOUR

COFFEE

-2411.an '
—--- 54t.tiar

8-uz..*,--.

35

s;

COUPON
limit One Per Family

Maxim

COFFEE
•••-- - I n,Z 1,-1

'

Good Only

$199'.------ $169
Expires 12-18-73
Good Out at Store

Expires 12-13-73
Good Only at Storeys

Expires 12-13-73
Good Only at Storeys

lb

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Baker's
Angel Flake

COCONUT
14-oz 1094
. bag ).
Expires 12-18-73
Good Only at Storeys

4.

5.95

1.00
TO

BRITE
WATCH
BANDS

WATCHES

TIMEX

LOCK ;
$8.95 Elsewhere

WESTCLOX

WOODCREST

MUGS
FP-or Coffee
Taa & Soup
.;39c Each Elsewhere

Myr
tr.,
•

SANTA'S
\UPER SPECIAL
sr
VINGS

f-or Men Or
Women

$8.95 Elsewhere

ZIPPO
LIGHTER
Brush Finish
3.95 Elsewhere

With
Light

SHOP
AND SAVE

WISHING WELL
NUT CRACKER

s

Elsewhere

$133

4.99
Elsewhere

95 Elsewhere

54 00

$3.77

5.4 99 Elsewhere

WAY ROUND
MAKE-UP MIRROR $5.44
LADIES ASSORTED 99c Elsewhere
STYLE HAIRBRUSHES
3

MENS JEWELRY
BOX

Dip bowl And 4 Small Bowls

FOR WALL OR TABLE 97C
E1sewhe
2.37
re
CHIP 'N DIP SET s3 )9 $

$149 Elsewhere

$3.57

$4.95 Elsewhere

$l 39 Fl

GLASS TRIVETS

ELECTRIC
SCISSORS

$2.49 Elsewhere

$
6
44

$7.95 Elsewhere

PERSONAL
HAIR DRYER

BEAUTI-AIR

$5.95 Elsewhere

KITCHEN WALL
CLOCKS

S7.49
Elsewhere

2 TIER Wpm
TID-BIT TRAY

$19.95
Elsewhere

MILLS

GIANT CHOPPING
BLOCK

ELECTRIC
MAKE-UP
MIRROR

63

STCLOX

$4.95

Elsewhere

12 Bottles

SPICE
RACK SET

CUTLERY

6
Pieces

PEPPER

SALT &

:.t

'Pk

•

,•

("Ifh

law1149)7AwZ"1

ft'
r01,
%/2;

rop(i ?)1

00

BRUT 33

OR

*•

4

V..
•.'ek

•
•

*•

•
•;••

qtr. •1„

.•

•

s

*. :•.

60

is • .0.1*

*.

•
IC**

9 Oz.
OR SPRAY BATH
COLOGNE

e • 4-**

•

*•'

is sr

•st,

*•

•

Fts

;#,

-X-

•

3
Tigress, Aphrodisia Woodhue, Flambeau

50z.

BATH POWDER
WITH PUFF

Aphrodisia 71'.? ,splash-On
Lotion 6 Oz.
And
Aphrodisia
33
Deodorant
Spray 5 Oz.

33 GIFT SET

1 oz. Cologne With
2 oz. Bath Powder
Shaker And Soap

APHRODESIA

Woodhue, Flambeau

Tigress, Aphrodesia

TRIP-LET
GIFT SET

00

BATH POWDER

FRICTION LOTION
50z.

GIFT SET

00

SPRAY COLOGNE
DUSTING POWDER

CHANEL
GENTELMANS
AFTER SHAVE

CHAP4e

COLOGP4E

Clintil*W13

00

.25 Oz.

SPRAY
PERFUME

CHANEL NO. 5

BATH
POWDER

FABERGE ORGANDI
BATH SET
16 Oz. Friction
Pour le Bain
8 oz. Bath Powder

•-•
• *• '."

CHANEL

•

JEAN 'HArE

WARDROBE SET
11
/
4 Oz. Brut Jr. Lotion
10z. Aphrodisia And Woodhue Lotion

BRUT 33

Or

6 %Oz. Lotions Individualy Bozred

BRUT SNIFTER SET

7 Oz

oz. Lotions-Brut. West
Aphrodisia And WooDtwe

SPLASH-ON LOTION

4

BRUT JR. FOURSOME

4.5 Oz.

SPRAY BATH
POWDER

JEAN NATE

BATH POWDER
3 Oz.

SPRAY MIST
COLOGNE
11/2 10z.

ENCHANTMENT GIFT SET

;

4E', 4: if

MY SIN
GIFT SET

••

JEAN NATE

Regular Spray Cologne 2 Oz.
20 Notes
10 Envelopes

"GIFT SET"

GOLDEN WOODS
FRAGRANCE

40z.

/1

• *• •••
-t-

SKINNY DI
HI-NOTES

37

Regular $2.25

%• l•

AQUARIUS
AFTER-BATH POWDER

1 ern*.

.

SitMerrP
Hi NOTES

.
40•
•
••
••

2 Oz.
Regular Or Lemon

SPRAY
COLOGNE

SKINNY DIP

•• *•* -t-

1111

*

*

s.1

-X

-X

re.

•

\1...

;5 CAppers And Files

NAIt, CLIPPER SET

TREASURE CHEST
GIFT sT

1114
TRIM.

f

tr.

97

6 Oz.

TROUBLE
LEATHERETTE

•

d-

MENNEN

Contains Three
After Shaves
P 2 Oz. Each

SKIN
BRACER
PHOTOCUBE

4 Oz.
4 07

AFTER SHAVE
40z.
,
COLOGNE 4 Oz.
SOAP BAP.

GIFT
SET

THOROBRED

30

4 Oz

REGUI R

OURANT
•USTING
OWDER

001ANT
EAU DE
PARFUM

AVE

COLOGNE

AFTER

HI
KAR T

ing Song Stays On
His Mind

LOT! N

COLOGNE

TROUBLE

Gold Finish Tn.i
Knife And Nail Clipper B Trim

COLOGNE 2
AFTER SHAVE 2

"THE ENT

4 Oz.

AFTER S AVE

ROMAN
BRIO

AFTER 111.W.4

2 Oz.

COLOGNE

OR

1.9 Oz.

SPRAY MIST
COLOGNE

CACHET

8 oz

WIND SONG
DUSTING POWDER

WIND SONG
CROWN COLOGNE

2 oz.

EAU DE
PARFUME
SPRAY
MIST

HEAVEN
SENT

Hea en Sent

Helena • binstein

4 Oz.

AFTER SHAVE

GIFT SET

DEODORANT STICK

AFTER SHAVE 4 Oz
SHOWER SOAP

•711E
THOROUGHBRED"

07

AFTER
SHAVE

SHIPS
CANNON
DECANTER
4•1

OLD SPICE

Oz.

LANTERN SET

OLD SPICE

OLD SPICE

COLOGNE 4" Oz.
AFTER SHAVE 4"1

GIFT SET

OLD SPICE

04/ Ire ,a gift with
the freshness of the open sea

VW.

FURRY POOCH

Oz, EAU DE PARFUM

GIFT SET

WHIF 'N POOCH

FLUFFY DUSTING
POWDER

HEAVEN SENT

?1̀=

•

With Attachment
$19.95 Elsewhere

NORELCO
MOD
COMB

FILM

KODAK

C1 111 12

,

$29.95
Elsewhere

$1.40 Elsewhere

16

$22.95 Elsewhere

KODAK
INSTAMATIC
X-15
COLOR OUTFIT

4
•D

r

For Men
And Women

NORELCO
MIST 'N DRY

"
$24

$30.49 Elsewhere

NORELCO
TRIPLEHEADER 35T

LADY
NORELCO
$11.95 Elsewhere

2

$36.95 Elsewhere

9 Closeness Comfort Settings

NORELCO
TRIPLEHEADER 40VIP

9988

$24.95 Elsewhere

POLAROID
SQUARE SHOOTER 2

Pictures That
Develop In Broad
Daylight. Also Look For
SX-70 Film And Flash
Var.

14*

POLAROID ,
SX-70
CAMERA(44>

$29.95 Elsewhere

POCKET
INSTAMATIC 20
CAMERA OUTFIT

Or*

SHOP
AND SAVE
AT

Perfect For Teens!

TOOT-A
-LOOP
RADIO

PANASONIC

.
Ex227//
DRUG

d 11(
STORE

ve,ifiev

Red, White, Blue, Or Yellow
$15.95 Elsewhere

9

Toasts Light To Dark
$14.98 Elsewhere

2 SLICE
TOASTER

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

Wear It On Your Wrist
Or Twist To Sit On Table
Top.

$5.69 Elsewhere

108
COLOR PACK
FILM

POLAROID

,

SANTA'S
SUPER SPECIAL

Time-

Prices.Good Thru
Dec. 19, 1973
While Quantities Last

Quantity Rights Reserved

Shopping Center

Central Center

Supplement to: Ledger &

$8.95 Elsewhere

SNOOPY OR
MICKEY MOUSE
ELECTRIC
TOOTHBRUSH

$15.98 Elsewhere

SA TA'S
SUOLR SPECIAL
SAVI S

$13.95 Elsewhere

Cooks, $tews, Roasts
All In One Pot

COOKER
011YER

OETTY "G"

Wake-To-Music Control
$13.95 Elsewhere

SHAVE
CREAM
DISPENSER

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

$5.95
Elsewhere

SUPERSTAR
YOUTH
RADIO

r

White, Avacodo
Gold
$14.95 Elsewhere

HAND
MIXER

VAN WYCK
3-Speed

$9.98 Elsewhere

With Ice Crusher
White, Avacado
Or Harvest.

ELECTRIC
CAN
OPENER

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

$14.95 Elsewhere

ELECTRIC
CAN
OPENER

VAN
WYCK

$2.49
Elsewhere

Assorted

FOAM
ANIMALS

With Sonic
Sound
$3.19 Elsewhere
SHOP
AND SAVE
AT

Includes Racquet,
Press And Balls.
$14.95 Elsewhere

SPALDING
TENNIS
SET

97<

JUMBO
1,000 PIECE
PUZZLE
$1.29 Elsewnere

Create Your Own
Designs!
$4.99 Elsewhere

SPIROGRAPH

MICKEY
MOUSE
or
DONALD
DUCK
RADIO
$9.99 Elsewhere

KENNER
MINI SSP
RACERS

SANTA'S
SPECIAL
SUPER
SAVINGS

$5.99
Elsewhere

$5.99 Elsewhere

TOWER
AND CYCLE

FLINTSTONES

OAGGEDY
ANN
Or
RAGGEDY
ANDY

ivy,

Pack Of 2
60'
Eleswhere Imp

$
Elsewhere

$9.99

Cars
Snap
Back
Together

EVEREADY

BATTERIES

pictures in just one minute. . . Christmas
moments can be enjoyed all year! Includes electric
ewe, electronic shutter features plus so-easy hand%ng

4988

POLAROID 420 CAMERA

YOU

A great camera,outfit for
gift-giving! So simple to
operate, set distance and
light-dark control, shoot,
cull wait and success!

OUTFIT

POLAROID SQUA
0,
4

8

ODTER411

0111111111111
IS SOW STOW

BELAIRE SHOPPING CENTER, Murray; BELTLINE

One-half ounce each of
three of her favorite fragrances — Emeraude,
Heaven Sent, and
Tigress. Give her a selection this Christmas.

The manly smell of leather and minas
that it brings to mind. Simplify your
ma* shopping — N.ty 7hIrr
Sish Leather

4 OZ. AFTER SHAVE...250

GIFT
ID

SUPPLEMENT TO: LEDGER & TIMES, MAYFIELDMESSENGER, SUN DEMOCRAT

3°°

0
0

eritish

Make his a legend in his own time with
this manly essence from England.
Sterling makes the PerfeCt
Christmas gift for men of all ages.

HIGHWAY, Paducah

Two ounces of
this
Print*
Matchatiolli fro
rano' at this
faeu/ous super
says Christmas
price

COLOGNE

BRITISH
STERLING
2 OZ. AFTER SHAVE...

SPRAY by COTY

1MPREVU

600

ARPEGE
2-PIECE

4

2„„

8

This three piece gift set contains one ounce of L'Aimant,
Erneraude, and Imprevu. The
perfect gift for any lady this
Christmas.

500

GIFT
SET

OTY-TRIO

.75 ounces of
prevu Spray Mist. Also available in Ernefeud&
WU

IMPREVU MIST

i
This lovely Chrstmas gift contains
75 or. lmprevu
Spray Mist and .70
oz. Onnve de Parturn by Caty.

OZS

. p Sayan=soa
Net Weight 14 1

50

BOXED SOAPS

.f.c;r
Nate. Nine ounce

300

JEAN NATE

BATH POWDER
FpirxtVfn t Bath

ELECTRIC

GIFT SET50

IMP

One and one-half ounce
perfume and 2.75 oz.
dusting powder in attractive shaker.

500

by LANVIN

GIFT SET

$18

LAMBEAU 2-PIECE
GIFT SET

ERGE

500
.'B OZ. DUSTING POWDER...
!

!i2 OZ. COLOGNE

A de;icate scent by Cachet. The perfect
gift or any woman's Christmas.

350

GIFTS by CACHET

1.8 OZ. SPRAY COLOGNE
'

-1

YOU

ectrkW

VAN
WYCK

THRU SAT
REG. 4.77

397

A fabulous stockln stuffer!
20 color pictures at a low,
low Big K discount price!

990

COLOR FILM

GAF 126-20

Type 108 for daylight
or flash pictures with
Polaroid cameras.

POLAROID TYPE 108 FILM

$9.99

29
Elsewhere

There's a clever Christmas gift idea that is
2x
1
a slim, pocket-size camera, yet gets 3/
plastic
mm
30
2 inch snapshots or
1
4/
easy.
just
—
ng
focusi
No
.
mounted slides
Christmas memory making this Christmas!

EASTMAN POCKET 20 CAMERA OM

Limited Quantities In Some Stores!

388°0

ASTMAN EKTASOUND MOVIE OUTFIT

Yelawrian Actually,

FLINTSTONES

adtaviv

existing-light,
Drop in the film, plug in the microphone and shoot
this christhere
es"are
"Talki
The
.
movies
lip-synchronized sound
Kodak and
from
g
rnas! A fantastic idea for movie memory makin
cord,
phone
micro
a,
camer
Big IV Set includes Model 130 sound
tor.
projec
sound
235
Model
and
film
stand, batteries, movie

YOU

AACIVIIF

KENNER
CASSETTE

IMMISIONIVI

7."

Here's an ideal gift for the
mera buff on your list — a
compact Super 8 movie camera
for those low-light movie-making situations. Anytime, anyplace, exciting movies can be
yours!

BELL & HOWELL SUPER 8

200 Ft

This automatic slide
ne for 2' x
slides Is an ideal
stockin' stuffer for
the "camera nuts" on
your list!

227

METAL SLIDE
MAGAZINE

Easy access to 100 of
your favorite slides.

71c ea.

2 for 1.00

This plastic reel and can holds
400 ft. of 8mm film in a lightweight, easy-to-handle case.

Reg. 97r

77c

266

400 Ft.

REEL & CAN

CAROUSEL TRAY

Here is the remarkable new Bell &
Howell Double Feature movie projector. It projects movies on a big
bright viewing screen, even in a
lighted room. Flick open a single
door and movies in the conventional way. Eight cassettes fit all
in a row for programmed entertainment. Multi Motion speeds
plus a long list of versatile features

800

DOUBLE FEATURE

otROJECTOR

BELL4 HOWELL XL SUPER 8 CAMERA

"IMO, .
10111111le

888

Lr$1

Emeraude, and lmprevu. The
perfect gift for any lady this
Christmas.

A 2-piece Santa-pleaser in legendary British Sterling. 2-ounce co.
logne and 2-ounce after shave.

GIFT SET
550

BRITI H STERLING
2-PIECE

YOU

OR IN
1 77
I 211

The rich smell of Old Spice.

"A favorite Christmas gift for any man!

127 cluMEG

OLD SPICE 43/4-0Z.
AFTER SHAVE

,

1,tr?.a.

97

new

fthr#2

ItEr& 6ost Lime, Aid-199 wood, and Surf.

Very different . . . Bounces of Atta+siet
anv4
after shave in
reel design bottle plus
4 spinner and plug-Woe
fishing lureso

FISHING REEL DECANTER'

Four manly scents for the men in your life! Variety in
abundance: Canoe, Brut, British Sterling, and English
Leather!

OUR REG. 4.00

MEN'S 4-PIECE GIFT SET

SMART u-r"
4411
it . vle
t
OUR

2

swastminitmc

$9.99

Elsewhere

mounted slides. No focusing — just easy.
Christmas memory making this Christmas!

All time favorite
for men . . . and
women! Old
„, Spice 44-ounce
MI /1(/2• After Shave and
215 4-ounce deodorant.

237

GIFT
SET

OLD SPICE
2-PIECE

BRUT 33 7-0Z.
SPLASH-ON

FABERGE'S gift to the Christmas season! Splash on lotion with a different
companion — 4-ounce Spray deodorant!

OUR ItEG. 2.50 1

99

The perfect start to any
busy day — the fresh smell
of English Leather for the
shower!

200

SOAP-ON-A-ROPE

Gift set to start his day
right! Soap-on-a-Rope for
his shower, 4-ounce After
Shave

45°

GIFT SET

ENGLISH LEATHER
2-PIECE

BUT 33
2-PIECE GIFT SET

A fabulous stockin stuffert
20 color pictures at a low,
low Big K discount price!

A coilection of the
newest fashion colors
of Max Factor lipsticks all wrapped up
In a colorful, clever
birdhouse. An ideal
gift for the teenager
on your list!

BIRDHOUSE

MAX Fig.lithh
LIPSTICK

G. 350

2

Shulton's long-time favorite as2
/
sembled for holiday gifting! 11
ounce cologne, 2-ounce hand
nd body lotion, 3-ounce dusting powder.

OUR

87

illet

A beautiful idea for
Christmas gifting!2.15
ounces of spray cologne and 6 ounces of
fragrant dusting powder in a lovely gift set!

OUR REG.
4.50

2

97

2-PIECE

ireir
......1111.
01.07rif
+411001.o,

A perfect gift for the denture
wearer on your list! This
machine is so advanced, it
actually removes built-up
tartar, deep-stains and offensive odor in minutes!

1

!PUSS

in th
nec!!
. a.pant
fai:labe
ca
1
,!.7:13
Ingetetciti.
iot Who're helps!hvo
reW
dispenser and
cartridges.

12

OT LATHER
loi MACHINE
88 14.0
=KG.

CHICK

SYSTEM

.a
For that really soeciai guy .prostyling dryer to keep his hair case
fessionally givoo*W. Deluxe
for travel end storage.

DRYER1STYLER

OUR.REG.

A fabulous Christmas gift
for either sex! The super
600 comes complete
with two styling attachments, 2-speed selector
switch and 600-watts of
hair drying power!

11
88

HAIR DRYER

HAND HELD

SUPER 600

REMINGTON

GIFT SET

Beauty with a bonus! 2
ounce spray mist, 3 ounce
perfumed talc and 6 ounce
bubble bath in pretty and
practical cosmetic tote. Two
zippered compartments!

ow IX 430

3

99

BEAUTY TOTE

SKINNY DIP

SCHICK

YO

WWII;

KENNER
CASSETTE

SONAC
DENTURE
CLEANING

Delightful gift at tiny price!
Includes 2-ounce spray mist
cologne and 4-ounce dusting
powder

3 0,.

GIFT SE
27REG. 4

SKINNY DIP 2-PIECE

166

VAN
WYCK
ticrTIPIC

LUCIEN LELONG

OUR REG
2.25

SKINNY DIP
2-0Z. MIST
COLOGNE

Make a girl feel pretty with this
set from Skinny Dip! Set contains 2-ounces of spray cologne
and a pretty little notebook for
all those little personal secrets.

OIX REG. 3.00

2

27

GIFT SET

SKINNY DIP 2-PIECE

DE5ERr f1OWER
3-PIECE GIFT SET

Set consists of 5
ounces of Dos'
Powder and 2 ot

GIFT SET
co225*ff. 166

LANDER 2-PIECE

YOU

e
k
hi

OUR REG. MU

s.

A great eft forf aiy
adllviTZ
a breeze.

9

RIC SHAVER
97

Y REMINGTON

1288
#3,74ralatp.-7.1c.
:

DISPENSER

5rENERAL ELECTRIC
..
\;,N;....\,.
s • ‘'ir AVE CREAM

You Can Actually,

advAway

FLINTSTONES

s
i ktori
,

iffteelie

The Duo Set „ an cAotic! gtt with
2-ouncts of Jade Fast After Shave
and 216,-ounces of stick deodosaw
Orientai flavw *cr you
Santa'

'ii25

DE EAST DUO

Make It an Oriental Christmas
with this Jade East Foursome.
One 1-ounce bottle of Jade East
Regular After Shave and Co-iogne and Golden Lime After
Shave and Cologne!

GIFT SET.
00

4-PIECE

ADE EAST

ROM

Elegantly
stays c
with 5Oar 5nave.

122

ANTIQUE CAR filled
with AFTER SHAVE

01
7

JAIN„LEAD'

You

44

325

1 °
BACCHUS 4-0Z.
AFTER SHAVE

The ancient fervor
of Roman festival
comes alive with
the essence of
Bacchus'

Luxurious foaming
bath oil will make any
lady's bath a heavenly
pleasure. Choose from
either Proclaim or
Frances Harriet Foaming Bath Beauty in the
large size decorative
bottles.

122

BATH OIL

97c

1.5 OZ.
AFTER
SHAVE

8-0Z

bath can be a fragrant
ted delight with bath oil
Is from Big K. With this
there is even a bonus —
when the crystals are gone, there
Is still a beautiful decanter,

FOAMING

Gift him this Christmas with Shuttons all-time favorite, Old Spice,
in 4 -ounce After Shave and
COlegna.

GIFT SET
366

OLD SPICE

166

RFUMED BATH
IL CRYSTALS

FRANCES HARRIET

on your list._

Clever poodle or cat filled
with fragrant bath oil at a
super save Christmas price.
The ideal gift for the imaginative lady or teenager

970

BATH OIL

TIKI THE CAT or
POODLE BUBBLING

me is so
actually removes built-up
tartar, deep-stains and offensive odor in minutes!

BACCHUS

English Leather 2-ounce After
Shave and Cologne coupled with
a knife and nail-clipper make a
great Christmas gift. You try it
hell like it!

GIFT SET
500

ENGLISH LEATHER

The subtle and sophisticated scent
ot Aphrodfais in
6-ounce lotion and
5-ouncedsodorant
way.

GIFT SET

2-PIECE

APHRODISIA 33

FABERGE

The manly smell of Brut
follow him anywhere .
even to the shower!

97c

BRUT 33
SOAP-ON-A-ROP

ounces of spray cologne and 6 ounces of
fragrant dusting powder in a lovely gift set!

BIG APPLE
in

.4ere is a lovely gift
a different twiStl 5-o
smelling d

Here is a gift that will be a
lovely touch to any lady's
bathroom. This lovely plastic
swan is garnished with an
assortment of lipsticks that
make it a gift of not only
beauty,'but practicality.

LIPSTICK SWAN

Delicate dusting powder
wrapped up in a pretty
and tamed with a daisy=a
fabulous gift at a fabulous
price from Big K

$

Elsewhere

$9.99

•

AP

88

77,

9

Of

PARIS

88c

11 8 2 g-

5 57

Bubble away the Christmas
shopping hassle with 22ounces of foaming milk
bath or 20-ounces of Paris
Night Champagne bath!

CHOICE:

YOUR

BUBBLE BATH

NIGHT CHAMPAGNE

BATH

FOAMING MILK

FRANCES HARRIET

'Gift lair.
*tither INS:
'gift sat
tantiiires *ounces
• of dustingpawder Mid 1%.
, ounces a sPraV rmloliVte
1 -1,, ,-notng, deico,
:,t,ve (1s.t.
.._:!. .

GIFtSET. ,„....

I
:FILSNItilic
A....1...:,

Lovely little lemons Or a
charming apothecary jar
or fragrant gardenia ,
soap in a beautiful dish
make a touching Christmas gift.

YOUR
CHOICE:

FRUIT SOAP ASSORTMENT.
GUEST SOAP IN AN
APOTHECARY JAR or
GARDENIA SOAP AND DISH

$188

A cute assortment of fragrant
Christmas gift goodies at a
fantastic low, low Big K price!

YOUR

ARLS with COLOGN
HEARTS 'n FLOWERS,
SOAP or BABY BEA
ELEPHANT SOAP

Palm size soaps she'
putting out for
make a
ift Or

YOUR
CHOICE:

OIL CAPSULES
ONE, BOX or WAND

VO

Alveriekvi

g
oun
flices
S44 0141

#4"64,d1418be
Ore*
to her

.

2

115
.
- LV
„„.

RIC

87350

k ici;gEg.

lYntenri1911-d
I
MS&

BLUE JEANS 2-0
SPRAY COLOGN I-

I REG. I OD

GIFT
57

DESER

VAN
WYCK
Ft FrTEPIC!

99c
1.44

OUR gap

COLOGNE

Nhen you make your
this
year of an :ifter shove choice
or 4:0$0101
for him, make it Hal Karate
.. .
you choose, hell Cheer(

OUR REG. 1.75

PIER

YOU

docontert

2.57
3 — 16ounce bottles of
Mennen Skin Bracer in a
handsome Photo Memory
Cube or rugged hand decanter filled with Skin Brer.

HAND

HAND DECANTER
AFTER SHAVE
227
CUBE

or

PHOTO CUBE

MENNEN

000 US. 4.50

366

KNIGHT DECANTER
torr=frc,i,„=

Et"i
l g="4:
=11 227
.
u..

ICED HAI KA
GIFT SE

Kit

RAVE

,4Af
ROMAN

You Can Actually,

)4.4i Kling*

GIFT D

Hal Kar-t
ei An,dr OritotA
Arte‘' Shave
2-

1

FL1NTSTONES

2.66
4•66

L

Four ounces of After Shave or Cologne
either separately or together in a hand
some leatherette gift case.

GIFT SET

COLOGNE

AFTER SHAVE...1.88

TROUBLE

after shave or cologne. .. for
your centurion!

Massive column design container holds 4-ounces of heady

COLOGNE

ROMAN BRIO
AFTER SHAVE &
COLOGNE
AFTER SHAVE
1"

MflVI

KEN NER
CASSETTE

Elsewhere

$9.99

(SIR

4.

